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Abstract
This thesis considers the problem of delivering streaming media, on-demand, to
potentially large numbers of concurrent clients. The problem has motivated the
development in prior work of scalable protocols based on multicast or broadcast.
However, previous protocols do not allow clients to efficiently: 1) recover from packet
loss; 2) share bandwidth fairly with competing flows; or 3) maximize the playback
quality at the client for any given client reception rate characteristics.
In this work, new protocols, namely Reliable Periodic Broadcast (RPB) and
Reliable Bandwidth Skimming (RBS), are developed that efficiently recover from
packet loss and achieve close to the best possible server bandwidth scalability for a
given set of client characteristics. To share bandwidth fairly with competing traffic
such as TCP, these protocols can employ the Vegas Multicast Rate Control (VMRC)
protocol proposed in this work.
The VMRC protocol exhibits TCP Vegas-like behavior. In comparison to prior
rate control protocols, VMRC provides less oscillatory reception rates to clients, and
operates without inducing packet loss when the bottleneck link is lightly loaded.
The VMRC protocol incorporates a new technique for dynamically adjusting the
TCP Vegas threshold parameters based on measured characteristics of the network.
This technique implements fair sharing of network resources with other types of
competing flows, including widely deployed versions of TCP such as TCP Reno.
This fair sharing is not possible with the previously defined static Vegas threshold
parameters.
The RPB protocol is extended to efficiently support quality adaptation. The
Optimized Heterogeneous Periodic Broadcast (HPB) is designed to support a range
of client reception rates and efficiently support static quality adaptation by allowing
clients to work-ahead before beginning playback to receive a media file of the desired
quality. A dynamic quality adaptation technique is developed and evaluated which
allows clients to achieve more uniform playback quality given time-varying client
reception rates.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Recent years have witnessed the mushrooming of networked multimedia applications
on the Internet. This growth has been fueled by advances in high speed networking, workstation performance, compression technologies, and also by the widespread
availability of the World-Wide Web. The Web has successfully provided an abstraction of the Internet to the common user that enables use of complex applications
without knowing the details of their functioning.
A large variety of multimedia applications are available on the Internet that include services such as movies-on-demand, audio-on-demand, news-on-demand, distance learning, interactive video games, live broadcasts, Internet telephony, and
video conferencing. Particularly popular are video-on-demand applications that deliver stored media files on-demand to clients.
Two contrasting service models can be identified for video-on-demand systems.
One approach is to download the entire media file to the client before beginning
playback. This approach, however, may result in unacceptably high 'latency to
begin playback since digitally encoded media files can be quite large, depending on
the duration of the content and the compression quality. To reduce the latency to
begin playback (also known as the "start-up" delay), streaming media servers allow
clients to begin media playback after filling a buffer with an initial portion of the
media file. The remainder of the media file is delivered as the video is played.
Early work on video-on-demand deployment, such as AOL Time Warner's market test in Orlando, used existing cable television networks [101]. Subscribers were
1

provided with a specialized hardware device called a set-top box that acted as an
interface between the television set and the network, and could be used to browse
content at the server, make requests for media files, and control the playback of
media files. Most of the early work on commercial video-on-demand deployment
met with only limited success. First, stiff competition was offered by traditional
services such as video rentals and pay-per-view. Second, providing quality similar
to, or better than, these traditional services in a cost effective manner was challenging. Third, major Hollywood studios were quite skeptical about retailing movies
directly to the consumers. More recently, realizing the potential of profitably providing media distribution to homes, major Hollywood studios have formed alliances
with cable, phone, and computer companies to provide video-on-demand services
over cable networks and the Internet. Current trends indicate increasing availability of commercial video-on-demand services from cable/satellite television service
providers, and to some extent, on the Internet as well.
This thesis considers the problem of streaming popular media files to clients distributed across a network. A key challenge is to design protocols that are "scalable",
in the sense of being able to efficiently serve large numbers of concurrent clients,
each with very low start-up delay. Also, in some environments, effective packet loss
recovery is required, as well as adaptation to the available bandwidth 1 on the path
from the server. This thesis proposes protocols that address these problems, and
evaluates their performance.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 1.1 describes
the research objectives. The primary contributions of the thesis are enumerated in
Section 1.2, followed by a thesis roadmap in Section 1.3.
IThroughout this thesis, the term "bandwidth" refers to the amount of data transmitted in a
fixed amount of time, and does not imply a band of frequencies or wavelengths.

2

1.1

Problem Definition and Motivation

Video consists of a sequence of frames that convey their meaning only when the
timing relationships between the frames are maintained during playback. Therefore,
a streaming media server must reserve sufficient storage and network I/O bandwidth
for all data to be delivered in time for playout at the client. The unit of server
capacity or "bandwidth" associated with a single data stream is referred to as a
channel. Since a large number of (potentially long duration) streams might be in

progress at a given point in time, server channels must be carefully managed.
In the conventional approach to media-on-demand, a separate server channel is
allocated for each client request. With this approach, the required server bandwidth grows linearly with the client request rate. One approach to reducing the
demands on the server and network bandwidth is to cache (pull strategy) or replicate (push strategy) media files (or portions thereof) at sites closer to the requesting
clients [130, 116, 7]. A complementary strategy is to make use of multicast delivery,
with which many clients can be served using a single stream. Multicast can be an
effective approach owing to the typical skewness in the distribution of client requests
across media files. Studies of video rental patterns [32] as well as recent workload
characterizations of streaming media servers [28, 8] suggests that the top 10-20% of
the popular media files may account for 60-80% of all client requests. The design of
improved scalable on-demand streaming protocols based on multicast is an objective
of this thesis work.
On-demand streaming applications differ from live (e.g., Internet "webcast" of a
sporting event) or scheduled broadcast (e.g., Internet radio) applications, in which the
server's transmission schedule is independent of client arrivals. That is, in contrast to
on-demand streaming, clients here have no control of the programming and simply
"tune in" as desired to receive the program currently being multicast. Multicast
streaming is much more complicated for on-demand applications, as different client
requests for the same portion of a media file may arrive at different times.
The challenges posed by the heterogeneity of the Internet, in particular differ-
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ing available bandwidths and packet loss rates on the paths to different clients, are
common to live and scheduled broadcast as well as on-demand streaming media applications. In the Internet TCP lIP architecture, two transport layer protocols are
available, namely the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and the User Datagram
Protocol (UDP) [71, 120]. TCP is a reliable data transfer protocol and implements
congestion control schemes that adapt the sending rate of the application in accordance with changing network conditions, and is used by a majority of the applications on the Internet. UDP is an unreliable data transfer protocol that incorporates
no packet loss recovery or congestion control schemes of its own, and thus applications can use their own schemes tailored to their own needs and environments.
Since TCP employs retransmissions and congestion control schemes that yield variable transmission rates and packet delays, many media streaming systems use UDP
as the transport protocol.
Streaming media applications that employ UDP require mechanisms to deal with
packet loss. Packet loss can occur for the following reasons: 1) congestion in the
network can lead to router buffers filling and thus packets being dropped; 2) queuing
delays in the network can result in packets arriving later than their scheduled playout time; and 3) packets may be corrupted. The impact of packet loss on the
quality of the delivered stream depends on the characteristics of the loss process,
and the media compression algorithm. With compression algorithms such as those
used in MPEG-2, a single packet loss can degrade media quality over several frames,
if the lost packet contained a portion of an I-frame [53]. Measurements of MPEG

streaming on the Internet show that packet loss rates as low as 3% can translate into
frame error rates as high as 30%, thus underscoring the necessity of error control
mechanisms [18].
At low loss rates, simple error concealment techniques such as use of the previous
video frame in place of a partially received frame, or interpolation from close by video
frames are sufficient [100]. At higher loss rates, more complex schemes that employ
a mix of sender and receiver based mechanisms are required. For example, parity
packets may be set along with the data packets to allow recovery of lost packets at
4

the receivers [100]. However, such solutions have only been developed for unicast
streaming, or multicast streaming of live or scheduled broadcasts [135, 49, 26, 92,
17, 75, 122, 30]. An objective of this thesis is to develop solutions that are both
scalable and reliable for on-demand media streaming.
In addition to packet loss recovery, congestion control schemes are required to
prevent starvation of flows, ensure inter-protocol fairness, and increase network utilization [44]. It is widely agreed that the current performance of the Internet largely
depends on the flow and congestion control capabilities built into TCP, which is
responsible for the majority of the traffic. Therefore, it is recommended that multimedia flows that use UDP be TCP-compatible (or "TCP-friendly") such that their
bandwidth usage does not (often or on long time scales) exceed that of a conformant
TCP flow under similar conditions [19]. The bandwidth usage of a streaming media
flow is typically altered by modifying the amount of data sent (implying a change
in the playback quality), in contrast to conventional TCP applications in which the
same data is sent, but slower.
The design of such rate control schemes is complicated by the conflicting goals
of promptly reacting to changes in the network conditions and of making only infrequent changes in the client perceived media quality. These issues have been
addressed to some extent in the context of unicast multimedia rate control [104,45].
Rate control protocols have also been proposed in the multicast context, but their operation is complicated by the substantial heterogeneity in client transmission paths
with respect to delay, bandwidth, and loss characteristics.
One method for accommodating heterogeneous transmission rates to clients is
to use multirate congestion control schemes [88, 125, 75, 107, 22, 74, 119]. These
schemes assume a layered encoding of the media file into a base layer and a small
number of enhancement layers, and that each layer is multicast on a separate channel. The base layer by itself yields a minimal quality of playback at the client.
Quality is improved by receiving one or more enhancement layers in addition to the
base layer. Depending on the available bandwidth on the transmission path to a
client, that client can decide how many layers to receive. Another objective of this
5

thesis is to develop improved multirate congestion control algorithms.
The available bandwidth to clients of a streaming media server may differ substantially across the client population of a streaming server (because of network
access limitations for example). Streaming protocols proposed in the literature are
designed assuming homogeneous client reception capabilities, and therefore, a low
bandwidth client is limited to receiving a comparatively lower quality media than a
client with higher bandwidth, or incur substantial increase in the latency to begin
playback if higher quality playback is desired. Furthermore, available bandwidth to
clients will be time-varying owing to use of congestion control protocols. Varying the
playback quality in direct response to changes in the available bandwidth predicted
by a congestion control algorithm may result in frequent changes in the playback
quality [104]. A final objective of this thesis is to support flexible quality adapta-

tion mechanisms such that the media stream received by a client in response to the
available bandwidth on the path from the server allows media playback quality that
is as high as that permitted by the average available bandwidth.
Putting together the above objectives, the primary goal of this research is to
develop efficient, scalable, reliable, on-demand streaming protocols. The characteristics desired in such streaming protocols are:

• Scalable: The protocols should be able to serve a large number of client
requests for a media file with low server and network bandwidth usage. In
particular, the server and network bandwidth requirements should scale sublinearly with the increase in client requests for the media file.

• Reliable: Clients should be able to recover from packet loss as long as the
loss rate is below a tunable threshold, without requiring any control feedback
to the server.

• Rate Adaptive: The streaming protocols should adapt their streaming rate
in accordance to the changes in the network conditions. Moreover, it is desirable that such rate adaptation be "TCP-friendly".
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• Quality Adaptive: The protocols must elegantly handle the wide ranging
heterogeneity of the client population, both with respect to the client network
access bandwidth (i.e., as reflected by the last-mile bandwidth limitations such
as imposed by dialup modems) and the transmission path characteristics (e.g.,
loss rates, or congestion controlled rates). In general, each client should be
able to receive a media quality of its choice with minimum possible start-up
delay. Further, the playback quality should be relatively uniform over time,
and remain unaffected by short-term oscillations in available bandwidth.

1.2

Contributions

The main contributions of this thesis are as follows:
• Development of new scalable on-demand streaming protocols that efficiently
incorporate packet loss recovery;
• Design of effective "TCP-friendly" rate adaptation mechanisms that can be
used with the proposed scalable streaming protocols; and
• Design of efficient quality adaptation mechanisms applicable with the above
protocols and mechanisms.
These contributions are elaborated on in the following sections.

1.2.1

Packet Loss Recovery

New periodic broadcast protocols, namely Reliable Periodic Broadcast (RPB) and
Reliable Bandwidth Skimming (RBS), are developed that provide scalable on-demand
streaming with packet loss recovery. These protocols can recover lost packets provided the loss rate is below a tunable threshold, can efficiently handle bursty loss,
and exhibit fruitful tradeoffs among start-up delay, loss rate, and achievable client
data rate.
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The RPB protocols also improve the state-of-the-art in the design of periodic

broadcast protocols [127, 2, 62, 69, 54, 95, 59]. Periodic broadcast protocols divide a
media file into segments that are periodically multicast according to a predetermined
transmission schedule. Clients requesting a media file receive a reception schedule
informing them of when to tune in to receive the media segments, along with a
start-up delay for beginning playback. Typically, these protocols require clients to
be able to receive data on multiple channels concurrently. Prior work on periodic
broadcast protocols assumes that the aggregate achievable transmission rate to each
client is at least twice the media playback bit rate. The RPB protocol family has the
favorable property of allowing scalable and efficient media delivery even when the
aggregate achievable transmission rate to a client is only a small percentage (e.g.,
25%) greater than the media playback bit rate. Thus, these protocols allow higher
media quality (and thus a higher media playback bit rate) to be used. The RPB
protocols also efficiently handle bursty losses.
The RBS protocol extends bandwidth skimming protocols to support packet
loss recovery [41]. Bandwidth skimming protocols initiate a new multicast stream
in response to each request for a media file. Streams delivering the same media files
can be dynamically "merged" using a portion of the available bandwidth at each
client. An implementation of the RBS protocol is presented as "proof of concept"
of the proposed approach.
Further, new scalability bounds are developed for both immediate service protocols such as bandwidth skimming as well as periodic broadcast protocols, assuming
alternative packet loss recovery techniques. The results suggest that the new protocols can achieve close to the best possible server bandwidth scalability for a given
set of client characteristics.

1.2.2

Rate Control

A new equation-based multi-rate congestion control protocol, called Vegas Multicast
Rate Control (VMRC) is developed. The protocol is based on a recently proposed
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throughput model for TCP Vegas, a variant of TCP that uses queuing delay as
an indication of congestion [112]. In VMRC, each client independently applies the
model to determine an appropriate reception rate to the receivers. The VMRC protocol addresses shortcomings of the multirate congestion control protocols proposed
in the literature [22, 74, 75, 76, 88, 107, 119, 122, 125]. The VMRC protocol is
"TCP-friendly" and like TCP Vegas, can operate without introducing packet losses
while probing the network for additional available bandwidth. The VMRC protocol allows receivers behind a common bottleneck link to converge quickly to the
same subscription level, without using any explicit synchronization policy. A detailed performance evaluation of the VMRC protocol is carried out to justify the
main protocol design choices. Such a study has not been carried out for any other
multicast congestion control protocol.
The VMRC protocol introduces a technique for dynamically setting the values
of the TCP Vegas threshold parameters. TCP Vegas, as originally proposed, makes
a static choice of the threshold parameters. Depending on the chosen values, the
Vegas flow can be either aggressive or conservative with respect to competing traffic.
The dynamic threshold estimation technique proposed here adjusts the threshold
parameters based on the estimates of loss rate, round-trip time, and queuing delay,
and allows the flow to compete more fairly. This technique could be incorporated
in TCP Vegas implementations, and may potentially aid in incremental deployment
of TCP Vegas in the Internet.

1.2.3

Quality Adaptation

The RPB protocols are developed assuming homogeneous client reception rates. An
extension of RPB termed Heterogeneous Periodic Broadcast (HPB) is developed that
provides better support for heterogeneous clients than existing periodic broadcast
protocols. The new HPB are optimized for a range of client reception rates and
allow efficient tradeoffs between start-up delay and media quality.
Previous work on multicast in the context of streaming media delivery assumed
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that the media playback quality changes in direct response to changes in the available
bandwidth to the client (see [88] for example). In the context of unicast streaming,
work-ahead during playback has been used to smooth short-term variations in available bandwidth. In this work, an effective work-ahead based adaptation mechanism
is developed and a performance study of this scheme demonstrates that relatively
smooth playback can be achieved at the clients.

1.3

Thesis Roadmap

The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews the prior
work on multimedia networking that is most relevant to this work.

Chapter 3

develops the new periodic broadcast and bandwidth skimming protocols that can
recover from packet loss, namely Reliable Periodic Broadcast (RPB) and Reliable
Bandwidth Skimming (RBS), respectively. Chapter 4 proposes a new multirate
congestion control protocol called Vegas Multicast Rate Control (VMRC) that can
be used in the context of scalable on-demand streaming. Chapter 5 describes quality
adaptation techniques for use with scalable streaming protocols. Chapter 6 presents
conclusions and directions for future work.
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Chapter 2
Background

Pay-per-view services available on cable television require viewers to tune in to a
program at a predetermined time. Video-on-demand aims to further this concept
by storing digital content and allowing access to any content at any time. With
advances in recent years in computing capabilities, digitization and compression
techniques, high bandwidth storage subsystems, and communication infrastructure,
video-on-demand services have become a reality in cable/satellite television networks, corporate networks, and even on the Internet.
Several digital cable service providers are offering access to a broad range of
programming content to their customers. A digital set-top box (STB) acts as an
interface between the television set at the customer's premise and the cable network.
Using the STB, a customer can select programming of their choice from a library
of titles and start viewing the program on their television at a time of their choosing with full VCR functionality including pause, rewind, and fast forward. Once
a program has been ordered, the customer can start watching it immediately, or
download it to watch at a later time.
Video-on-demand applications have also been widely deployed in corporate and
private networks. For example, many universities are using these services for their
online classes. On the Internet, movie trailers, music videos, news clips etc. are
available for streaming. More recently, several companies have started streaming
full length movies on-demand to clients with broadband Internet connections. These
developments have been facilitated by a wide body of research on video-on-demand
11

systems. Rather then attempting to cover the entire spectrum of video-on-demand
research, this chapter will discuss related work that is most relevant to this thesis.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.1 presents an
overview of stored media file streaming. Section 2.2 briefly discusses the multicast
delivery model assumed by the scalable delivery techniques reviewed in Section 2.3.
Issues pertaining to congestion control and error control of multimedia flows are
discussed in Sections 2.4 and 2.5, respectively.

2.1

Architectures for Streaming Stored Media Files

One approach to streaming is to store the compressed media files on a Web server
and deliver them using the protocol used for transferring Web pages, namely the
Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) 1. A client can select the desired media file
by clicking on a hyperlink identifying the media file. The client's browser sends an
HTTP GET request for the file to the server, and the server responds by delivering
the contents of the media file in the body of an HTTP response message. On receipt
of the response message from the server, the browser launches the appropriate media
player by using the information available from the Content- Type field in the header
of the response message, and passes the contents of the file to the media player.
Although this approach is simple, it suffers from the drawback that the media file
contents must be completely downloaded by the browser before being forwarded to
the media player, resulting in unacceptable delays in beginning playback for large
media files.
An alternative to the above download approach is progressive download, where
the media file is directly sent to the media player, instead of the media file transiting
via the browser. To enable direct communication between the server and the media
player, the content provider must create, for each media file, a meta file that contains
1 HTTP is an application-level protocol that employs the Transmission Control Protocol of the
Internet Protocol suite to provide reliable bidirectional communication channels between the server
and the client.
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information regarding the content type and the hyperlink to the actual media file.
Clients select a media file of their choice by clicking on a hyperlink identifying the
desired media file; however, the hyperlink is now for the meta file and not the actual
contents.
The meta file is downloaded to the browser, and after examining the contents
of this metafile, the browser launches the appropriate media player and passes the
contents of the meta file to the player. The media player determines that the file
passed to it by the browser is a meta file, reads the URL of the original media file,
and initiates an HTTP GET request for the media file. The server delivers the
contents of the media file using an HTTP response message. Thus, playback can
begin after downloading some predetermined amount of data.
The main disadvantage of this approach emanates from the use of HTTP as
the protocol for delivering the media file. The HTTP protocol uses TCP as the
underlying protocol for providing reliable delivery. TCP results in highly variable
transmission rates and packet delays. Therefore, large buffers are necessary to enable
jitter-free playback. HTTP is a connection-oriented protocol that is fundamentally
non-scalable for one-to-many communication. To overcome these difficulties, often
a specialized streaming media server is used, that can be easily configured to use
protocols designed especially for streaming.
Two of the most popular streaming servers are Real Network's Real Server, and
Microsoft's Windows Media Server. When a specialized server is used, the initial
interaction for obtaining the meta file is as described above. However, the interaction between the media server and the media player is different. The media player
uses a control protocol such as the public domain Real-Time Streaming Protocol
(RTSP) [114] for initiating and controlling the delivery of the media file from the
server (e.g., provide VCR-like functionality such as play, pause, rewind, and forward). Streaming servers packetize data using protocols such as the public domain
Real-Time Transport Protocol (RTP) [113] to provide services such as payload type
identification, sequence numbering, time stamping, and source identification. Note
that RTP was proposed as a layer within the application layer, and data packetized
13

(a) Unicast Datagram Delivery

(b) Multicast Datagram Delivery

Figure 2.1: Comparing Unicast and Multicast Communication Models
using RTP is delivered using an application-level delivery protocol, at a rate determined in part by the media encoding and the specific protocol (e.g., a proprietary
protocol, HTTP, or a scalable streaming protocol that employs multicast) in use.
Throughout the above discussion, it is assumed that clients use a computer as
the display unit, with requests for media files being made using a Web browser
and the contents of the media file being displayed using a media player. The same
functionality can also be provided by a STB attached to a conventional television
set.

2.2

Multicast Service Model

Many multimedia applications require sending the same data to multiple clients.
In this context, sending the same data using separate point-to-point unicast connections results in much wastage of server and possibly also network resources, as
shown in Figure 2.1(a). An attractive alternative is to use the multicast extension to the IP layer that provides scalable point-to-multipoint datagram delivery for
group communication. Scalability is achieved by sending a single datagram from the
sender, that is replicated by the routers whenever the datagram must be forwarded
on multiple links, as illustrated in Figure 2.1(b). Clearly, multicast service requires
both the end systems and the network to be multicast capable.
In the traditional IP-multicast service model [33], a set of clients form a logical
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entity called a group. All members of a group can be identified with a single class-D
multicast address. There is no restriction on the size of a group or its location, and
any sender (even those that are not members of the group) can send to all members
of a group by addressing data packets to this multicast address. The data packets
are delivered using IP-style semantics, with no guarantees of in-order or loss-free
delivery, although these features may be provided at the application layer. The
model puts the onus on group members to inform their nearest router of the intent
to receive packets sent to a multicast address. This functionality is provided by the
Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP) [43] operating between clients on the
subnet and their designated router.
Note that IGMP only manages clients on a subnet, and is not concerned with the
multicast spanning tree used to distribute datagrams between designated routers in
different subnets. Multicast routing algorithms generate spanning trees to connect
routers that have clients belonging to a particular multicast group, and consist of
protocols that: 1) efficiently route datagrams within a domain (intradomain routing); and 2) route datagrams between different domains (intemomain routing). The
algorithms commonly in use are discussed in the next two subsections. For a detailed
survey of multicast routing protocols, the reader is referred to [9, 111].

2.2.1

Intradomain Routing

The original multicast routing protocol, Distance Vector Multicast Routing Protocol
(DVMRP) [128], is a flood and prune protocol. When a source first starts sending,
it will flood the network by sending datagrams on all its outgoing links. In turn, the
receiving routers will forward the datagram on all of their outgoing links provided
the datagram arrived on the shortest reverse path back to the source. DVMRP
maintains its own routing tables and packets not received on the reverse shortest
path are dropped. In this approach, many parts of the network will receive traffic
although no group members are present. Therefore, routers with no attached group
members send a prune message to the upstream router. Each router in the network
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employs this flood and prune protocol until the distribution tree is established.
Pruned branches periodically timeout (default value is two hours), and datagrams
reflood the network until unwanted branches are pruned back. Graft messages are
used to add back pruned branches to the multicast tree.
This protocol works well when group members are located on most subnets, but
is inefficient when group members are sparsely distributed. A key scalability issue
is that every router in the network maintains state for all (source, group) pairs,
regardless of whether any group members exist downstream. Another problem is
picking a suitable timeout period for pruned branches. Clearly, there exists a tradeoff
between the join latency and the frequency of flooding. In the sparsely distributed
scenario, a direct consequence of ensuring quick joins is an increased frequency of
flooding routers with unnecessary data. The increased use of multicast in wide-area
networks led to the development of protocols that build a shortest path tree from
a designate point in the network, referred to as a core [12] or rendezvous point [35],
which is shared between all sources.
The Protocol Independent Multicast (PIM) [35,34] architecture is the commonly
deployed routing algorithm in the Internet, and was proposed with the following objectives: 1) the protocol should be able to use the available unicast routing tables
to generate the multicast trees; 2) avoid the overhead of broadcast and prune protocols when group members are sparsely distributed over the Internet; and 3) support
good quality distribution trees for heterogeneous receivers by supporting both group
shared and source specific trees. PIM provides two modes of operation, namely a

dense mode and a sparse mode. As the names suggest, the former is useful when
group members are densely distributed, while the latter is useful when the group
members are sparsely distributed in the network. The operation of the protocol in
the dense mode is similar in spirit to that of DVMRP. For details, the reader is
referred to [34].
When operating in sparse mode, receivers send join requests to a known core or

rendezvous point (RP). Intermediate routers process this request, setting up a shared
tree from the RP for the group. Each source sends data to the RP, and the packets
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are multicast on the shared tree. Thus, the RP acts as a "meeting point" for sources
and receivers. A novel feature of this protocol is the ability to switch from group
shared trees to source specific trees, depending on the volume of traffic generated
by the source(s). For example, if receivers experience intolerable end-to-end delays,
it may decide to switch to a more optimal source specific tree.
The main drawbacks of PIM are related to the use of an RP. Specifically, the
RP is a single point of failure, and group shared trees are often non-optimal.

2.2.2

Interdomain Routing

This section briefly discusses the current approach to multicast routing across domains. Since PIM-SM is the most widely deployed multicast routing protocol, it is
necessary that all interdomain multicast routing protocols interoperate with PIMSM.
Unicast interdomain routing is supported using the Border Gateway Protocol
(BGP) [106]. Since PIM-SM is protocol independent and uses any available routing
protocol for reverse path lookup, BGP can be used for the reverse path lookup part
of interdomain multicasting. However, it may be desired that unicast and multicast
traffic utilize different links at border routers. The extensions to BGP that allow
carrying multicast routes are called Multiprotocol Extensions to BGP (MBGP) [15].
Note that MBGP only provides the capability of determining the next hop to
a host, but does not exchange RP information across domains (Specifically, does
not inform RP in one domain about sources in another domain). This functionality
is provided by the Multicast Source Discovery Protocol (MSDP) protocol, and has
been developed for dynamic interdomain source to RP mapping [9]. MSDP uses
TCP to reliably exchange source information between domains.

2.2.3

Alternative Service Model

The current multicast architecture suffers from a number of drawbacks in areas
such as scalability, network management, security, and multicast address allocation
17

[36]. These drawbacks have been 'a serious impediment to widespread multicast
deployment, and have motivated research in alternative service models [58, 31, 65].
Many complications of the traditional IP-multicast architecture can be avoided
using the single source approach, as outlined in the EXPRESS model [58]. In this
model, address management is simplified by defining a channel as a tuple consisting
of the source IP address and a destination channel number (a 24 bit value allowing 224
channels). This modification provides many more multicast channels than available
in the original IP multicast model and has the added advantage of not requiring
any global address coordination. Interested receivers subscribe to a channel by
sending a request to the network explicitly specifying both the source IP address
and the channel number. Furthermore, a source can control other clients' ability
to subscribe to channels, and distribution trees can be shortest paths back to the
source. There is no need for flood and prune type algorithms or rendezvous point
based algorithms. Also, a simpler charging model is possible because there is one
owner per channel which is easily identifiable; ISPs may charge the source based
on the number of channels it uses. Multisource applications may be supported by
allocating one channel at each source. Alternatively, the application may designate
a coordinator node, referred to as the relay node in [58], that coordinates access of
the secondary sources to the main channel.
Many recent proposals have argued for application-level multicast service, rather
than providing multicast as a network primitive [31, 65]. The basic approach is to
construct a virtual network, called an overlay, that connects participating nodes
using unicast paths, as illustrated in Figure 2.2. Non-leaf nodes in the overlay can
be either dedicated machines [65], or simply participating clients [31]. Applicationlevel multicast poses several challenges. First, an algorithm to construct efficient
overlay structures that minimizes end-to-end delay, total network resource usage,
and duplicate transmission of packets on network links is non-trivial to design. Second, the overlay should be able to adapt to the dynamics of the participating nodes.
For example, the overlay structure must remain connected in case of a node failure,
and should quickly adapt to addition/removal of overlay nodes. Third, the overlay
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Receiver

Overlay Network - --

Figure 2.2: Example of Application-Level Multicast
should also adapt to changes in the underlying substrate network (e.g., pick a better
overlay path when available). Generally, mechanisms should be implemented that
adaptively improve an overlay over time.

2.3

Scalable Streaming Protocols

The basic idea behind scalable streaming is to enable aggregation of client requests,
wherein a large number of client requests for a media file are served using a few multicast streams. This approach originated from work in the field of scalable download
of relatively small sized objects using broadcast/multicast. In this scalable download context, the objective is to determine the transmission schedule of objects such
that the average client delay is minimized [37, 10, 133].
In recent years, a wide array of scalable streaming protocols have been proposed,
that can be broadly classified as "server push" protocols or "client pull" protocols.
The "server push" techniques dedicate a fixed number of server channels per media
object. Typically, these protocols divide a media object into K segments with
relative lengths h, 12 , ••• , 1K. Each segment is periodically multicast according to a
fixed schedule. Clients often receive multiple segments concurrently at an aggregate
rate that exceeds the media playback rate, and buffers data that is received ahead
of when it is needed for playback. A client selecting an object obtains a schedule
for tuning into the various channels, and a latency to begin playback that allows
receiving all media data by the time it is needed. Because of the periodic nature
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Table 2.1: Notation for Scalable Streaming Protocols and Scalability Bounds

Symbol Definition
K
total number of segments
playback duration of the k th segment
lk
(relative to the length of segment 1)
r
channel transmission rate (in units of the media playback rate)
b
aggregate client reception rate (in units of the media playback rate)
d
maximum start-up delay for media object playback
B
required server bandwidth (in units of the media playback bit rate)
T
media object playback duration
M
number of media objects delivered using the protocol
A
average client request rate for a media object
N
average number of requests for the media object that arrive
during a period of length T (N = AT)
of multicasting the media files, these protocols are also known as periodic broadcast
protocols. Previous work on periodic broadcasts is reviewed in Section 2.3.1.
The "client pull" protocols initiate media streams only in response to client requests. The simplest form of "client pull" scalable streaming protocol is batching,
in which requests for the same media file that are within a small time interval
are queued, and served using a single multicast stream. Various batching policies
have been proposed that differ in how queued requests are scheduled [32, 3, 124].
Regardless of queuing policy, batching yields relatively high client delay. To reduce
start-up latencies, several immediate service protocols have been proposed that initiate a new multicast stream in response to a client request, and dynamically expand
the group of clients served by the stream to accommodate later client requests.
Specific schemes in this later category are reviewed in Section 2.3.3.1. The basic
notation used for discussing the protocols and related scalability bounds is provided
in Table 2.1.
The performance of these scalable protocols depends on the media file access
characteristics. Periodic broadcast protocols may be suitable for the most popular
media files since the server bandwidth requirement of these protocols is independent
of the request arrival rate. The less popular files can be delivered using a protocol
whose bandwidth requirement grows as a function of the client request rate.
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Figure 2.3: Staggered Broadcasting (K = 6)

2.3.1

Periodic Broadcast

2.3.1.1

Staggered Broadcasting

One of the earliest proposed scalable streaming techniques is Staggered Broadcasting [32]. In this protocol, entire copies of a media object are repeatedly broadcast 2

on K separate channels, each at the media playback rate. The starting times of each
copy are staggered evenly across the channels by imposing a phase delay equal to
T / K, as illustrated in Figure 2.3. This guarantees that any client can begin viewing

the media object after a maximum start-up delay equal to T / K. With this scheme,
the required server bandwidth grows linearly with decreasing start-up delay. With
appropriate design of segment sizes, channel transmission rates, and segment broadcast schedules, the required server bandwidth of periodic broadcast protocols only
increases logarithmically with decreasing start-up delay.

2.3.1.2

Pyramid Broadcasting

The idea of partitioning a media file into segments of increasing size and broadcasting these segments on separate channels was introduced by Vishwanathan and
2While discussing periodic broadcast protocols, the term "broadcast" will often be used instead
of "multicast" , to be consistent with the literature.
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Figure 2.4: Pyramid Broadcasting (K = 3, a = 2, M = 3, r = 6)
Imielinksi in the form of the Pyramid Broadcasting protocol [127]. The small first
segment permits low start-up latencies while the larger later segments keep the
total number of channels needed for the broadcast small. Each media object is partitioned into K segments that increase in size geometrically by a constant factor a
(i.e., lk+l = alk). Segment k broadcasts for each of the M media objects delivered
using the protocol are interleaved and broadcast on a single channel at transmission
rate r. This is illustrated for K = 3, M = 3, a = 2, and r = 6 in Figure 2.4.
A client begins downloading the first segment of the selected media file at the first
occurrence of the segment. Each segment is obtained as soon as possible after beginning to play the current segment, listening to at most two channels simultaneously.
Figure 2.4 illustrates the segment reception schedule (the shaded portions), and the
corresponding segment playout for the client arrival marked by the arrow.
To preserve continuity in playback, the protocol requires that the playback time
of segment k should be greater than or equal to the worst case time to begin downloading segment k+1. Note that the upper bound on the access time for any segment
occurs when the client just misses the beginning of the broadcast for the required
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media object, thus having to wait for the broadcast of all the M media objects to
finish. Thus, continuity in playback can be achieved when
lk+l X M
lk? - - - -

r

(2.1)

Since lk+l = alk' the channel transmission rate r is chosen to be at least aM.
The maximum start-up delay can be derived by assuming that a client tunes in
immediately after the beginning of a broadcast of segment 1 of the requested media
file. That is, for a server bandwidth of aM K, the maximum start-up delay is

d= Mh T= T(a-1)
r L lk
a(a K - 1)"

(2.2)

The value of the parameter a that results in the best start-up delay for a given server
bandwidth can be determined by applying simple search techniques (a is close to

e).
The Pyramid Broadcasting protocol makes more efficient use of server bandwidth than the Staggered Broadcasting protocol. For example, with the Staggered
Broadcasting approach, a two hour movie would require server bandwidth equal
to 60 times the playback rate to guarantee a maximum client waiting time of 5
minutes. The Pyramid Broadcasting protocol can guarantee a start-up delay under
2 minutes by using server bandwidth equal to 10 times the media playback rate

(a

= 2,

M

= 1,

K

= 5).

In general, unlike the Staggered Broadcasting approach,

the protocol provides exponential decrease in start-up delay with linear increase in
server bandwidth.
The main drawback of this protocol is the high client reception bandwidth requirement. Clients must be capable of receiving on two channels, each with bandwidth aM times higher than the media playback rate. Also, considerable client side
storage space, sometimes as high as 80% of the media object size, is required to buffer
preloaded segments. Finally, this protocol requires relatively high server bandwidth
to achieve a given start-up delay in comparison to other techniques described next.
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Figure 2.5: Permutation-Based Pyramid Broadcasting (M

2.3.1.3

= 3, P = 2)

Permutation-Based Pyramid Broadcasting

The Permutation-Based Pyramid Broadcasting protocol reduces client bandwidth
and storage requirements by logically separating the transmission of different media
objects [1]. Note that the high client reception bandwidth required by the Pyramid
Broadcast approach occurs due to the multiplexing of segments from different media
objects on a single logical channel. The approach adopted in this protocol is to use a
large number of low bandwidth channels in place of fewer high bandwidth channels.
As in the Pyramid scheme, each media object is partitioned into K segments
that increase in size geometrically by a constant factor a (i.e., lk+l

=

alk). Each

Pyramid Broadcast channel is further partitioned into P x M channels as illustrated
in Figure 2.5, with P ~ 1 being a parameter of the protocol. Thus, segment k broadcasts for each of the M media objects can be replicated and repeatedly broadcast
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on P channels. The starting times of the replicated segments are uniformly staggered across these P channels, using the Staggered Broadcasting technique. For any
selected media file, the client subscribes to the first available segment 1 broadcast,
downloading and playing it concurrently. All subsequent segments are downloaded
in sequential order. Unlike the Pyramid Broadcasting protocol, however, clients
only listen to a single channel at a time.
The condition for jitter-free playback can be derived as follows.

Since each

segment is broadcast using the Staggered Broadcasting approach, the maximum
delay to begin retrieval of segment k + 1 is l~tl. For any selected media object, the
condition for jitter-free playback is that the beginning of segment k

+ 1 must

available before the end of consumption of the current segment k, for alII

~

be

k < K.

Since clients only listen to a single channel at a time, the sum of the time to download
segment k and the maximum possible latency to begin retrieval of segment k

+1

must be less than or equal to the playback time of segment k, that is,
lk
lk+l
- < 1k·
r +Pr-

(2.3)

Therefore, the channel transmission rate r is set to (1 +0:'/ P). The server bandwidth
requirement is M K(P + a), and the maximum start-up delay is

d=

h
r P E lk

T=

T(a-l)

(P + a)(a K

-

1)

(2.4)

This protocol reduces the maximum client side storage requirement to 50% of the
media object

siz~.

However, determining appropriate parameters of this protocol

appears to be difficult, and the comparative server bandwidth reduction is quite
modest, in comparison to Pyramid Broadcasting.
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2.3.1.4

Skyscraper Broadcasting

The Skyscraper Broadcasting protocol divides a media object into K segments with
relative sizes given by the following recursive function [62]:
1

k=l

2

k

= 2,3 (2.5)

k

~

l

(2+ 2l~J- k) lk-d (1+ 2l~J- k) (1+ k- : l~J J)

4.

This function yields the following series 1,2,2,5,5,12,12,25,25,· ... Each segment
is repeatedly broadcast at the media playback rate on its own channel, as illustrated
in Figure 2.6 for K = 6. A client requesting the object obtains a reception schedule for tuning into each channel to receive each of the segments, starting at the
beginning of the next segment 1 broadcast on channell. For example, client A in
Figure 2.6 obtains a schedule that includes the first shaded segment transmission on
each channel. A client commences playback as soon as it begins to receive segment
1. The segment transmission schedule ensures that whichever segment 1 broadcast
a client receives, the client can receive each of the remaining media segments at
or before the time it is needed for playback. Since segments are increasing in size,
clients that initially listen to different segment 1 broadcasts may listen to the same
broadcasts of later segments. For example, any later client that is assigned one of
the fully shaded segment 1 broadcasts will share the segment 6 broadcast with client
A. As illustrated in Figure 2.6, greater overlap in segment reception occurs for client
requests that are close together in time.
The server bandwidth requirement of the protocol is K and the maximum startup delay is t~k. The Skyscraper protocol represents significant a advancement
over the previously discussed Pyramid protocols. First, clients are required to concurrently listen to at most two playback rate channels. Second, unlike the Pyramid
protocols in which clients obtain a large part of the media object before it is required
for playback, the Skyscraper protocol attempts to delay the delivery of media seg-
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Figure 2.6: Skyscraper Broadcasting and Dynamic Skyscraper (K = 6)
ments until they are required for playback, resulting in better utilization of server
bandwidth than the protocols discussed earlier. Third, the client buffer space requirement is somewhat lower. Specifically, clients must have buffer space equal to
the size of the K th segment, which is often about 40% of the media object size.
The Dynamic Skyscraper technique supports dynamically changing the media file
being broadcast using a given set of Skyscraper channels [38]. This technique aims
to increase the performance of the Skyscraper protocol when media objects exhibit
time varying popularity and also extends the Skyscraper protocol for somewhat
lower client request rates. The Dynamic Skyscraper protocol allocates channels in
units of a transmission cluster, which is defined as a union of transmission schedules
that encompass the same segment K broadcast, such that no segment transmission is
also received by clients receiving a different segment K broadcast. Each transmission
cluster can be used to broadcast a different media object. Pending client requests are
assigned to an ongoing transmission cluster, ifpresent, or allocated the next available
transmission cluster according to some request service policy (such as FIFO). As an
example, the fully shaded segments in Figure 2.6 show one possible transmission
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cluster. The next transmission cluster starts K time units later on channelL The
start of this cluster is shown by the brick pattern in the figure. Note that there may
be broadcast periods on channel 1 that can not be used by any transmission cluster,
as illustrated by the gap between the fully shaded segments and the brick shaded
segment on channel 1. Optimizations such as segment size progressions that do not
have any holes between transmission clusters are discussed in [38].
2.3.1.5

Harmonic Broadcasting

The Harmonic Broadcasting protocol divides a media object into K segments of
equal size, and transmits the segments on separate channels of decreasing rate [69].
Each segment k can be considered to be further divided into k equal size subsegments
of lengths lk,1 .. ·lk,k that are periodically broadcast on its assigned channel at rate
11k times the media playback rate as illustrated in Figure 2.7. Clients receive on all
channels simultaneously, starting at the beginning of the first segment 1 broadcast
following the client request. For example, in Figure 2.7 client A receives the nonstriped shaded subsegments and the diagonally striped subsegments. Note that
clients may receive data for individual segments out of order as shown as shown in
the figure by the client A reception sequence for segment 3. Furthermore, clients
listening to different segment 1 broadcasts may partially listen to the same portion
of a later segment broadcast. For example, clients A and B listen concurrently to
the diagonally striped subsegments on channels 3 and 4. Since clients concurrently
listen on all channels, the client bandwidth and server bandwidth requirements are
the same, equal to E~1

t == H

K ,

where H K is the harmonic sum of K.

In Harmonic Broadcasting as originally described, each client starts playback as
soon as its download of segment 1 begins. However, with this policy the protocol
can not guarantee jitter-free playback ,[95]. As an illustration, suppose that client
A in Figure 2.7 starts playback as soon as it begins to receive the shaded segment
1 broadcast, at some time t. At time (t

+ T I K),

segment 2, but has only received subsegment
playback all the data from subsegment

l21

l22'

the client is ready to consume
Specifically, the client needs to

by time (t + 1.5TI K), but will not receive
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Figure 2.7: Harmonic Broadcasting (K = 4)
the required data until time (t + 2T/ K).
Paris et al. show that jitter-free playback can be achieved in Harmonic Broadcast systems if the clients start consuming data after completely receiving the first
segment, resulting in a worst case start-up delay of 2T/ K [95]. Two variants of
Harmonic Broadcasting are proposed that achieve lower start-up delays for a fixed
server bandwidth requirement than the original Harmonic Broadcasting protocol
with the above modified start-up delay. A simpler and more efficient solution, however, is to start receiving data on all channels immediately after the client tunes in.
The required start-up delay with this modification is deterministic, and equals the
time required to download the first segment.
Note that H K can be approximated as In(K

+ 1) + "'I,

where "'I is the Euler

constant. In the version of the protocol described above with deterministic start-up
delay d, server bandwidth used is therefore approximately In(T/d+ 1) +"'1, which is
within a constant factor of the lower bound for any periodic broadcasting protocol,
as presented in Section 2.3.2.
The basic idea behind periodic broadcast protocols is to achieve short startup delays by frequent broadcasts of the initial segments of the media file and low
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server bandwidth usage by making broadcasts of later segments infrequent. In the
Pyramid-type protocols [127, 2, 62, 54], this is achieved by employing an increasing
segment size progression, while the same effect is achieved by the Harmonic Broadcasting protocol and variants [69, 95] by decreasing the transmission rate of the
channels that broadcast the later segments. Hybrid protocols have been proposed
that combine the characteristics of the above two strategies [96]. The media file is
divided into K equal-size segments and these segments are broadcast on channels at
the media playback rate. The frequency of broadcasts of the later segments is decreased by using a transmission schedule in which the broadcasts of several segments
are multiplexed on a single channel.

2.3.1.6

Greedy Equal Bandwidth Broadcasting

The Greedy Equal Bandwidth Broadcasting protocol proposed by Hu et al. determines the segment sizes and their corresponding transmission rates that minimize
the required server bandwidth for a given client start-up delay, assuming the following: 1) a fixed number of channels each dedicated to a particular segment, are
available; 2) clients receive data on all channels simultaneously; and 3) each segment is completely received prior to its playout point [60, 59]. Letting rk denote the
bandwidth allocated to periodically broadcast segment k, the relative segment size
progression is defined as

j=k-1)
lk = rk 1 + ~ lj , k = 1,2, ... , K.
(
;=1

(2.6)

It is shown in [60] that the server bandwidth requirement 2:Z~f rk is minimized

when channel transmission rates are equal, that is

T
)K/2
rk = r = ( d + 1
- 1,
where d is the start-up latency and equals

tl:k'

(2.7)

It is interesting to note that in

the limiting case (i.e., K -+ (0), the server bandwidth requirement of this protocol
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achieves the lower bound [59].

2.3.2

Scalability Bound for Periodic Broadcast Protocols

Consider the broadcast of an arbitrarily small portion of the media file dx at an
offset x with respect to the beginning of the media object. For a start-up delay d,
a client request arriving at time t would need to receive this portion of the media
object by time t

+d+x

to ensure continuity in playback. Therefore, if this portion

of the object is broadcast at time t

+ d + x,

all client requests that arrive in time

[t, t + d + x] can benefit from this broadcast. Clearly, no periodic broadcast of this
data that is less than once every d+x time units could be guaranteed to be sufficient
for all possible timings of client requests. The amount of server bandwidth required
to broadcast the data is dx/ (d

+ x).

Therefore, the total server bandwidth B:!:in

(the superscript indicating that this is for periodic broadcasting) is [54, 16]:
pb _ (T dx
_
T
B min - io x+d- In (d+ 1).

(2.8)

The above derivation outlines an important design criteria for scalable streaming
protocols: just in time delivery of media data results in the least server bandwidth
usage. The periodic broadcast protocols discussed in the preceding section satisfy
this objective to varying degrees. The Pyramid-type protocols broadcast the initial
portions of the media file more frequently than the later portions of the media file,
while the Harmonic Broadcasting protocol and its variants attempt to delay the
delivery of media data by using low rate channels.
Figure 2.8 compares the required server bandwidth (measured in units of the
media playback rate) as a function of start-up delay for two sample broadcasting
protocols, namely Skyscraper Broadcasting and Harmonic Broadcasting. These and
subsequent performance results that shows the required server bandwidth are analytically derived, unless stated otherwise. For Skyscraper Broadcasting, the required
server bandwidth is plotted as a function of both the maximum start-up delay and
the average start-up delay. Maximum start-up delay equals twice the average start-
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Figure 2.8: Required Server Bandwidth for Periodic Broadcast Protocols
up delay in Skyscraper systems. The figure also shows, for comparison purposes,
the lower bound for any protocol that guarantees a given maximum start-up delay.
Note that Harmonic Broadcasting outperforms Skyscraper in terms of the server
bandwidth requirement, at the cost of requiring that clients simultaneously listen
on all multicast channels broadcasting the requested media file. Skyscraper systems,
however, require that clients listen to at most two server streams simultaneously.
A question addressed in this thesis is whether or not new protocols can be devised
that have the scalability of Harmonic Broadcasts, and yet require relatively low
client reception bandwidth like the Skyscraper protocol.

2.3.3

Immediate Service Protocols

2.3.3.1

Adaptive Piggybacking

Adaptive Piggybacking "merges" streams by altering their playback rate when a new
request arrives for a media object for which there exists an ongoing stream [56, 4].
The server may reduce the playback rate of the earlier stream and/or increase the
playback rate for the new stream (if the streams are sufficiently close). Once the
two streams reach the same position in the media file, the original playback rate can
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be restored, and both clients can be served by a single stream. This idea can be
applied hierarchically in that the resulting stream could again have its playback rate
altered so that it could "catch" (or be caught by) some other stream. To ensure that
clients do not notice the changes in playback rate, the playback rate variation must
be limited (e.g., to ±5%). Larger performance gains can be achieved by leveraging
additional available client bandwidth and storage space, as demonstrated by the
patching [27, 25, 61, 55, 115], and hierarchical multicast stream merging [39, 40, 41]

approaches.
2.3.3.2

Patching

Patching [27, 61, 25, 55, 115] requires that each client be capable of receiving a
unicast patch stream from the server for the portion of the file it has missed, while

listening to an ongoing multicast for the same file. The patch stream terminates
when the client has received all of the missed data. Figure 2.9 illustrates how
patching works when clients request the same media file at times 0, 0.1, 0.3, and
0.4, respectively, assuming a policy wherein the latter clients all listen to the full-file
multicast initiated for client A as well as their unicast patch stream3 . These patch
streams are shown by solid lines in the illustration, while the "progress" of the clients
(as measured by the total amount of received data) is shown by the dotted lines.
Observe that the clients merge into a single group.
The various flavors of patching differ with respect to how the frequency of full-file
multicast is controlled. For example, under Greedy Patching [27, 61], a patch stream
is initiated whenever a full-file multicast is in progress. If clients are able to buffer
only up to tb time units of the media file, then for client requests arriving after tb
time units from the beginning of a full-file multicast of the requested file, only the
last tb time units of the file can be saved from multicast and later served from the
buffer, resulting in long unicast patch streams and less data sharing. In contrast,
3In this figure, as well as Figures 2.10, 2.11, and 2.12, one unit of time on the x-axis represents
the playback duration of the media file, while one unit on the y-axis represents the total amount
of data in the media file.
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Figure 2.9: Patching
Grace Patching [61] initiates a new full-file multicast for requests that arrive tb time

units past the most recent full-file multicast. These protocols illustrate a .key design
tradeoff, that of the short-term gain (for the current request) of listening to the
ongoing multicast, and the gains that may be experienced by future requests if a
new full-file multicast is initiated. Cai et al. [25] and Gao et al. [55] independently
derived the optimal threshold of full-file multicasts as a function of the client request
rate and the duration of the media file. The server bandwidth requirement for an
Optimal Patching policy increases with the square root of the client request rate
[55, 41].

2.3.3.3

Hierarchical Multicast Stream Merging

In hierarchical multicast stream merging (HMSM) [41, 39, 41], clients that request
the same media file are aggregated into successively larger groups, creating a binary
tree merging structure. Figure 2.10 illustrates how four clients that request the same
media file at arbitrary times are merged using the closest target policy [41]. The
illustration assumes that each server stream is transmitted at the media playback
rate and clients can simultaneously receive at most two such server streams. Upon
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Figure 2.10: Hierarchical Multicast Stream Merging
request of the media file, each client is provided with a separate stream (depicted by
a solid line) to enable immediate playback. Simultaneously, each client also listens
to the closest earlier active stream. The clients' own stream is terminated when the
client has received all of the data it missed from the earlier stream. The dotted
lines in the figure shows the amount of data a client or a group of clients that is
attempting to merge with an earlier group has accumulated (its "progress").
In the figure, client requests arrive at times 0, 0.1, 0.3, and 0.4. The streams
for clients A and B merge at time 0.2, and the streams for clients C and D merge
at time 0.5. Clients A and B merge with clients C and D at time 0.8. Since client
arrivals are dynamic in nature, it is possible that a client's merge effort may not
be successful because some other client merged with it, as shown for client C. That
is, client D merged with client C before client C could merge with clients A and B.
Note that the "progress point" for a group is defined according to the progress of
the client with the least attained progress.
Bandwidth skimming policies proposed in [40] can apply the hierarchical merging

technique illustrated in Figure 2.10 even when the achievable aggregate transmission
rate to a client is less than twice the media playback rate. One such policy, called
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Figure 2.11: The Partition Bandwidth Skimming Policy (k = 3)
Partition [40], divides a stream into k channels, each at 1/ k times the playback rate.

Each channel carries 1/k of the media using a predefined fixed interleaving of the
data packets. Assuming that a client can listen on at most (k + 1) channels, merging
two streams requires k periods, each of duration equal to the time gap between the
two corresponding requests, as illustrated in Figure 2.11 for k == 3. During each
period, the later client listens to the number of channels from each stream indicated
in parentheses near the stream. For example, in the first period, the later client
listens to one of the channels of client's earlier stream, and three channels of its own
stream. In the second period, the later client has already received the data that
will be delivered on one of the channels transmitting the stream it initiated, so the
later client listens to two channels of its own stream and two channels of the client's
earlier stream.
Another policy is Latest Patch [40] illustrated in Figure 2.12 for three client
arrivals at times 0, 0.2, and 0.3, respectively. In this policy, clients receive data
from the server at their full receiving bandwidth capacity in an attempt to merge
with an earlier stream. A merge occurs when a client's data stream crosses the latest
playback position of the clients associated with the closest earlier stream. In the
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Figure 2.12: The Latest Patch Bandwidth Skimming Policy
figure, the progress of a stream as defined by the amount of data received, is shown
using a solid line, while the latest playback position of the associated clients is shown
using a dashed line. Note that after a merge occurs, the earlier stream is terminated.
The main advantage of this policy over Partition is that it requires fewer multicast
channels. A drawback, however, is the higher server bandwidth requirement since
streams are shared only after a stream is completely merged.

2.3.4

Scalability Bound for Immediate Service Protocols

A tight lower bound on the required server bandwidth as a function of the client
request rate for any protocol that provides immediate on-demand streaming of media, with no packet loss recovery, is outlined below [41]. This bound assumes that:
1) each client can receive at arbitrarily high rate; and 2) the request arrival process
is Poisson as found for example in a measurement study of an educational media
server [8].
Consider an arbitrary portion of a media file dx at an offset x relative to the
beginning of the file. For a client request at time t, this portion of the media file
can be delivered as late as time t
between time t and time t

+x

+ x.

Therefore, all client requests that arrive

can share the multicast of this portion of the media
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file. Under the Poisson request arrival assumption, the average time from time t + x
until the next arrival is 1/>", implying that the minimum frequency of multicasts
of this portion is 1/ (x

+ 1/>..).

Therefore, the lower bound on the required server

bandwidth B~i~ (the superscript indicating that this is for immediate service ondemand streaming) is as follows:

d-O = loT - dx
- 1 = In(T>" + 1) = In(N + 1).

B,,;;in

o

x+-oX

(2.9)

Extensions of the analysis to non-Poisson arrival process is possible, yielding a
very similar analytical result [41]. Note that the Poisson arrival assumption generally yields higher estimates of required server bandwidth than is the case for even
"burstier" arrival processes, since higher burstiness allows greater opportunities for
aggregating requests for the same file.
Figure 2.13 shows the required server bandwidth for Optimized Patching and two
example bandwidth skimming protocols, together with the lower bound in Equation 2.9 on the required server bandwidth for any immediate service protocol. Note
that the results for the bandwidth skimming protocol are obtained from simulations
assuming Poisson request arrivals. As illustrated in this figure, the bandwidth requirement of the bandwidth skimming protocols increases only logarithmically (with
a small constant factor) as the client request rate increases [40, 41]. Comparing this
with Figure 2.8, note that bandwidth skimming has lower required server bandwidth
than periodic broadcast protocols at low to moderate client request rates (such as
under 100 requests per media playback duration). Note that even with client data
rate b that is only 1.25 times the media playback rate, the server bandwidth requirement for bandwidth skimming is competitive with respect to Optimized Patching
at low request rates. At high request rates, bandwidth skimming significantly outperforms Optimized Patching. Recall that Optimized Patching requires client data
rate equal to twice the media playback rate. Furthermore, in contrast to both Optimized Patching and periodic broadcast, bandwidth skimming naturally allows each
client to start at an arbitrary point in the media stream, and thus can support client
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Figure 2.13: Required Server Bandwidth for Immediate Service Protocols
interactive requests including general "fast forward" requests [41].
The bound in Equation 2.9 can be extended to the case in which there is a maximum start-up delay d by adding d to the denominator of the integrated function [68].
Note that with this modification, letting A --t

00

yields the bound previously given

for periodic broadcast schemes.

2.4

Congestion Control

Computer network architectures often follow a layered model, where each layer has
well defined responsibilities with lower layers providing services to higher layers. The
Internet is based on the TCP lIP protocol stack that consists of four layers: link,
network, transport, and application layers [120]. The link layer is responsible for
transmitting data from the host to the network via the network interface card. At
the core of the TCP lIP protocol suite is the Internet Protocol (IP) that runs at the
network layer, and is responsible for providing unreliable connectionless datagram
delivery between hosts. The TCP lIP transport layer provides two end-to-end packet
delivery protocols, namely the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) that provides
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reliable connection-oriented delivery and the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) that
provides unreliable connectionless delivery. Application specific protocols constitute
the application layer.
A majority of applications on the Internet use TCP at the transport layer. TCP
includes flow control, congestion control, and packet loss recovery mechanisms that
are suitable for applications such as file transfer and the Web. Emerging multimedia
applications, however, typically use UDP, because TCP's congestion control and
packet loss recovery mechanisms yield highly variable transmission rates and packet
delays, which are undesirable in such applications. For such applications, congestion
control and packet loss recovery mechanisms must be implemented by the application
or an intermediate protocol running on top of UDP.
Although this thesis is concerned with multicast applications, a number of key
ideas pertaining to multicast congestion control arise from work on unicast congestion control. Section 2.4.1 presents a brief overview of TCP and related literature,
followed by a discussion of TCP friendliness in Section 2.4.2. Congestion control
for unicast multimedia streams is discussed in Section 2.4.3, followed by a review of
rate control proposals in the multicast setting in Section 2.4.4.

2.4.1

Transmission Control Protocol

TCP provides connection-oriented, reliable, full duplex, unicast service. The sender
stamps each packet with a unique sequence number and receivers return acknowledgments with the sequence number of the next expected packet, allowing the sender
to identify and retransmit lost packets. TCP adapts the sending rate of the source
according to perceived changes in the available network bandwidth by dynamically
computing the maximum size of the window of unacknowledged packets in the network. The goal of TCP congestion control is to increase the window size if there
appears to be additional available bandwidth, and decrease the window size when
there is congestion in the network.
There are several flavors of TCP that differ with respect to packet loss recovery
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and congestion control, including Tahoe [63], Reno [64], Newreno [46], Sack [86],
and Vegas [20, 21]. In the following sections, attention is restricted to the Reno and
Vegas variants of TCP, as they are most pertinent to the work presented in this
thesis.
2.4.1.1

TCP Reno

TCP Reno reacts to congestion whenever packet loss is inferred, either through a
timeout, or by the receipt of three duplicate acknowledgments. The congestion control algorithm consists of two distinct phases: slow start and congestion avoidance,
as outlined next.
At session start-up, the appropriate window size is not known. Jacobson proposed the slow start algorithm in which the window size is initially one (measured as
number of maximally-sized packets), and in the absence of packet loss doubles every
round-trip time (RTT) [63]. This exponential growth of the sending rate is achieved
by increasing the window size by one whenever an acknowledgment arrives at the
sender. This exponential growth continues until a packet loss is inferred, following which the congestion control algorithm either enters the congestion avoidance
phase, or resumes slow start with the window size set back to one. In the congestion
avoidance phase, the sender cautiously probes for additional bandwidth by slowly
increasing the window size, specifically by 1/window for every acknowledgment received.
If packet loss is inferred through the receipt of three duplicate acknowledgments,
the window is reduced by a factor of two and the sender performs fast retransmit
by retransmitting the lost packet and enters the fast recovery mode. During fast
recovery, the fourth duplicate acknowledgment results in the window being set to
window

+ 4,

and the sender continues to increase the window size by one for ev-

ery subsequent duplicate acknowledgment. Receiving duplicate acknowledgments
indicates that a packet has been lost from the window, yet other packets of the
window have managed to reach the destination, indicating mild congestion. Thus,
during fast recovery, the sender increases its window by the number of duplicate
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acknowledgments received. When a non-duplicate acknowledgment (also known as
a "recovery" acknowledgment) is received, the window is set to the value at which
the sender entered fast recovery, and normal congestion avoidance behavior resumes.
TCP Reno is said to use an additive increase, multiplicative decrease (AIMD) algorithm because of the manner in which window adjustments are made in the absence
of timeouts.
TCP Reno is known to exhibit performance problems when multiple packets are
lost from a single window of packets [42]. TCP Newreno modified Reno's behavior during fast recovery on receiving a "partial" acknowledgment that acknowledges
some but not all of the outstanding packets. In Reno, a partial acknowledgment
takes the sender out of fast recovery, while in Newreno it retransmits the packet
next in sequence to the partial acknowledgment. This modified behavior of Newreno
allows recovery from multiple packet losses in the same window, by retransmitting
one lost packet per RTT. Newreno remains in the fast recovery mode until all packets that were yet to be acknowledged when fast recovery was initiated have been
acknowledged.
TCP uses acknowledgment clocking (ACK clocking), in which packet transmissions are spaced according to the spacing of returning acknowledgments. Packet
losses inferred from timeouts indicates that there will likely be no further acknowledgments returning to clock future packet transmissions. Therefore, on experiencing
a timeout, TCP resets its window to one and enters slow start so as to refill the
pipeline in a manner that follows ACK clocking.
2.4.1.2

TCP Vegas

TCP Reno and similar variants induce losses to estimate available bandwidth and its
congestion avoidance mechanism results in the window size periodically oscillating
between a value that is too large and too small. TCP Vegas [20, 21] introduced
a novel congestion avoidance mechanism that attempts to detect congestion in the
network before packet loss occurs. Specifically, in the congestion avoidance phase,
a Vegas flow estimates the number of its packets in network queues as () = (A e
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-

Aa)baseRTT, where A e = WjbaseRTT is the expected throughput of the flow, A a =

W j R t is the actual throughput of the flow, W is the current congestion window, R t is
the most recent RTT estimate, and baseRTT is the minimum of all observed roundtrip times. The algorithm attempts to keep the number of queued packets between

f3, the two algorithm parameters (also referred to as threshold parameters) by
increasing the window size by one every RTT if () < a, and decreasing the window
size by one if () > f3. The Vegas congestion avoidance mechanism potentially provides
a and

smoother transmission rates and less packet loss. Other innovations of Vegas are
concerned with the slow start and retransmission mechanism, and are not discussed
here. The interested reader is referred to [20, 5, 21] for details.
Simulation studies have investigated the performance of TCP Vegas under a
wide variety of network conditions (e.g., see [90, 112]). It has been shown that the
throughput achieved by a Reno flow exhibits a much stronger RTT bias than a
Vegas flow. It is also known that the relative aggressiveness of Vegas flows depends
on the threshold parameters and the buffer space available at the bottleneck queue.
Choosing threshold parameters that allow Vegas flows to compete fairly with other
instances of Vegas flows as well as flows employing more aggressive TCP variants
is a hard problem, and has been an impediment towards large scale deployment of
Vegas.

2.4.2

TCP Friendliness for Multimedia Streams

It is highly desirable that all types of Internet traffic share resources fairly, both

between flows of the same type and between flows of different types. One definition
of fairness states that the long-term bandwidth usage of a non-TCP flow should
not exceed that of a conformant TCP flow under the same network conditions [44].
Several protocols have been proposed for unicast multimedia streaming that succeed
in achieving this goal to varying degrees, and are discussed in Section 2.4.3.
For multicast flows, there is no unanimously accepted definition of fairness. Some
researchers argue that a single multicast session deserves no greater throughput than
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a competing TCP flow under similar network conditions, while others argue that
the bandwidth share of the multicast session should be a function of the number
of receivers in the session [129, 131, 82]. The rate control component of this thesis
considers the former more conservative definition of fairness.
Designing TCP-friendly rate control for multicast multimedia flows is complicated for several reasons. First, for both unicast and multicast multimedia flows,
there is a tradeoff between the goal of reacting promptly to changes in congestion,
and the goal of minimizing the variability in the quality of media obtained by receivers. Second, unlike a unicast multimedia flow that can adjust its transmission
rate based on the feedback received from the client, feedback from multiple clients
can result in excessive load at the sender. Third, the heterogeneity of the client
transmission paths implies that there exists no universally accepted rate at which
the sender should transmit.
An approach to handling some of the above mentioned issues is layered multicast, where a media file is divided into a base layer and a number of enhancement
layers [117]. Each receiver performs congestion control through its choice of how
many layers to receive. An alternative technique is simulcast that involves multicasting a number of different quality versions of the same media file. Each receiver
decides which version to receive based on its achievable reception rate [29]. Note that
TCP flows behind a common bottleneck link, but with different round-trip times,
typically achieve different throughputs. For a multicast session, it is desirable that
receivers behind a common bottleneck link get the same number of layers regardless
of their round-trip times, thus complicating the definition of TCP friendliness. Also,
with either layered multicast or simulcast, the possible changes in transmission rate
are limited according to the rates of the available layers/versions.

2.4.3

Rate Control for Unicast Multimedia Streams

One approach to congestion control in the unicast context involves use of AIMD
algorithms [118, 105, 13]. The Rate Adaptation Protocol (RAP) proposed by Rejaie
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et al. is an example of an AIMD-based scheme in which the source performs rate

adaptation based on acknowledgments sent by the receivers [105]. The acknowledgments are used to detect packet losses and estimate RTT. Rate adaptation is
performed once per RTT, with the transmission rate being increased linearly in the
absence of loss, and decreased multiplicatively when congestion is detected. RAP
uses the ratio of short-term to long-term averages of RTT to fine tune the sending
rate. Further, the authors advocate using RAP with layered media and using workahead and receiver buffering to absorb short-term fluctuations in the sending rate
without adding/dropping layers [104].
Loss-Delay Based Adjustment (LDA) is another AIMD-based scheme proposed

by Sisalem and Schulzrinne [118]. Bansal and Balakrishnan have proposed binomial
congestion control algorithms that require the window size to increase inversely
proportional to a power of k of the current window size and decrease the window
proportional to a power of 1 of the current window size, such that k + 1 = 1 [13].
Binomial congestion control algorithms are shown to be fair to TCP and can be
used to control the characteristic rate fluctuations of AIMD schemes like RAP and
LDA.
An alternative approach to the AIMD schemes is to use a TCP throughput
model to determine the transmission rate of the sender [94, 123, 45]. The most
mature example of such equation-based schemes is the TCP-Friendly Rate Control
(TFRC) protocol [45]. In TFRC, the receiver periodically returns the time-average
loss event rate to the sender. On receiving feedback, the sender can also estimate
RTT, and then use a TCP throughput model to determine the fair share of bandwidth. It is argued that use of equation-based congestion control with suitable
parameterization of the TCP throughput function allows the transmission rate to
be gradually changed, while still being responsive to congestion in the network.
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2.4.4

Multicast Rate Control

A protocol for congestion control in the context of layered media multicast was
first introduced by McCanne et al. [88]. In the Receiver-driven Layered Multicast
(RLM) protocol, each video layer is transmitted on a separate multicast group.
Receivers drop a layer when congestion is detected. Periodically, receivers probe
for additional bandwidth by carrying out join experiments. A join experiment is
successful if no losses are encountered after adding an additional layer. Outcomes
of join experiments are communicated to other receivers using a scalable technique
called shared learning.
The RLM protocol has been found to have several drawbacks [73]. First, uncoordinated join experiments can result in unfairness and instability. Second, multicast
group leave requests incur substantial latencies (on the order of a few seconds) with
the current Internet protocols [126], and therefore failed join experiments can cause
the network to remain in a state of congestion for several seconds. Another cause of
concern is unfairness with other RLM flows and with TCP flows. These and several
other issues have been addressed by subsequent research efforts.
The Receiver-driven Layered Congestion (RLC) protocol proposed by Vicisano et
al. [126] addresses some of the above mentioned drawbacks of RLM. To synchronize

join experiments, the sender places synchronization points in the data stream, which
dictate when a receiver can join additional layers. A synchronization point on layer
i permits a join experiment for all layers j

~

i. This mechanism attempts to keep

receivers behind a common bottleneck link synchronized. Another key feature of the
RLC protocol is the use of periodic bursts of traffic to test for additional capacity.
The burst on layer i results in a data rate for subscribing to layers 0 through i

+ 1.

Receivers interpret packet loss during such a burst as a signal that subscription to
layer i

+ 1 would

not be suitable. The layering scheme assumed by RLC is such

that dropping a single layer results in a multiplicative bandwidth reduction. RLC
tries to emulate TCP behavior at longer time scales by controlling the frequency of
synchronization points across the layers. Since requests to leave a multicast group
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can incur a substantial latency, RLC introduced the notion of a dead period after
initiating a layer drop, during which receivers do not react to any congestion signals.
The bandwidth discovery in RLC relies on periodic bursts of traffic being successful in overflowing router queues, whenever insufficient bandwidth exists to support
the additional layer. However, choosing the right burst duration may be difficult in
practice [73, 22].
Fair Layer Increase/Decrease with Dynamic Layering (FLID-DL) [22] general-

ized the RLC protocol and proposed a clever technique for dealing with large multicast leave latencies. FLID-DL uses a dynamic layering scheme, where each multicast
group cycles among the layers, as well as an off period, in the order highest to lowest layer, followed by the off period, followed by the highest layer again. The off
period duration is large enough to absorb the worst case leave latency. To maintain
a steady subscription level, each receiver must join the multicast group that will be
transmitting its highest subscribed layer by the time the layer assignment cycles.
Layers can be dropped by not performing any joins. FLID-DL, like its predecessors,
assumes a cumulative data layering scheme (i.e., receivers subscribe to all layers
j ~ i, for some i). The data rate of a receiver subscribed to layers 0 through i is

assumed to be given by ~

= ci Ro, where R o is the rate of the base layer,

and the

constant c > 1. Like RLC, FLID-DL uses synchronization points that are cumulative. Receivers can perform join experiments when the appropriate synchronization
point is received. A layer is dropped by the receiver upon encountering packet loss.
The frequency of synchronization points is computed so that a mathematical model
of the protocol behavior yields the throughput as a function of loss rate similar to
that predicted by a TCP Reno throughput model for some fixed RTT.
The use of a fixed RTT has the disadvantage of being possibly either aggressive
or not as aggressive as a TCP flow under similar conditions, depending on the actual
RTT witnessed by a TCP flow between the same end points. Another drawback is
that the protocol does not react to changes in queuing delays, as does TFRC for
example.
An approach in which each receiver explicitly uses a TCP throughput equation
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to determine its layer subscription was first proposed by Turletti et al. in the context of audio streaming [125]. A similar protocol was proposed by Tan and Zakhor
for video streaming [122]. A more elaborate protocol was recently proposed by
Sisalem and Wolisz, in which the server dynamically tunes the rates of the layers
using feedback received from the clients [119]. These schemes use the RTP Control
Protocol (RTCP) [113] to obtain estimates of RTT for use in a TCP throughput
equation. A disadvantage of using actual RTT values, however, is that receivers
behind a common bottleneck with differing round-trip propagation delays may subscribe to differing numbers of layers, which is undesirable.
The Wave and Equation Based Rate Control (WEBRC) protocol is an equationbased multirate congestion control scheme [82]. Two key characteristics of this
protocol include transmitting data in waves wherein the transmission rate on a
multicast quickly increases and then decreases exponentially over time, and using a
multicast analogue of the unicast RTT called Multicast Round-Trip Time (MRTT)
in place of RTT in the TCP throughput equation.
The MRTT is defined as the time between a multicast group join and the reception of the first packet from the group. For a single receiver session, the MRTT
equals the actual RTT, neglecting join processing delays (which may be significant).
With multiple receivers participating in a multicast group, receivers joining earlier
will measure higher MRTT values than those joining later, as join requests need only
travel part way to the server till they reach a branch of the multicast tree. However,
owing to the cyclic wave structure of data transmission, receivers that join a group
early in one cycle measure a higher MRTT and compute a lower desired reception
rate, and will join later in the next cycle. The sum of the MRTT measurements of
all the receivers is claimed to approximately equal the sum of the link delays of the
multicast delivery tree. Note, however, that individual MRTT values are proportional to the number of receivers in the session, and thus the throughput share of
the multicast session increases with the number of receivers.
It should be noted that the wave-like data transmission scheme of WEBRC al-

lows fine-grained bandwidth reception rate changes by joining a particular multicast
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group earlier or later than it did in the last cycle. The WEBRC protocol is insensitive to large leave latencies and the frequency of joins/leaves is less compared to
FLID-DL [82].
An example of an ideal protocol is the Packet pair receiver-driven Layered Multicast (PLM) [74]. In this protocol, sender sends packets in pairs, and receivers use
the spacing between the two packets to estimate the bandwidth between the sender
and the receiver. This protocol's bandwidth inference process does not induce losses,
with receivers fairly sharing bandwidth with TCP as well as quickly converging to
their respective fair share bandwidths. Although this mechanism for bandwidth estimation is simple, it does make the assumption that the network implements Fair
Queuing.
More recently, single rate multicast congestion control schemes have been proposed that are either AIMD-based or equation-based [107, 109, 132]. A key challenge
in designing such rate control schemes is to develop a scalable mechanism for sending feedback from a large group of clients to the source such that the sending rate
can be determined. Several recently proposed multicast congestion control schemes
have been surveyed in [75, 131].

2.5

Error Control

A simple error control strategy is for the receivers to request retransmissions of lost
packets by the sender. Such retransmission based schemes may not be suitable for
applications such as on-demand streaming for several reasons. First, these schemes
have to ensure that there is sufficient time for the client to request a lost packet,
and the retransmitted data to arrive at the client prior to its playout point through
conservative choice of the playout delay. Note that it is hard to estimate the retransmission time because of the variable queuing delays in the Internet. Second, many
receivers may concurrently request retransmissions, resulting in feedback implosion
at the sender. Third, it is generally agreed that server retransmission based schemes
do not scale in terms of the required server bandwidth for applications such as on49

demand streaming media [84]. One possible solution to these difficulties is to utilize
distributed "repair" servers [102]. In this section, however, attention is restricted to
error recovery mechanisms that do not utilize retransmissions. For a discussion on
retransmission based recovery schemes, the reader is referred to [26, 100, 80].

2.5.1

Error Concealment

Error concealment techniques are used by receivers to mask the effect of missing
packets without any assistance from the sender [100]. These schemes were originally
developed for voice data transmission, and in that context rely on the assumption
that human speech characteristics do not significantly change over short time periods. For example, a simple scheme is to repeat playout of the last correctly received
packet. Other possibilities include silence substitution, or noise substitution, in
place of the lost packet. A replacement for the lost packet can be generated by applying more complex interpolation and pattern matching techniques on the packets
surrounding the loss. These techniques achieve better speech reconstruction, but
are computationally more expensive.
In environments with relatively low loss rates, receiver-based local error concealment techniques can be used to mask the effect of missing packets quite effectively [100]. However, in environments with significant rates of burst losses in which
multiple packets may be lost, error concealment techniques become inadequate for
many applications [26].

2.5.2

Forward Error Correction

In Forward Error Correction (FEC) schemes, the sender transmits redundant data
that allow the receiver to reconstruct missing packets. At the cost of additional
bandwidth, either "approximate" or "exact" replacements of the lost packets can
be obtained. FEC has been previously applied to live or scheduled broadcasts,
and unicast streaming applications, but not to one-to-many on-demand streaming
applications.
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A simple FEe scheme is to transmit redundant data with each transmitted
packet (e.g., a redundant copy of packet (n - 1) can be bundled with packet n). In
the context of multimedia streaming, the data can be media data that is encoded at
a lower rate [100]. Packet loss results in use of redundant data and in lower quality
playback. Another approach is to generate a parity packet across each group of n
packets [100]. The sender transmits each parity packet following the corresponding
data packet, and receivers can independently recover from any single packet loss.
Interleaving can be used to reduce the impact of burst losses.
Another approach is to use erasure codes [108, 24, 100] that construct multiple
independent redundant packets for each set of data packets. A (n, k) erasure code
takes k source packets and generates n (n > k) encoded packets. To simplify the
decoding of the source data and allow partial recovery in high loss situations, the
set of encoded packets can include the source packets. Unless more than (n - k)
packets are dropped, the receiver can reconstruct the original data stream. Erasure
codes are more scalable than retransmission based schemes, since different receivers
can recover from different lost packets using the same redundant data.
The encoding/decoding complexity of erasure codes can be significant. One factor to consider is the computational complexity of the encoding/decoding schemes.
Another factor to consider is the "decode efficiency" of the erasure codes, where decode efficiency is defined as the ratio of the number of packets needed to decode the
original data with respect to the number of packets in the original data. The ReedSolomon codes [108] have optimal decode efficiency of 1, but have high decoding
times. Recently proposed Tornado codes [24] have suboptimal decode efficiencies
(e.g., on average equal to 1.05), but provide manifold improvement in decoding
times. Another consideration is the overhead of transmitting redundant data.
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Chapter 3
Packet Loss Recovery

One of the principal contributions of this thesis is the development of scalable ondemand streaming protocols that can deliver media files to a group of heterogeneous clients in a reliable fashion. These protocols are applicable for any networking
infrastructure that involves clients with substantially different bandwidth capabilities and packet loss characteristics, such as the Internet and wireless delivery platforms. Although this problem has been effectively solved in the context of bulk
data delivery (e.g., one to many file transfers as required for large scale software
updates) [110, 126, 24], the solutions proposed there cannot be directly applied
to scalable on-demand streaming protocols, as it results in unacceptable start-up
latencies.
The digital fountain [24] approach [110, 126, 24] is designed to deliver bulk data
reliably in diverse environments, such as the Internet, satellite networks, and ad
hoc networks. In this approach, a server constructs an infinite stream of distinct
packets from the original file using an erasure code1 . These distinct packets are
multicast whenever there are any clients listening to the session, allowing receivers
to reconstruct the original file from any subset of the distinct packets equal to the
total number of packets in the source data. This approach has several desirable
properties, such as flexibility, efficiency, and scalability. Note that clients may start
1 In practice, it is not possible to generate an infinite set of distinct packets given k source packets.
The usual approach is to generate n distinct packets from k source packets and repeatedly cycle
through these encoded packets. Byers et al. [24] suggest setting n = 2k to approximate a digital
fountain.
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downloading the file at any desired time. Further, clients can stop listening to the
multicast channel and resume at a later time to obtain the remaining number of
required packets. This method is efficient because both the amount of data and the
processing time required to reconstruct the original data is minimal. Scalability is
inherent in this approach as no feedback channels are required to recover lost data,
and the required server bandwidth is a single server channel that is independent of
the client population.
When applied to on-demand streaming, the digital fountain approach results
in high start-up latency because clients are unable to reconstruct the portion of
the media file required to begin playback until the data for the entire media file
is obtained. Scalable on-demand streaming protocols discussed in Chapter 2 do
not address the issue of reliable delivery over lossy networks. As described later,
these protocols are not amenable to the digital fountain approach because of the
timing constraints inherent in their media transmission schedules. In low loss rate
environments, local error concealment strategies, such as repeating the last correctly
received frame, may be adequate. New protocols are required to handle higher loss
rates, since error concealment techniques are rendered ineffective [100].
This chapter develops new periodic broadcast and bandwidth skimming protocols for scalable, reliable, on-demand streaming in environments with heterogeneous
client access characteristics and packet loss rates. The new protocols, namely Reliable Periodic Broadcast (RPB) and Reliable Bandwidth Skimming (RBS) represent
a synthesis of the scalability of the on-demand streaming protocols and the reliability
of the digital fountain approach.
While previous periodic broadcast protocols require that the aggregate transmission rate to each client be equal to twice the media playback rate, the new RPB
protocols can support clients with maximum aggregate transmission rate equal to a
small percentage (e.g., 25%) greater than the media playback rate. The new RPB
protocols support arbitrarily high request rates for the media using server bandwidth that grows only logarithmically with the ratio of media playback duration
to the start-up latency, requires no feedback from the client to the server, and can
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efficiently handle clients with heterogeneous packet loss rates.
The RBS protocols require minimal client-server interaction, work for client data
rates less than twice the media playback rate, and have almost immediate playback.
These protocols require server bandwidth that grows logarithmically with the client
request rate, and are suitable for media files that have time varying popularity.
Further, the RBS protocol can easily support interactive client requests, such as
rewind, fast forward, pause, and resume. The RBS protocol, however, is not as
effective as RPB in handling bursty losses.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 discusses the
difficulties in incorporating reliability in previously proposed scalable on-demand
streaming protocols and outlines the key requirements of the new protocols. Section 3.2 presents a qualitative and quantitative analysis of alternative packet loss
recovery techniques. The RPB and RBS protocols are developed and analyzed in
Section 3.3 and 3.4, respectively. A prototype implementation of the RBS protocol
is discussed in Section 3.5. Section 3.6 summarizes the chapter.

3.1

Motivation

This section will discuss why the application of the digital fountain approach to
previously proposed scalable on-demand streaming protocols is not straightforward.
The periodic broadcast protocols proposed in [127, 2, 54, 62] cannot apply the
digital fountain approach since segments are played back as they are received. The
Harmonic Broadcasting protocol with deterministic start-up delay described in Section 2.3.1 (see page 29) and the protocols in [69, 60, 96, 59] can transmit each segment as a digital fountain. However, the aggregate transmission rate to the clients
for these protocols equals the server bandwidth requirements (i.e., 5 to 10 times the
media playback rate). The focus of this work is on protocols that are suitable in a
multicast scenario where clients listen to only a small subset of the sever channels
and yet achieve scalability close to the lower bound. Another advantage of this approach is that a larger fraction of the available transmission bandwidth to the client
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Figure 3.1: Comparing Alternative Approaches to On-demand Streaming
can be used to deliver a higher quality media object. For example, if a client can
receive data at 500 Kbps, then the Skyscraper system could only stream a media
file that has playback rate 250 Kbps, whereas a protocol that requires client data
rate of only 1.25 times the playback rate can stream a media file that has playback
rate equal to 400Kbps.
Reliable on-demand streaming can be achieved by a simple periodic broadcast
protocol, referred here as "Piecewise Download", which divides a media file into
equal size segments. Each segment is delivered as a digital fountain at a rate equal
to 1j(1-p) times the media playback rate, where p is the assumed client loss rate. A
client downloads one segment at a time, playing the previously downloaded segment
while receiving the next segment. The start-up delay equals the playback duration
of a segment. This approach requires server bandwidth that grows linearly with a
linear decrease in start-up delay. The performance gap between existing scalable
streaming protocols that do not provide any reliability and the simple "Piecewise
Download" approach is illustrated in Figure 3.1, assuming p

=

10% and perfect

decode efficiency2. For comparison purposes, the figure also shows the lower bound
2Decode efficiency is defined as the ratio of the number of packets needed to decode the original
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on any protocol with a given start-up delay.
Recall that both patching (Section 2.3.3.2, page 33) and bandwidth skimming
(Section 2.3.3.3, page 34) initiate a new stream in response to a new client request
for a media file, and therefore each stream in progress is required for immediate
playback by some client. It is not clear how these protocols could be modified to
incorporate packet loss recovery in a scalable fashion.
The properties desired in the new streaming protocols are:

• On-demand: Clients should be able to begin playback of the requested media
after a small adjustable start-up delay.

• Tolerant: The protocols should support a client population with wide ranging
heterogeneity with respect to packet loss rates and end-to-end throughput.

• Reliable: The protocols should allow reconstruction of each media packet
before it is needed for playback for clients with packet loss rates less than or
equal to the loss rate the system is designed to support.

• Flexible: The protocols should allow the clients the ability to obtain a media
quality of their choosing by allowing additional start-up delays. Alternatively,
the protocols should allow the clients to receive a lower quality media file in
the presence of higher packet losses.

• Efficient: The protocols should require minimal client feedback, and the total
amount of data each client receives should be minimal.

• Scalable: The server bandwidth requirement of the protocols should be close
to the minimum possible server bandwidth for any protocol that satisfies the
above goals.
data with respect to the number of packets in the original data.
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3.2

Loss Recovery Strategies

In environments with relatively low loss rates, simple receiver-based local error concealment techniques [100] can be used to mask the affect of missing packets. However, in environments that have bursty losses [98], such as the Internet, multiple
consecutive packets may be lost, and error concealment techniques become inadequate for many applications [26].
This section considers three possible server-based packet loss recovery techniques
for on-demand media streaming, namely unicast retransmissions, multicast retransmissions, and erasure codes. These techniques are qualitatively compared in Section 3.2.1. Section 3.2.2 presents bounds for these alternative packet loss strategies,
followed by a quantitative comparison of these techniques in Section 3.2.3.

3.2.1

Qualitative Discussion

An important consideration for adopting any recovery strategy is the implementation complexity. For erasure codes, it is necessary to consider the efficiency of the
encoding/decoding operations. Retransmissions, on the other hand, have to factor
the unpredictable end-to-end transmission delays in the implementations, as well as
consider techniques for handling feedback implosion [50, 79, 26, 49, 77, 134, 75].
Closely related to the implementation complexity is the start-up delay experienced by a client. Start-up delay is defined as the time between initiation of the
client request and the time at which the client can finally begin playback. Clearly,
this start-up delay is the sum of any latency associated with the protocol (e.g., latencies in periodic broadcast schemes), end-to-end latencies and jitter, and overheads
associated with implementations. Erasure codes will incorporate decoding times
in the start-up delay, while retransmissions will incorporate retransmission delays.
Although, it is conceivable that the start-up delays might be comparable for these
alternative techniques, it is easy to believe that the start-up delay for an erasure
code approach is more predictable.
Another important consideration is the scalability of these alternative techniques
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measured in terms of the server bandwidth requirements. The required server bandwidth for immediate service protocols can be measured as a function of packet loss
rates, and client request rates. For bounded delay protocols, the required server
bandwidth is measured as a function of start-up delay and packet loss rate. Note
that in the multicast streaming context, different clients may experience different
packet losses, and the effectiveness of the recovery strategy depends on sharing of
the redundant data. Obviously, unicast retransmissions incur the highest bandwidth
cost since there is no sharing of the retransmitted data. The advantage, however,
is that each client receives only the data it needs. Efficiency of retransmissions
can be improved by allowing multicast retransmissions of redundant data. Thus,
multiple clients can recover a particular lost packet using a single retransmission.
The disadvantage is that many clients may receive more data than they need to
recover from their own losses. Multicast transmission of redundant data generated
by application of erasure codes enables a single redundant packet to repair different
losses for different clients, thus intuitively implying that this approach may be more
scalable than the retransmission-based approaches.

3.2.2

Scalability Bounds

The scalability of the alternative approaches for reliable on-demand streaming are
compared by developing lower bounds on the required server bandwidth for the
recovery strategies considered, assuming that the packet loss rate is p. These bounds
are based on the bounds reviewed in Section 2.3.4 (page 37) that assume no packet
loss [54, 16, 41]. The notations used here are shown in Table 3.1.
Consider the multicast of erasure-coded data. In this case, a client needs to
receive encoded data equal in amount to the size of the file. Assuming that packet
loss experienced by each client is on average equal to p, the server must transmit, on
average l/(l-p) times more data than when packet loss recovery is not implemented.
Thus, the lower bound B~~,e for immediate service protocols using erasure codes
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Table 3.1: Notation for the New Scalability Bounds

Symbol Definition
A
average client request rate for a media object
T
media object playback duration
N
average number of requests for the object that arrive
during a period of length T (N = AT)
d
maximum start-up delay for object playback
B
required server bandwidth (in units of the object playback bit rate)
packet loss probability
p
(indicated by the second superscript) is given by:
Bd=:O,e
mm

=

_1_
1_ 1n (N
p

+ 1) .

(3.1)

Similarly, the lower bound for bounded-delay protocols using erasure codes B~~,e
is given by
d>O e

B min '

=

1
T
1 _ p In(-d

(3.2)

+ 1).

The bound for unicast retransmissions is derived next. For an object of duration
T minutes, the average amount of retransmissions per client is

f!p,

measured in

units of playback duration of the media file. Thus, for an average request rate of A,
the required server bandwidth for retransmissions is

,\.1!..!.-1
T .

-p

The total required server

bandwidth, therefore, equals the sum of the bandwidth needed for retransmissions
and the bandwidth for transmitting the data packets (see equation 2.9). Substituting

N = AT, the lower bound B~~~,ur for immediate service protocols using unicast
retransmissions (indicated by the the second superscript in the notation) is given by

B~~~,ur = In(N + 1) + -P-N.
1-p

(3.3)

A lower bound on the required server bandwidth for multicast retransmissions is
derived in [84] under the assumptions of Poisson request arrivals and independent
packet loss probability p. The derivation is quite complex, and the bound is not
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obtained in closed form. The lower bound can be obtained by solving the expression
for particular values of Nand p.

3.2.3

Numerical Results

Numerical results for the immediate service scalability bounds as a function of normalized client request rate N, assuming 15% average packet loss rate, are presented
in Figure 3.2. As expected, the required server bandwidth for unicast retransmissions increases exponentially with an increase in the client request rate. The results
also show that a multicast retransmission-based recovery strategy has significantly
higher server bandwidth requirement than schemes using erasure codes for moderate
to high client request rates (e.g., N > 50). Qualitatively similar differences in the
bounds are observed for lower values of p. These observations have motivated the
use of erasure coding in the protocols developed in this chapter. The following sections will demonstrate that the lower bounds for packet loss recovery using erasure
codes can actually be attained by practical on-demand streaming protocols.
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Table 3.2: Parameters of the New Reliable Periodic Broadcast Protocols

Symbol Definition
K
total number of segments
r
segment transmission rate
(in units of the object playback bit rate)
8
maximum number of streams that clients
listen to concurrently (8 ~ K)
b
maximum aggregate transmission rate to a client
(in units of the object play rate), b = 8 X r > 1
playback duration of the k th segment
lk
(relative to the length of segment 1)

3.3

Reliable Periodic Broadcast

This section develops optimized periodic broadcast protocols that satisfy the goals
outlined in Section 3.1. Table 3.2 defines the notations used for the protocols developed in this section. The main assumptions of the protocols are: 1) the maximum
aggregate transmission rate to the clients b, is a parameter that can be set to a small
multiple of the media playback rate; 2) playback for a segment begins only after the
segment is entirely downloaded; and 3) clients can successfully recover from packet
losses up to a tunable loss rate p. Design of these protocols requires addressing several fundamental challenges, thus necessitating a four-stage development process.
The Optimized Periodic Broadcast (Optimized PB) protocols developed in Section 3.3.1 do not support packet loss recovery, but provide fundamental insight regarding how maximally growing segment sizes can be designed for periodic broadcast
protocols where clients concurrently listen to

8

segment transmissions each stream-

ing at rate r, under the assumption that each segment is completely received before
playback begins. Recall that the Skyscraper Broadcasting protocol plays segments
as they are received, thus requiring segment transmission rates to at least equal the
media playback rate. A key advantage of entirely downloading a segment before
playback is that the segment transmission rate r can be arbitrarily lower than the
playback rate. This provides the opportunity of exploring the performance of periodic broadcasts for situations in which the aggregate transmission rates to clients
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are less than twice the media playback rate.
Section 3.3.2 develops a family of basic Reliable Periodic Broadcast (Basic RPB)
protocols that extend the Optimized PB protocols to support packet loss recovery.
Each segment k is erasure-coded and transmitted as a digital fountain. Clients
can reconstruct each segment k prior to the segment playback deadline, provided
that no segment experiences loss rates greater than a tunable parameter p. The
performance evaluation of the protocol shows that the required server bandwidth
can closely match that predicted by the lower bound for reliable delivery with erasure
codes.
Section 3.3.3 addresses the impact of bursty packet loss common in environments
such as the Internet [98], by allowing each segment to have a different cumulative
loss protection. This section also discusses how lower loss on an earlier segment can
enable sustaining higher loss for a later segment.
Finally, Section 3.3.4 discusses how clients can tradeoff delay and available bandwidth to the client to sustain loss rates higher than the chosen value of p.

3.3.1

Optimized PB Protocols

The new Optimized PB protocols assume that:
1. packet losses are rare and can be effectively masked by local error concealment
techniques;
2. clients can simultaneously receive a maximum of s multicast streams, each
being transmitted at a fixed rate r; and
3. each segment is fully downloaded before the segment playback begins.
Figure 3.3 illustrates the working of the Optimized PB protocol when the media file
is partitioned into 6 segments, with each segment being repeatedly multicast on its
own channel at the media playback rate. Immediately after tuning in, clients start
listening on the first s channels, as illustrated in the figure by the shaded regions
for the client arrival marked by the arrow. After completely receiving segment 1,
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Figure 3.3: Example Optimized PB Protocol (K == 6, r == 1,

S

== 2)

the client tunes in to receive segment 3, and after completely receiving segment 3
starts receiving segment 5, and so on. Since data constituting a segment is often
received out of order, the minimal possible start-up delay for this protocol equals
the time required to download the first segment, as the segments can be played back
only after it is completely downloaded. For this start-up delay, the segment size
progression guarantees the receipt of each other segment in its entirety just in time
to guarantee playback without pauses.
For periodic broadcast protocols, faster growth in segment size progression translates into lower start-up delays. Assuming that each segment is transmitted at the
media playback rate (i.e., r == 1), the maximum possible segment size progression
can be derived as follows. Given that a client can concurrently listen to a maximum
of s channels, the length of each segment k, 1 < k

~

s, must equal the time to

download segment 1 plus the time to playback segments 1 through k - 1. Clients
start receiving segment k > s, as soon as the download of segment k -

S

is complete.

This download must complete as soon as segment k -1 finishes playback. Assuming
the length of the first segment, h == 1, relative segment lengths can be given as:
k-l

h + Llj

1

<k~

j=l

(3.4)

k-l

L

S

k >

lj

j=k-s
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S.

The above segment size progression can be generalized for segment transmission
rate r < 1 by noting that in this case, the time to download a segment increases by
a factor of 1/ r. Therefore, the modified segment size progression can be given as:
k-l

~h

+ Llj

1 < k ::;

S

j=l

(3.5)
k > s.

The main advantage of segment transmission rates less than the media playback
rate is that the aggregate transmission rate to each client, b = s x r > 1, can be less
than two times the media playback rate. As described earlier, this allows a higher
fraction of the client bandwidth to be devoted to obtaining higher quality media.
An Optimized PB system designed with a fixed number of segments K uses
server bandwidth B = r x K. The deterministic start-up delay experienced by
clients is

r

t

lk •

Figure 3.4 compares the performance of the Optimized PB protocol and the
Skyscraper Broadcasting [62] protocol. For both protocols, the required server bandwidth is plotted as a function of start-up delay, assuming b = 2. Both the average
and the maximum start-up delays are shown for the Skyscraper systems since the
start-up delay for this system is non-deterministic. For the Skyscraper protocol,
the maximum start-up delay is twice the average start-up delay. The following key
conclusions can be drawn from the results. First, the performance of the Optimized PB system is competitive with Skyscraper Broadcasting, although Optimized
PB requires that a segment be fully received before playback can begin. Second,
the performance of the Optimized PB protocol improves with decreasing segment
transmission rates. This second observation is explored in detail next.
Figure 3.5 compares the frequency of multicast of portions of the media file for
Optimized PB systems that approximately have the same start-up delay, but have
differing segment transmission rate, r. The frequency of multicast is defined as the
number of times a particular portion of the media file has to be transmitted per play-
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Figure 3.4: Performance Comparison of Optimized PB and Skyscraper Broadcasting
back duration. The lower bound on the multicast frequency can be derived from the
observations made for deriving the lower bound on the required server bandwidth.
That is, a portion of the media file at an arbitrary position x is transmitted at frequency l/(x+d), where d is the start-up delay. Note that the lower bound derivation
assumes infinitesimally small segments, and hence the plot for the lower bound is
a smooth curve. However, the plots for the Optimized PB are step functions, reflecting the fact that an entire segment is received ahead of playback and thus the
end of the segment is received much before it is actually needed for playback. As
r decreases, the plots for the Optimized PB become smoother because the number

of segments increases, correspondingly decreasing the segment sizes. Although, the
r = 0.02 line closely tracks the lower bound, a small gap can be noticed between

the Optimized system and the lower bound. This gap is due to the finite bandwidth
assumption (b = 2) of the protocol, while the lower bound assumes infinite client
receive bandwidth.
The maximum client buffer space requirement of the protocol is derived next. As
with other other periodic broadcast protocols, note that the client buffer requirement
keeps growing until the rate of draining exceeds the rate of filling. This condition
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Figure 3.5: Multicast Frequency vs. Object Position (b = 2, d ~ O.0043T)
is satisfied when the download of segment j* = max (1, K - l~J), is completed. At
this point, the download of segment j* is complete, while segments j*

+ 1 through

K are partially downloaded. Noting that the partial download for any segment
j* + 1 ::; i ::; K contains all but the amount of data that would have been downloaded

during the playbacks of segments j* through i -1, the following expression of buffer
space requirement can be obtained, expressed as a fraction of the media file size:

(3.6)

Figure 3.6 shows the required buffer space for the Optimized PB protocol for different combinations of band r. For the purpose of comparison, the client buffer space
requirement for the Skyscraper protocol is also shown. The buffer space requirement
for the Skyscraper protocol is bounded by the size of the last segment [62]. It is
interesting to note that despite of entirely obtaining a segment before playback, the
buffer space requirement for the Optimized PB protocol is competitive with that of
Skyscraper, especially for lower values of start-up delays and segment transmission
rates r < 1.
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3.3.2

Basic Reliable Periodic Broadcast

This section generalizes the Optimized PB protocols to accommodate perfect recovery of a segment assuming that the "cumulative packet loss" at the end of receiving
a segment is at most p. Since multiple segments are received in parallel, cumulative
packet loss is defined as the average packet loss over the current segment k, and all
other segments that must be completely received before reception of the segment
under consideration can begin. Since reception of any segment k begins after segment k -

8

is completely received, cumulative loss for segment k is defined as the

average packet loss over the reception of segments k, k - 8, k - 28, . ". Later sections
will describe how the protocol can be extended to support environments that have
packet loss greater than the assumed upper bound p.
Since each segment is completely received before playback begins, the Optimized
PB protocol can be extended to support packet loss recovery by delivering each segment as a digital fountain. With this modification, erasure codes are applied on each
segment to generate an (infinite) stream of encoded packets. Encoded packets corresponding to a particular segment are transmitted on individual channels, instead
of cyclically broadcasting the same segment, and clients simply listen to a channel
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Figure 3.7: Example Optimized RPB Protocol (K = 6, r = 1,

S

= 2, p = 0.1)

until it has received the packets required to reconstruct the segment. Assuming
that clients experience packet loss with probability p while receiving a segment,
the download time for that segment is a factor a = 1/(1 - p) times longer than
when there are no packet losses. Assuming that the maximum packet loss is p, and
segment decoding times are negligible, the maximum relative segment sizes can be
given as:
k-l

lk

ax - =

ax ~

+ Llj

1 < k ::;

S

j=l

r

(3.7)
k > s.

For a given number of server channels K, the deterministic start-up delay is

r

Elk'

Figure 3.7 illustrates the reception sequence for a client arrival marked by the
arrow for the Optimized RPB protocol with parameters K = 6, r = 1, S = 2, and
p

= 0.1, under the assumption that each segment exactly experiences packet loss rate

of p. A key difference with respect to the Optimized PB protocol in Figure 3.3 is that
the notion of segment boundaries do not exist in the Optimized RPB protocol since
each channel now transmits a stream of erasure-coded packets that are of equal value
to the client (i.e., if the original segment was composed of n packets, the client can
reconstruct the segment from any n erasure-coded packets). Note that the download
time for a particular segment depends on the loss rate experienced while the segment
is being downloaded. Another important property of the protocol is that less packet
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loss while downloading an earlier segment can provide greater tolerance to packet
loss while receiving a later segment, provided the cumulative packet loss does not
exceed the tunable parameter p.
Figure 3.8 shows the impact of p and b on the required server bandwidth as
a function of the start-up delay, for delivering a single media file.
moderate loss rates (e.g.,

~

At low and

10%), it is possible to achieve a start-up delay equal

to 1% of the total playback duration, even for clients with aggregate transmission
rate only 1.25 times the media playrate. The figures also show that for fixed s,
the required server bandwidth of the Optimized RPB protocol approaches the lower
bound on the required server bandwidth given by equation (3.2) as the aggregate
transmission rate to the client increases.
Figure 3.9 illustrates the impact of decreasing r for a fixed b, on the required
server bandwidth. It is clear that decreasing r improves performance. However, the
relative performance improvement as r becomes less than 0.25 is small. Also note
that decreasing r for a given server bandwidth results in an increased number of
smaller sized segments. While smaller segments may be favorable because of lower
decoding times, it comes at the cost of managing more multicast channels.

3.3.3

Accommodating Bursty Packet Loss

In the RPB protocol, clients that suffer cumulative packet loss less than or equal to
p at the end of a segment download are able to provide jitter-free playback. Further,

the protocol allows clients to perform "work-ahead" by receiving segments before
they are needed when the cumulative loss rate is less than p, thus accommodating
a subsequent segment with a higher packet loss than p. This works as long as the
cumulative loss at the end of the segment download is less than or equal to p. The
fact that clients can begin segment reception at any arbitrary point in time is the
key feature that allows for this tradeoff.
Previous Internet measurement studies indicate that packet loss is typically
bursty [98, 26, 18, 67]. Sudden loss spikes will most likely affect the earlier seg-
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ments that are smaller in size than the later segments, and since "work-ahead" is
most effective for the later segments, it is desirable that the earlier segments have a
higher level of protection against packet loss. This can be accomplished by allowing
a longer download time for a segment k by using a different

ak

value. The segment

size progression with this modification is easily derived as:
k-l
al

x ~ + L:lj 1 < k ~
j=l

S

(3.8)
k > s.

Figure 3.10 illustrates two strategies for providing greater protection to earlier
segments against packet loss, with Basic RPB systems that have fixed server bandwidth B = 10, segment transmission rate r = 0.25, start-up delay d = 0.00017T,
and require clients to receive data at rate b

=

2. For example, Figure 3.10(a)

considers two scenarios that provide higher cumulative loss tolerance for the initial
segments by trading off loss tolerance for the later segments. Figure 3.10(b), on
the other hand, illustrates scenarios that have a fixed overall protection with higher
protection for initial segments, provided at the cost of additional server bandwidth.
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3.3.4

Client Heterogeneity

The RPB protocols developed up to this point assume that the client population is
homogeneous with respect to loss rates on the transmission paths from the server
to the clients and the achievable client data rates. This section demonstrates how
the protocols can accommodate a limited degree of client heterogeneity. The mechanisms described here can be used in conjunction with other complementary mechanisms for accommodating client heterogeneity. For example, redundant network
transmission paths [78] can be used to keep the cumulative loss rate seen by the
clients below the selected parameter value p. In addition, the server can use layered
multicast [75]3 to enable clients with higher/lower aggregate transmission rates to
receive correspondingly higher/lower quality media. In the simplest case, each layer
of the media file could be delivered using the same protocol parameters, with clients
dynamically determining which layers to receive using a rate control [88, 126, 75, 22]
policy.
Figure 3.11 provides examples of limited tradeoffs between client start-up delays,
packet loss rates, and client data rates. Figure 3.11 (a) illustrates how a client that
experiences a loss rate higher than the RPB protocol specified sustainable loss rate
can achieve uninterrupted playback by increasing its start-up delay. Note that the
client will somehow have to obtain a good estimate of the loss rate to employ this
strategy. A simple strategy might be to use the loss rate experienced by the client
while downloading the first segment (Le., the first segment and portions of the next
s - 1 segments that are being downloaded in parallel) as an estimate, and delay

starting playback if the loss rate is above acceptable limits.
As another example, Figure 3.11 (b) illustrates how clients with higher data rates
can support higher loss rates by listening to more streams. In this example, the
default RPB system parameters are B

= 10, b =

2,p

= 0.1. The curve shows

plots for three different streaming rates (Le., different r values). The graph shows
the required client data rates as a step function of the actual loss rate since client
3 Equivalently, the server could use the Simulcast approach [29, 75], where the server stores
different "versions" of the media file, each being of a different quality.
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= 10, b = 2,p = 0.1)

bandwidth increments at fixed intervals of r. In general, a client data rate greater
than twice the media playback rate is required to support higher loss rates. The
results also show that clients that experience lower than the anticipated loss rate
can listen to fewer than the specified s channels. Further, it appears that clients can
accommodate higher loss rates for the same client data rate if the channel streaming
rate is smaller.

3.4

Reliable Bandwidth Skimming

The Reliable Bandwidth Skimming (RBS) protocol developed in this section has
certain advantages over the RPB protocols. First, the bandwidth usage of the RBS
protocol decreases with reduction in the client request rates, thus making them
more feasible for environments where the request rates vary significantly. Second,
the RBS protocols are more suitable for supporting client interactivity. Third, the
RBS protocols provide (almost) immediate playback upon initiation of the request
by the client. However, there are some disadvantages to RBS as well. For example,
the RPB protocol may have less tolerance to bursty losses. Further, handling client
heterogeneity with respect to loss rates and client data rates appears to be extremely
difficult.
The RBS protocol partitions a media file into several small segments and uses
erasure codes to "stretch" the segments (i.e., generate encoded packets greater in
number than those in the original segment) that can recover from a fixed amount
of loss per segment. That is, if a segment consists of n packets and the maximum
allowed loss rate per segment is p, then a total of n/(l - p) encoded packets are
generated. These encoded packets are transmitted on two separate streams, with

n encoded packets being transmitted at the media playback rate on the primary
stream, and the remaining np/(l - p) packets being transmitted at rate p/(l - p)
times the media playback rate on the secondary stream. The starting time of the
secondary stream is offset with respect to the primary stream to allow some resilience
to bursty packet loss. This is necessitated by the small segment lengths, which
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in turn are required to preserve the immediate service feature of the bandwidth
skimming protocols [41]. Note that the offset determines the latest time by which
encoded packets corresponding to a segment may be obtained to enable segment
reconstruction.
In the RBS protocol, both the primary and the secondary streams can be merged
with other primary and secondary streams, respectively, using the same stream
merging principle as in the previously proposed bandwidth skimming protocols [41].
As an example, consider implementing RBS using the Partition [40] merging policy.
Both the primary and secondary streams are divided into a number of substreams

k such that clients can receive k + 1 primary and k + 1 secondary substreams (i.e.,
b = (1

+ l/k)(l + p/(l -

p))). The main innovation in the RBS protocols is the

separation between primary and secondary streams and the effective sharing of the
secondary streams among many clients.
Figure 3.12 illustrates the performance of the RBS protocol for p = 0.1 and
various values of client data rate b. These results are obtained from simulations under
Poisson request arrivals. Qualitatively similar results were obtained for a heavytailed distribution of interrequest times modeled by a Pareto distribution. All results
in the figure have 95% confidence intervals that are within 5% of the reported values.
For comparison purposes, the graphs also show the lower bound from equation (3.1),
which assumes infinite client data rate. The results show that the RBS protocols
adapt to variations in the client request rate, and yield performance reasonably close
to the lower bound.
Comparing Figures 3.12 and 3.8(b), it can be seen that the required server bandwidth for the RBS protocol with request rate N is within a small constant factor
of the required server bandwidth for an RPB protocol with similar assumed client
data rate and a start-up delay equal to

:h as might be predicted from the bounds on

the required server bandwidth (Section 2.3.4, page 37). For example, the required
server bandwidth at N = 100 for the RBS protocol with assumed client data rate
b = 2.22 and maximum loss rate of 10% is 7.7, while the required server bandwidth

for the RPB protocol with assumed client data rate b = 2, r = 0.25, p = 0.1, and
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Figure 3.12: RBS Performance (p = 0.1)
start-up delay of 0.01 (as a fraction of the total object duration), is 7.0.

3.5

Prototype Implementation

This section discusses an implementation of the RBS protocol, presented here as
a "proof of concept" of the scalable streaming protocols developed in this chapter. The implementation extends the SWORD 4 prototype, which was developed
by researchers at the Universities of Wisconsin, Saskatchewan, and Washington to
experiment with scalable bandwidth skimming protocols [121]. The SWORD prototype has been in production use with the eTeach server5 at the University of
Wisconsin, Madison, streaming videos for online courses.
The prototype supports delivery of Windows media files and is implemented
using "client-side" and "server-side" proxies. The scalable streaming protocols are
implemented between the proxies and are transparent to the actual Windows media
server and clients. This design has the advantage of requiring no modifications to
commercial media players and servers. To facilitate a better understanding of the
4SWORD is an acronym for Scalable Wide-area On-demand Reliable Digital Streaming.
5For more information, please see http: / / eteaeh. engr . wise. edu/.
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prototype design, a discussion of how the Windows media player interacts with a
server using the HTTP protocol is first presented in Section 3.5.1. Section 3.5.2
will describe the design and working of the SWORD prototype. The RBS implementation is described in Section 3.5.3, followed by a summary of experiments in
Section 3.5.4.

3.5.1

Accessing a Media File using HTTP

The SWORD prototype exploits the fact that the Windows media server can be
instructed to use the HTTP protocol for media file delivery. The following request/response sequence has been reported in [121] for streaming a Windows media
file using the HTTP protocol:
1. The user clicks on a hyperlink to a media metafile (i.e., a .asx file), using a
Web browser. The browser sends an HTTP GET request for the requested
file.
2. The Web server responds with an HTTP OK message, and encapsulates the
contents of the .asx file in the body of the message. The message body contains
the URL of the requested media content file (i.e., a .asf file). The HTTP
response also includes a content_type header that indicates the specific media
application to be initialized by the client browser.
3. The browser examines the content_type header and launches the appropriate
media player (i.e., the Windows media player in this case).
4. The media player sends a GET request for the URL of the media content file.
5. The media server replies with an OK message. The Windows media server
also includes some binary information in the body of the HTTP response that
presumably contains some information for the media player.
6. The player sends another HTTP GET request for the same media file, but
with some other information in the pragma field.
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7. The server responds with an HTTP OK message, with the contents of the .asf
file sent in the body.
Note that no further communication from the client to the server is necessary if
the player receives all data on time. Otherwise, the player sends an HTTP POST
message to the server indicating the problem. The server can then take corrective
action (e.g., reduce the rate at which data is sent).

3.5.2

The SWORD Prototype

The SWORD prototype is implemented as a pair of proxies (Open source Apache
Proxy Server Version 1.3.), one typically located at the "client-side" of the network
and the other located at the "server-side". This design, illustrated in Figure 3.13,
has the desirable property of allowing experimentation with new delivery protocols
without requiring modifications to proprietary client/server systems.

Currently,

as deployed with eTeach, the users simply download the client component of the
software and configure their browsers to use this client-side proxy. This client-side
proxy is configured to interact with the server-side proxy (which, in eTeach, is placed
on the same machine as the Media server).
The HTTP request/response messages exchanged between a media player and
the server are transparently forwarded by the proxy modules of the SWORD software
until a request for media content is received (i.e., the second GET request for a .asf
file). At this point, the server component passes control to the WWSTp 6 server
module. The WWSTP server module sends the request for the content to the media
server. The resulting HTTP OK response from the media server is appended with
a "use WWSTP" field and sent to the SWORD client component. Upon receiving
the HTTP OK response with the "use WWSTP" field, the SWORD client drops
into the WWSTP client module. The client component also sends the HTTP OK
response back to the player. Note that at this point, the media server is sending
6The transport protocol used by the SWORD prototype is called "Wisconsin Washington
Saskatchewan Transport Protocol" to reflect the names of the universities collaborating in this
project.
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Figure 3.13: The SWORD Prototype Architecture
the media file to the SWORD server component. This data will be buffered at
the server component and will be sent using multicast as defined by the scalable
streaming protocol in use (currently, an HMSM protocol). Details of this process
are described next, and illustrated in Figure 3.14.
An IP multicast group is set up by the server component after sending the
HTTP OK response. Then, a New Client message is sent to the client component
that provides the client with the address and the port number of this group. The
client component joins this multicast group and informs the server that it is ready
to receive data by sending a Listening message. Since overheads associated with
setting up multicast routing trees can delay proper delivery of data packets from the
server to the client, the server performs a simple multicast test by pinging the client
component. The client component responds with a Joined message on receiving
a ping packet from the server on the multicast group. After receiving this Joined
message, the server starts forwarding data on the multicast group.
Note that the SWORD server might already be receiving the media file from
the actual server, while trying to establish the multicast connection between to
the SWORD client. This data is buffered at the server, and stored according to
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the timestamps applied by the media server7 • Once the connection to the client
is established, data is sent out by the server at regular intervals (e.g., once every
50 milliseconds in the current implementation). A limit is placed on the amount of
data that can be sent in one interval to reduce the chances of overflowing network
and client buffers.
Once the SWORD client starts receiving data, it builds a small buffer to handle
network delay jitter (usually 1 to 3 seconds worth of media data), and then starts
to forward the data to the media player. Experimentation with an earlier version of
the prototype in Fall 2001 revealed that the media player is very sensitive to packet
losses within a group of packets with the same timestamp. If any packet is lost in
the group, referred to as the timestamp group, the whole group must be dropped,
7The actual timestamps applied by the Windows media server to the binary data stream are
retrieved by analyzing the data stream.
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thus highlighting the need for packet loss recovery techniques.
The server component runs the HMSM algorithm at regular intervals to determine how various streams for the same media file may be merged. Specifically,
merging a later stream with an earlier initiated stream requires sending an Update
message to the clients listening to the later stream with the multicast address and
port number of the earlier stream. These clients start listening to the earlier stream,
and send a First Group message back to the server that provides the timestamp of
the first data packet received on this newly joined stream. This information is used
by the server to determine when the merge is completed, and the later stream can
be terminated.

3.5.3

The RBS Implementation

A RBS implementation is available in the prototype, wherein the data stream received by the WWSTP server module is encoded before being streamed, and decoded
before sending the data to the media player. For the purpose of encoding/decoding
data packets, a publicly available Reed-Solomon based erasure coding software is
used [108]. An important design decision concerns determining the appropriate segment size for encoding, and the factor by which these segments should be stretched.
As mentioned earlier, the media player is very sensitive to packet loss within a
timestamp group. The number of data packets in a timestamp group can vary,
and therefore, generating segments with a fixed number of packets (for encoding/decoding purposes) is difficult and problematic. The approach used here considers variable-sized segments, where segments are composed of packets that constitute
an integral number of timestamp groups. Specifically, the segment size for encoding
is defined in real time, and is an integral multiple of the interval used for sending
data. For example, if a segment consists of four data intervals of 50 milliseconds
each, the server will encode 200 milliseconds of binary data at a time. The encoding
module guarantees that packets with the same timestamp are not split into different
segments.
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The factor by which a segment is stretched is determined as follows. Suppose that
a segment consists of N UDP packets. Then, the transmission burst size without
any additional parity packets is rN /11, where

1 is

the number of data intervals

in the segment. The stretch factor for the encoding is defined in units of burst
size. Thus, to recover from the loss of L bursts, K parity packets are required such

+ K)/11- Note that the
transmission burst size to f(N + K) / 11
that K ~ Lf(N

additional parity packets increase the

The merging algorithm remains largely unaltered. That is, individual streams
can be merged based on the timestamp of the first data packet received on the
stream that is being "caught".
The client component buffers encoded packets and periodically checks the buffer
to determine whether or not it can decode a segment. Note that no decoding overhead is incurred if all of the data packets in a segment are received. The client
component also ascertains when a segment cannot be decoded, and discards the
packets belonging to this segment from its buffer. Furthermore, in the event that a
segment can not be decoded, the client module attempts to retrieve any available
complete timestamp groups from the undecodeable segment.
When streams are trying to merge, the WWSTP client uses data from its own
stream and not from the stream it is trying to merge with, until the merge is complete. This is important as attempted merges may not be successful for a number
of reasons (e.g., the stream being "caught" is terminated, or a later stream merged
with the stream under consideration before it could effect a merge).
The next section describes experiments conducted with the prototype. The goal
of the experimentation was to determine the correctness of the implementation. In
future work, a detailed experimental study with the prototype will be conducted.

3.5.4

Experiments

Initial experiments were conducted with both server and client components on the
same machine while accessing media content from the Internet. The same media
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file was accessed using different instantiations of the media player (on the same
machine). Experiments were also conducted in a LAN environment by collaborators
at the University of Wisconsin. The results indicate that the protocol is working
correctly.
Obtaining accounts on remote sites with multicast capability has been difficult,
and so far access has been available only to machines at the University of Calgary
and the University of Wisconsin. This somewhat limited the ability to test the
implementation exhaustively in the wide-area context. Several experiments were
conducted between August and October 2003, in which the server was located either at Wisconsin or at Calgary, with clients located at one or both locations. These
experiments have further demonstrated that the prototype is indeed working correctly.

3.6

Summary

Two new protocols are developed, namely Reliable Periodic Broadcast (RPB) and
Reliable Bandwidth Skimming (RBS), which effectively address the problem of scalable and reliable on-demand media streaming. The design and analysis of these
protocols are, in part, guided by the new lower bounds developed on the required
server bandwidth for both immediate service protocols and protocols that have a
bounded start-up delay, assuming that the maximum packet loss rate is p. Performance evaluation of the protocols shows that both RPB and RBS can nearly
achieve the applicable lower bounds, and therefore can achieve nearly the best possible scalability. To demonstrate implementation feasibility, the RBS protocol has
been incorporated in the SWORD prototype.
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Chapter 4
Rate Control

This chapter investigates multicast congestion control policies for scalable streaming
applications. A desirable property of these applications is that the reception rate
of each client be determined in accordance with the characteristics of the transmission path from the server to the client. Among clients participating in a multicast
session, however, there may be substantial heterogeneity with respect to loss rates,
delays, and available bandwidth. To accommodate this heterogeneity, the server
may transmit data for the same media object using multiple multicast channels,
thus allowing clients to adjust their reception rates by joining/leaving some of these
channels. Congestion control protocols that adhere to this general approach are
known as multirate congestion control protocols.
Multirate congestion control protocols can be applied in different ways, depending on the particular application. Live or scheduled broadcast applications, for
example, can use cumulative layered encoding, in which a base layer and a small
number of enhancement layers are each broadcast on a different multicast channel.
Each client receives the base layer and a number of enhancement layers depending
on its target reception rate. This layered transmission scheme can also be used
for on-demand streaming using a periodic broadcast protocol such as Reliable Periodic Broadcast [84], in which the media object is partitioned into segments that
are periodically multicast according to a predetermined transmission schedule. The
congestion control policy determines the target reception rate of each client. For a
given target reception rate, a client will determine which segment/layer combina85

tions to receive, based on a policy that attempts to maximizes the playback quality
at the client. Such a policy is proposed in the next chapter. In the context of
bandwidth skimming protocols [41], the target reception rate of a client could determine the number of "catch up" streams it receives. Note that the granularity of
the available rate adjustments may be quite coarse due to limitations imposed by
the media encoding and/or the scalable protocol design. In general, the granularity
of rate adjustments depends on the rate of transmission on each multicast channel.
Several multirate congestion control protocols have been proposed

[88, 125,

126, 74, 45, 119, 23, 82]. The proposals most relevant to this work were reviewed
in Section 2.4.4, including Fair Layer Increase/Decrease with Dynamic Layering
(FLID-DL) [22], Packet pair receiver driven Layered Multicast (PLM) [74], and
Wave and Equation Based Rate Control (WEBRC) [82]. The FLID-DL protocol
uses a TCP Reno throughput model [93] with a fixed value for the round-trip time
(RTT) variable to determine the placement of synchronization points in the data
stream. These synchronization points control when a client may join another multicast channel. Clients leave a multicast channel if packet losses are observed in the
previous observation interval; otherwise, on receipt of an enabling synchronization
point, a multicast join is performed. The behavior of this protocol is similar to
TCP Reno in that the target reception rate decreases only when packet loss occurs
and the reception rate exhibits additive increase, multiplicative decrease (AIMD)
behavior.
The WEBRC protocol is an equation-based multirate congestion control protocol
in which each client independently uses a TCP Reno throughput model to explicitly
determine its bandwidth share. A key characteristic of WEBRC is that the transmission on each channel is in waves, that is, at the start of a cycle the transmission
rate increases to a maximum value, and then exponentially decreases over time with
transmission finally ceasing until the beginning of the next cycle. Depending when
channels are subscribed to, fine-grained rate changes are possible. This protocol is
suitable for bulk download applications, but it is not clear how the protocol would
be applied with various types of streaming applications. For example, layered video
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streaming using WEBRC may be possible with each layer being transmitted during
a particular time period in each channels transmission cycle, but clients may receive
partial layers owing to the fine-grained rate adaptation, that may not be fruitfully
used. Furthermore, it is not clear a priori how the wave-like transmission structure
could be applied with applications using bandwidth skimming protocols.
The congestion control mechanism of TCP Reno (and similar variants such as
Newreno and Sack) induces packet loss, and therefore, multirate congestion control
protocols that behave similarly will also induce packet loss. An alternative to TCP
Reno-like congestion control is the approach used in the PLM protocol. In this
protocol, the server sends packets in pairs, and receivers use the spacing between
the two packets to estimate the bandwidth on the path between the server and
the client. PLM's bandwidth inference process does not induce packet loss, clients
fairly share bandwidth with TCP, and also quickly converge to their respective fair
share bandwidths. This approach, however, has the disadvantage of making the
assumption that routers on the path between the server and the client implement a
fair queuing scheduling discipline.
The work in this chapter has as its goal a multirate congestion control protocol
that provides less oscillatory reception rates, shares bandwidth fairly with TCP and
other rate controlled flows over a wide range of network conditions, and operates
without necessarily inducing packet losses while probing for bandwidth. These goals
are largely achieved in the proposed Vegas Multicast Rate Control (VMRC) protocol. This protocol is an equation-based multirate congestion control protocol that
employs a recently proposed TCP Vegas throughput model [112]. A VMRC sender
transmits data using multiple multicast channels. Each VMRC client measures loss
rate and queuing delays, and computes a target reception rate that determines how
many multicast channels it may receive. The VMRC protocol exhibits TCP Vegaslike behavior and has one key advantage compared to protocols with TCP Reno-like
behavior, namely the protocol operates without inducing packet losses when the
bottleneck link is lightly loaded.
The previously defined TCP Vegas protocol includes two static threshold param87

eters (a and (3) that determine the target number of packets queued in the network
for a TCP Vegas flow. Depending on the values of these parameters, the previously
defined Vegas protocol is either too aggressive or too meek when operating in a
network that also has some number of TCP Reno flows [112]. The VMRC protocol
incorporates a new technique for dynamically varying the Vegas threshold parameters based on the measured characteristics of the network. This technique allows
a TCP Vegas based rate control flow to share bandwidth fairly with other types of
flows, including widely deployed versions of TCP such as TCP Reno. Thus, the technique might be fruitfully incorporated in TCP Vegas itself to aid in its incremental
deployment.
An extensive performance evaluation study of VMRC is presented which demonstrates the performance properties of the protocol. To illustrate the benefits of
Vegas-like congestion control, the performance of VMRC is compared with that of
an analogous protocol that is based on a TCP Reno throughput model. Furthermore,
the design ofVMRC is evaluated along the key dimensions of synchronization policy,
RTT and propagation delay measurement techniques, data transmission policy, and
protocol reactivity. The main findings of this performance study are:
• Coherency among clients behind a common bottleneck link can be attained by
using common protocol mechanisms that depend only on channel history and
not on information known only locally, rather than explicit synchronization
schemes.
• Explicitly tracking RTT and using the measured values in the Vegas or Reno
throughput model may be undesirable as clients behind the same ,bottleneck
link may compute different target reception rates such that their channel subscriptions differ, thus yielding inefficient use of multicast transmissions. Experiments show that estimating RTT as the sum of a delay component that
reflects changes in queuing along the transmission path and a fixed value (that
determines the aggressiveness of the protocol) can yield good fairness and reactivity compared to protocols that use a fixed value for the RTT parameter.
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• The packet loss rate experienced by a VMRC session typically increases with
an increase in the burstiness of the data transmission scheme. Bursty transmissions, however, result in faster convergence of clients to their optimal bandwidth share. The transmission scheme appears to have minimal impact on
TCP fairness .
• Clients need to explicitly track both short-term and long-term averages of loss
rate and delay measures to attain both good reactivity and good stability.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 presents a
brief overview of equation-based rate control. The VMRC protocol is described in
Section 4.2. An experimental evaluation of VMRC is presented in Section 4.3. The
chapter is summarized in Section 4.4.

4.1

Overview of Equation-Based Rate Control

Multimedia flows that use UDP over shared transmission paths in best effort networks such as the Internet must avoid causing uncontrolled congestion. One recommended approach is that the bandwidth usage of a multimedia flow should not
exceed that of a TCP connection under similar conditions [19]. A multimedia flow
that satisfies this criterion is referred to as "TCP-friendly" or "TCP-compatible",
and has the advantage of sharing bandwidth reasonably fairly with the large volume
of traffic that is predominantly TCP.
The design of TCP-friendly rate control protocols for multimedia flows has received considerable attention in recent years. Of interest in this thesis is the equation-

based approach [125, 45, 119, 82], in which the reception rate at each client is determined by direct application of a TCP throughput model. This approach offers the
potential of sharing bandwidth fairly with TCP flows while achieving lower variation
in reception rates than with a TCP-like increase/decrease approach, in which the
reception rate is abruptly reduced in response to each loss event.
Prior proposals for equation-based rate control have utilized a TCP Reno through89

put equation. This thesis presents and evaluates a congestion control protocol based
on a TCP Vegas throughput model. The Reno and Vegas throughput models are
reviewed in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2, respectively. Techniques for online estimation
of model parameters are briefly discussed in Section 4.1.3.

4.1.1

Reno Throughput Model

Models have been proposed that predict the steady state throughput of a long
duration TCP Reno flow as a function of the average RTT and the probability of
packet loss [87, 93, 57]. The TCP Reno throughput equation used in this work as
well as in many prior protocols is
1
Areno

=

RJ¥ + TO (3.fi) p (1 + 32r) ,

(4.1)

where Areno specifies the throughput in packets per second, R is the average RTT
in seconds, TO is the TCP retransmission timeout value, and p is the steady state
loss event rate [93].
Designing control algorithms for closed loop feedback systems is difficult since the
inputs to the control equations may change based on the action taken for a given
set of inputs (e.g., the measured loss event rate of a flow exhibits dependencies
on the sending rate of the flow). This observation motivated revisiting the TCP
Reno throughput model outlined above, and developing an alternative model that
measures loss rate in units of time between loss events (in the hope that this measure
will be independent of the reception rate of the receiver), instead of packets between
loss events. This model is discussed in Appendix A.

4.1.2

Vegas Throughput Model

In recent work, a throughput model for TCP Vegas has been developed [112]. Unlike
TCP Reno, which induces losses to estimate available bandwidth, the TCP Vegas
congestion control mechanism attempts to detect congestion in the network before
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packet loss occurs. Vegas uses increases in queuing delay to detect congestion and
attempts to maintain, on average, between
in the network, where

and

Q

Q

and

f3 unacknowledged packets queued

f3 are the "threshold" parameters of the protocol. If

packet losses are negligible, the throughput of a Vegas flow is given as

Ano-loss =
vegas

f3
R - baseRTT

~

f3
Ll'

(4.2)

where A~~;}:ss specifies the throughput in packets per second, R is the average RTT,
and baseRTT is the minimum observed RTT for the flow [112].
The throughput of a Vegas flow does not have any RTT bias when packet losses
are negligible, in the sense that it depends only on the average queuing delay observed along the path from the sender to the receiver. When packet losses and
timeouts are experienced, the throughput of a Vegas flow is given by
loss _
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and

+

w·
When packet losses are observed, Vegas flows exhibit some RTT bias, but the bias
8

4

is lower than that of Reno flows (e.g., see [90, 112]).
Simulation studies have also shown that the relative aggressiveness of Vegas
flows depends on the threshold parameters and the buffer space available at the
bottleneck queue [112]. Choosing a threshold parameter that allows a Vegas flow
to compete fairly with other Vegas flows as well as flows employing more aggressive
TCP variants such as Reno is a hard problem that has been an impediment to
deployment of Vegas.

4.1.3

Online Estimate of RTT and Loss Event Rate

The Exponential Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) technique is widely used for
obtaining smooth estimates of RTT. This technique assigns a weight
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Q

to the most

recent estimate of average RTT (R) and a weight of (1 - a) to the most recent
measure of RTT (Rt ) to obtain a new estimate R as follows:

R = aR+ (1- a)Rt .

(4.4)

With EWMA the weight given to an RTT measurement decays exponentially with
the age of that measurement.
The Average Loss Interval (ALI) method has been widely used for obtaining
online estimates of loss event rates [45]. Let

Si

denote the number of packets received

in the i th most recent loss interval (i.e., period of time between loss events), and

So

be the number of packets received since the most recent loss event. The average
loss interval length

s (measured

in number of packets) is calculated as a weighted

average over a window of n loss events as:
(4.5)
The weights

Wi

are chosen such that the most recent loss intervals receive equal

weight, with the weights of older intervals gradually decreasing to zero. In [45],
n

= 8 is used, with the following weights: 1, 1, 1, 1,0.8,0.6,0.4,0.2.
The above calculation is repeated using

So

through

Sn-l

to compute

snew.

The

average loss interval length is taken as max(s, snew) , thus including the most recent
loss interval only when it reduces the estimated loss rate. The corresponding loss
event rate p is simply the inverse of the average loss interval length.
An important issue with both ALI and EWMA is determining how much weight
should be given to the most recent samples. Better noise attenuation can be achieved
by using a high value for the constant a in EWMA and by using a large n (and/or
more balanced weights) in ALI, but at the cost of diminished reactivity. Placing
greater weight on more recent samples may, however, result in oscillatory throughput
estimates when the resulting values are used in TCP Reno or Vegas throughput
models.
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Table 4.1: VMRC Protocol Notation

Description
Protocol invocation granularity (time slot duration)
Minimum separation between join experiments
Threshold for quick drop
Start-up phase duration
Short-term average RTT
Long-term average RTT
Short-term average queuing delay
Long-term average queuing delay
Short-term average loss event rate
Long-term average loss event rate
Average reception rate in a time slot
Expected reception rate
Add hysteresis parameter
Drop hysteresis parameter
Minimum Vegas threshold parameter
Maximum Vegas threshold parameter

4.2

Name
7
T add
T drop
Tstartup

Default Value
0.1 seconds
207
207
507

R st
R lt
Ll st
Lllt
Pst
Plt

B recp
B curr
1'1
1'2

0.5
0.5

f3min
f3max

The VMRC Protocol

VMRC is an end-to-end congestion control protocol that does not require any special support from the network other than availability of application or IP multicast.
The protocol assumes that the server transmits data for the same media object using multiple multicast channels. The description of the protocol given here assumes
a cumulative layered encoding. Each client subscribes to a number of multicast
channels with an associated rate approximately equal to that determined by using
the Vegas throughput equations described in Section 4.1.2. The subsequent sections describe components of the protocol in detail. Notation used in the protocol
description is summarized in Table 4.1.

4.2.1

Protocol Invocation Granularity

The protocol invocation granularity determines how often clients compute new
throughput estimates and take appropriate channel add/drop decisions. Receivers
invoke the protocol once every

7

seconds. The time between two invocation points
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will be referred to as a time slot. Time slots should be long enough to allow obtaining reliable estimates of the throughput model parameters. However, even with
reliable estimates, a channel addition may turn out to be be too aggressive, due to
the coarse granularity at which rate changes are possible. This motivates smaller
time slots, which could permit quicker channel drops. Very small time slots, however, may not allow enough time following a channel drop for packets that are back
logged in the bottleneck queue to drain, and may result in an additional unnecessary
channel drop. To accommodate these conflicting objectives the default value of 7
is set to 0.1 seconds, and the add operations of the protocol depend on the more
stable long-term averages of the throughput model parameters. The protocol allows
quick drops following a recent add, based on short-term averages of the parameters.

4.2.2

Subscription Change Points

Subscription change points control when channel add/drop operations may be performed. Two considerations can be identified, namely: 1) how frequently should
add/drop operations be allowed; and 2) should the add/drop operations of multiple
clients be coordinated.
Note that since only coarse-grained reception rate changes are possible, only an
approximate match can be achieved between the target and actual reception rates.
Allowing frequent channel additions may result in oscillation. Oscillating channel
subscription is undesirable as it serves only to increase congestion in the bottleneck
path. Therefore, to reduce oscillations and control the amount of congestion being
introduced, the protocol allows channel additions once every Tadd seconds. Channel
drops are allowed to take place as quickly as possible (i.e., on any time slot boundary) to prevent causing long periods of congestion. The default value for Tadd is
207 seconds.

Coordinating channel additions by clients behind a common bottleneck may
be important since addition of an unsustainable channel by one client may cause
packet loss, and in turn cause other clients behind the same bottleneck link to drop
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a channel. The ability to quickly drop a channel, however, does not impede the
convergence of other clients behind a bottleneck link to their optimal subscription
level. As the number of clients in a session increases, the problem of uncoordinated channel additions exacerbates because of the increased amount of congestion
being introduced in the network. Therefore, many prior protocols have proposed
mechanisms to carefully orchestrate channel additions [88, 126, 22].
The VMRC protocol uses a weak synchronization policy to coordinate channel
additions. In this policy, the server divides the data stream into fixed length time
slots. Packet headers include a time slot index that advances by one when a new time
slot begins. Clients may attempt to add any channel on the receipt of a packet from
a new time slot. To accommodate the constraint on frequency of channel additions
discussed above, add experiments are allowed at the beginning of a new time slot
provided the time slot index modulo Tadd is zero. An alternative to this approach is
the no synchronization policy, where each client delimits time slots independently.
Experimental evaluation shows that there are some potential benefits to using weak
synchronization.

4.2.3

Defining RTT and Related Parameters

The RTT and related parameters required by the Vegas throughput model are R,
TO, and

~,

where R is the average RTT, TO is the retransmission timeout duration

typically approximated as 4R, and

~

is the average increase in the one-way queuing

delay.
Assuming that the server timestamps each packet, the one-way transmission time
(OTT) from the server to the client can be obtained by taking the difference between
the time at which the packet was sent (Tserver) and the time when the packet was
received (Tclient), as measured at the client. Using the OTT measurements, a client
can maintain an estimate of the average OTT (0), and determine the minimum
OTT (baseOTT) to compute

~

as follows:

~

= 0 - baseOTT.
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(4.6)

Note that errors due to lack of clock synchronization cancel out when the minimum
observed OTT is subtracted from the current estimate of the average OTT. Prior
research has observed that clock drifts on a time scale of minutes to hours can
occur [97, 91]. For long duration sessions, this problem could be addressed by
infrequently updating baseOTT (e.g., by computing baseOTT over a moving window
of some duration).
With multiple clients, each client may have a different RTT to the server, and
thus using actual RTT measure in the throughput model may lead to clients behind
a common bottleneck link achieving different subscription levels. Furthermore, for
the content delivery applications that are the focus of this work, the application
has little or no reverse traffic, and thus additional mechanisms may be needed to
measure RTT even in the context of a single client. In this work, three alternative
techniques for RTT estimation are considered. One approach is to obtain a variable
RTT estimate that is the sum of the OTT plus the the return path propagation
delay. A second option is to use a fixed constant value for the RTT of all clients.
A third approach is to estimate RTT as the sum of an estimate of the transmission
path queuing delay plus a fixed value. Elaborations on each of these techniques is
provided next.
In the first approach mentioned above, each client performs an end-to-end control
information exchange with the server at start-up, which allows it to obtain an initial
RTT estimate

(~nitial),

and an initial value for OTT between the source and the

client (Oinitial)' On each data packet reception, an RTT estimate R t can be obtained
as follows:

Rt = ~nitial

+ [(Tclient -

Tserver) - Oinitial] .

(4.7)

This technique tracks the RTT between a server and client as would be seen by a
TCP flow traversing the same path, assuming that most of the variability in RTT
is owing to congestion in the forward path. Although this technique may yield
more TCP-friendly behavior, different clients behind a common bottleneck link may
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potentially receive different channel subscriptions. Also, there may be scalability
problems with a large number of clients attempting end-to-end control information
exchange with the server.
The second option is to use a fixed value as the RTT parameter, identical for
all clients. This approach is adopted by FLID-DL. An advantage of this approach
is that different clients that are behind the same bottleneck link but with substantially different round-trip propagation delays, could compute the same target
reception rate and thus receive the same channel subscription, which is desirable.
Note that even with this option, with the Vegas model, clients can react to changes
in the queuing delay along the transmission path of the multicast packets, as this is
reflected in the measured

~

parameter described above.

The third approach, which is the default for VMRC, estimates RTT as the sum
of a fixed value and

~,

where

~

is measured as described above. Compared to using

a fixed value as the RTT estimate, this technique is more responsive, and at the
same time, enables clients behind the same bottleneck link with different round-trip
propagation delays to obtain similar estimates of RTT.

4.2.4

Defining Loss Events

The VMRC protocol measures the rate at which loss events occur using the ALI
technique. The reason for measuring the loss event rate as opposed to the fraction
of packets lost is as follows. First, various TCP variants generally reduce their
congestion window, only once, in response to several losses in a congestion window.
Second, with drop-tail queuing at the routers, congestion can significantly increase
the probability of losing several packets within a congestion window.
Careful consideration of what constitutes one loss event is necessary to use the
ALI technique. VMRC assumes that a new loss event occurs when the time between
two packet loss incidents exceeds at least by the length of a time slot. The loss
interval is defined as the period of time from the last packet loss of one loss event,
until the first packet loss of the next event. Note that any packets received in
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between losses in a loss event are not included in the calculation of the length (as
measured in numbers of packets) of a loss interval.

4.2.5

Long-Term and Short-Term Parameters

VMRC maintains both short-term and long-term averages of the queuing delay,
RTT, and loss event rate, for use as the R,

~,

and P parameters. The long-term

estimates are reliable measures that mainly guide channel additions. The shortterm measures enable quick detection of channel additions that are too aggressive
and also prevent channel addition when new congestion is detected.
The short-term average R st of the RTT estimate is updated on receipt of a packet
and is an EWMA with the most recent sample Rt given a high weight (e.g., 25%).
The long-term average R lt of the RTT estimates is updated at the beginning of a new
time slot and is an EWMA of R st with a small weight (e.g., 5%) assigned to the most
recent value. The short-term average Ost and the long-term average Ott of the OTT
estimate is obtained in a similar fashion from the most recent OTT sample. The
short-term average

~st

queuing delay component is calculated as Ost - baseOTT,

while the long-term average Olt queuing delay is calculated as Ou - baseOTT.
The long-term average
The short-term average

Plt

Pst

of the loss event rate is a ALI measure with n

of the loss event rate, is the inverse of the number of

packets received in the most recent loss free interval, so. When So = 0,

4.2.6

= 8.

Pst = 1.

Dynamic Values of TCP Vegas Thresholds

From the Vegas throughput model, it is evident that the bandwidth obtained by a
TCP Vegas flow depends on the choice of the threshold parameters

0:'

and {3. Simu-

lation studies in the literature have demonstrated that depending on the choice of 0:'
and {3, a Vegas flow can be more or less aggressive than a competing TCP flow. This
work proposes a technique for dynamically setting the Vegas threshold parameters
based on whether the flow reaches stable backlog or not [112]. Stable backlog means
that the Vegas flow attains the desired congestion window of W between loss events.
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Note that recent work has shown that both threshold parameters can be set to the
same value, and this assumption is made here as well [112J. The condition for stable
backlog to be attainable is approximated by the following [112]:
32

(4.8)

p:S; 7W2 - 36W + 32'

At start-up,

fJ

is initialized to a parameter

fJmin'

At the beginning of each new time

slot, the above is solved for W (by taking the expression as an equality) using the
long-term average Plt of the loss event rate. The computed value of W is then used
to derive

f3new

as (W ~lt)/Rlt , and

(e.g., 5%) assigned to
Parameters

f3max.

f3new.

f3min

and

f3

is updated using an EWMA with a small weight

If the loss rate is negligible,
f3max

f3new

is set to a parameter

define the possible range of aggressiveness of the

protocol and are set to allow a wide range of aggressiveness. The experiments in
this chapter set

fJmin

and

f3max

to the minimum and maximum number of packets

transmitted by the server in a single time slot as determined by the minimum and
maximum allowed subscription levels, respectively.

4.2.7

Steady State Add/Drop Rules

In steady state, clients estimate their bandwidth share A est by applying the throughput model, and take decisions to increase, decrease, or maintain the current level
of subscription. Using parameters based on the long-term and short-term averages
discussed earlier, a client can compute corresponding long-term and short-term estimates A st and Au of the fair share bandwidth.
Let B i denote the bandwidth required to support the currently subscribed i
multicast channels. A client can increase its subscription to i
B i +1

+ "I2(Bi +1 -

+ 1 if min[A st , Alt ] ~

B i ). Using the minimum of the long-term and short-term band-

width estimates allows channel additions only when there is a high probability of
the addition being successful. That is, the long-term estimates indicate that there
is available bandwidth and the short-term estimate confirms that no new congestion has been witnessed recently. The hysteresis parameters "11 and "12 are used to
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decrease or eliminate oscillations in the subscription level.
The rule for decreasing the subscription level is designed to allow early channel drops following a channel addition that is deemed unsustainable, and/or if the
network parameters reflect persistent congestion. Ascertaining whether or not an
increase in the subscription level results in congestion is particularly important due
to the coarse granularity of the possible bandwidth changes. Therefore, if the client
added a new channel in the recent Tdrop time slots without an intervening layer
drop, the subscription level is dropped to i - I if min[A st , Au] < B i - 1'1 (Bi - B i- 1 );
otherwise, the condition for dropping a channel is max[A st , Au] < B i - 1'1 (Bi - Bi-d·
An important design criterion for the add/drop rules is that all clients behind
the same bottleneck link should use the same information to determine their layer
subscriptions, to the extent possible, particularly with respect to layer additions, and
to drops of layers that have not been recently added. For example, it is conceivable
that to stabilize a client's subscription level and to allow time for queues to drain, a
client could apply a dead period [126], during which no subscription changes occur.
Such mechanisms, however, can impede and even prohibit coherency among clients,
as all clients behind a common bottleneck link can not be guaranteed to invoke a
dead period at the same time.

4.2.8

Start-up Add/Drop Rules

vVhen a client joins a multicast session, it starts listening to the base layer. Since
reliable estimates of RTT, queuing delay, and loss event rate are not available in
the start-up phase, the throughput model can not be applied, and the client enters
a slow start phase. During slow start, a client increases its subscription level by
joining one multicast channel per time slot provided the previous join has succeeded
(and not when network queuing is increasing). Thus, an additional condition for a
join is that the average rate of reception in the previous time slot, B recp , is at least
95% of the current subscription rate, B curr .
Slow start is terminated when congestion is detected. One signal of congestion
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is packet loss. With large network queues, unsustainable subscriptions may not
immediately cause a packet loss. However, if B recp is less than 0.95Bcurr for one
time slot since the join has been successful, and therefore, indicating queue buildup,
slow start is terminated. On terminating slow start, the reception rate is reduced by
dropping the highest subscribed multicast channel. When slow start is terminated,
a reliable estimate of loss event rate is not available, and, therefore, Equation 4.2 is
used to obtain the throughput estimates until losses occur.
Recall that during steady state, a client may attempt channel additions once every Tadd time slots. Thus, if the slow start phase is terminated before a client reaches
its optimal subscription level, it may encounter a long delay to reach the optimal
subscription. To alleviate this potential problem, during the first 50T seconds after
a client has joined the session, the above restriction is not enforced.

4.3

Protocol Performance

This section presents a simulation study of the VMRC protocol. The simulations
evaluate the performance of the protocol under a variety of network conditions. The
specific goals of the performance study are to explore the performance properties
of VMRC and to illustrate the benefits of Vegas-like rate control over Reno-like
rate control. The implementation of the VMRC and the analogous Reno throughput model based protocol is discussed in Section 4.3.1. Section 4.3.2 discusses the
simulation topology and the models of background traffic considered in this study.
The performance metrics are defined in Section 4.3.3. Experimental evaluation of
VMRC and the equivalent Reno throughput model based protocol is presented in
Section 4.3.4, followed by an evaluation of the design choices available in VMRC in
Section 4.3.5.

4.3.1

Implementation

As mentioned above, the performance of VMRC is compared to that of an analogous
protocol based on the Reno throughput model. This protocol is referred to here as
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Reno Multicast Rate Control (RMRC) in this work. RMRC uses the same protocol
components as VMRC except for the throughput model used and the manner in
which loss event rate is seeded when clients exit slow start. Recall that on terminating slow start, VMRC clients keep using Equation 4.2 until losses occur and an
estimate of the loss event rate is available. The RMRC protocol, however, requires
an estimate of the loss event rate immediately upon termination of slow start so
that the throughput model can be used. Therefore, upon terminating slow start, an
estimate of the loss event rate is calculated by solving the Reno throughput equation
using the current rate of reception and the current estimate of RTT. This estimated
loss event rate is used to seed the ALI loss history.
Both protocols were implemented in the ns-2 network simulator [103]. The performance evaluation study considers a cumulative layered video multicast application, where clients always receive the base layer, and some number of additional enhancement layers. The experiments reported here assume a base rate B o = 256 kbps,
and a layer multiplicative factor c = 1.5 (i.e., cumulative transmission rate of i layers is B i = BOCi -

1

).

A total of 9 layers are considered, thus allowing the following

reception rates: 256, 384, 576, 864, 1296, 1944, 2916, 4374, and 6561 Kbps.
Timer limitations of operating systems can guarantee only a coarse granularity
for scheduling packets (e.g., 50 to 100 milliseconds). Such coarse-grained packet
scheduling policies also reduce system overhead. Evidence from empirical studies of multimedia audio/video traces confirm that multimedia streams are indeed
bursty on small time scales, although the overall bit rate is constant at longer time
scales [89, 70]. The ns-2 implementations of the multicast server models this observed burstiness by scheduling packet transmissions once every {) milliseconds. For
each layer, the amount of data to be transmitted in the time interval {) is used to
determine how many data packets must be transmitted. A maximum packet size
of 1 KB is specified, but the sender may have to transmit smaller sized packets to
account for the data accumulated since the last packet scheduling event. The default
value for {) is 100 milliseconds. In Section 4.3.5, the influence of bursty transmissions
is also investigated.
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•
•
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Traffic Sinks

Bottleneck Link B Mbps

•

•
•

Figure 4.1: Simulation Topology

4.3.2

Network Topology and Background Traffic

The simulations reported here consider a simple dumbbell network topology as
shown in Figure 4.1, where there is a single common bottleneck link between all
sources and sinks. Each source/sink is connected to the bottleneck link via a high
bandwidth access link. The propagation delays of the access links is varied to simulate the desired round-trip propagation delay between a source/sink pair. The
routers use FIFO queuing with drop-tail queue management. The buffer capacity
of the bottleneck queue is large compared to the bandwidth-delay product of the
bottleneck link (e.g., 5 to 10 times the bandwidth-delay product of the bottleneck
link). This simple network topology clearly does not capture the complexity of the
Internet, but allows highlighting the main aspects of the protocol. Following the
recommendations in [99, 51]' this experimental study utilizes a rich mix of competing background traffic in this simple topology to encompass a wide spectrum of the
protocol's performance.
Congestion in the Internet can occur at low bandwidth, low multiplexing environments such as access links or at high bandwidth, high multiplexing environments such as backbone links. Therefore, to cover a range of possible current and
future network conditions, the experiments vary both the link capacity and the degree/type of background traffic. Bottlenecks closer to the client are simulated using
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low bandwidth bottleneck links (e.g.,

~

6 Mbps) with little or no background traffic.

Bottlenecks in the backbone are simulated using high bandwidth bottleneck links
(e.g., ~ 10 Mbps) with varying degrees of background load simulated using a mix
of long duration FTP and short duration ON/OFF HTTP sessions.
The HTTP sessions are simulated using a model similar to that used in [81, 112].
Each HTTP client sends requests to a dedicated HTTP server. Clients send a single
packet request to the associated server, and upon receiving the request, the server
sends a file to the client. After a file transfer is complete, the client generates
another request to the server after a think time that is exponentially distributed
with a mean of 500 milliseconds. To simulate the observed heavy-tailed nature of
HTTP transfers (e.g., [11,83,85]), the file sizes are drawn from a Pareto distribution
with mean 48 KB and shape 1.2.
Both HTTP and FTP session use the Newreno variant of TCP with a maximum
congestion window size of 64 packets. The maximum packet size is 1 KB. The background traffic in the experiments consider round-trip propagation delays between
20 and 460 milliseconds [6, 66, 51, 112].
In simulations where multiple long duration flows share a single bottleneck link,
systematic discrimination has been observed against some connections [47]. Such
phase effects rarely occur in the real Internet and are mostly an artifact of unre-

alistic simulation scenarios (e.g., multiple long duration flows, same size packets,
no traffic in the reverse direction, etc.) [51]. Simulations that consider a mix of
long and short duration flows, with different round-trip propagation delays (such as
the ones presented in this study), however, seldom experience this problem. As a
precautionary measure to avoid phase effects, the following two steps were taken.
First, all flows were started at slightly different times. Second, a small random delay
between transmission of TCP packets as well as between transmission of bursts of
multicast packets was also introduced.
The ns-2 simulator does not model multicast join/leave latencies as observed for
the currently deployed protocols in the Internet. Specifically, the joins/leaves are
instantaneous in the simulations. Note that this does not impact the qualitative
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comparison between VMRC and RMRC presented here, as both multicast protocols
are expected to be similarly influenced. Also, it may be reasonable to expect that
these problems may be addressed if multicast were to become popular. Finally, it
should be mentioned that the protocols presented here could use techniques such as
the Dynamic Layering scheme ofFLID-DL to address large multicast leave latencies.

4.3.3

Evaluation Metrics

A multirate congestion control protocol for streaming media can be assessed on the
basis of the following five characteristics: TCP fairness, smoothness of the reception
rate, session loss characteristics, coherency among clients behind a common bottleneck link, and the responsiveness of the protocol to sudden changes in the network
conditions. Thus, this study utilizes the following performance metrics:
• Convergence time: For a group of clients behind a common bottleneck link
that join a multicast session at times close to each other, convergence time
is measured as the difference between the time at which all clients reach the
optimal subscription level (and stay at this level except for the occasional join
experiments) and the time at which the last client joined the session. Longer
convergence times reflect inefficient use of the available bandwidth.
• Transient loss rate: VMRC allows clients to join multicast channels once every time slot when operating in the start-up phase. This allows clients to
quickly attain the optimal subscription level. For a group of clients that join
a multicast session at times close to each other, transient loss rate is defined
as the fraction of packets lost until all clients of the session exit their start-up
phase. Transient loss quantifies the impact of a new client joining an ongoing
multicast session.
• Steady state loss rate: This is the fraction of packets lost by a multicast session,
excluding the initial startup period. This metric, together with the achieved
layer subscription, reflects the perceived quality of the streaming media at the
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clients.
• Average session throughput: This is measured as the bandwidth obtained by
a multicast session during the last three quarters of a simulation, and can be
used to assess fairness of the multicast session.
• Session throughput over time: Average throughput is calculated over a moving
window of size one second for the entire duration of the simulation run. This
metric is used to judge the smoothness of the reception rate, and also to
illustrate the responsiveness of the protocol to sudden changes in the network
conditions.
• Session packet loss over time: The fraction of packets lost over a moving
window of size one second is calculated for the entire simulation run. This
metric can be used to identify how bursty the packet losses are, and also helps
understand the effect these packet losses might have on the playback of the
media at the clients.
Unless stated otherwise, simulation results are reported by running each experiment 10 times, with each run being made with a different seed for the random
number generator. Typically, the results graph the average from the 10 runs, along
with the observed minimum and maximum values (showed using an error bar centered on the mean).

4.3.4

Comparing Vegas and Reno Rate Control

This section presents sample results that illustrate the performance of VMRC and
illustrate the benefits of using a Vegas-like congestion control mechanism for multicast applications. In the experiments, the sessions being monitored will be referred
to as "foreground" flow, while all other traffic will be referred to as "background".
The foreground flow can be a "VMRC" session, a "RMRC" session, or a "FTP"
session that employs TCP Newreno. The multicast protocols employs weak synchronization, estimates RTT at the sum of a fixed value (100 milliseconds) and a
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variable queuing delay component, and schedules packet transmissions once every
8 = 100 milliseconds. The default values outlined in Table 4.1 are used for all other
parameters.

4.3.4.1

No Background Traffic

Before evaluating protocol performance in the presence of background traffic, the
protocol is studied in isolation. This enables identifying key protocol behavior and
also verifies the correctness of the implementation.
Figure 4.2 shows the session throughput and packet loss (averaged using buckets
of duration one second) for a single client multicast session experiment in which
the bottleneck link has bandwidth of 3 Mbps and can buffer up to 80 packets.
The propagation delay of the bottleneck link is 10 milliseconds and the round-trip
propagation delay from the client to the server is 100 milliseconds. This figure shows
the result obtained from a single representative simulation run. Observe that the
multicast sessions quickly converge to the highest possible subscription level, and
maintain this subscription for the duration of the simulation (expect for periodic
join experiments). The VMRC session experiences packet loss only when slow start
is terminated; otherwise, the ability of VMRC to quickly detect congestion due to a
join to an unsustainable layer allows it to operates without inducing packet losses.
The RMRC session, however, periodically experiences packet loss episodes during
which as much as 16% of the packets transmitted over a one second interval are lost.
The next experiment studies how protocol performance scales with increase in
client population. The bottleneck link is configured as in the previous experiment.
The multicast session starts at time 0 and clients start at uniformly distributed
random times between 0 and 5 seconds. The round-trip propagation delay of the
clients is uniformly distributed between 40 and 100 milliseconds. In this experiment,
the optimal subscription level consists of the base layer and six enhancement layers.
Figure 4.3 plots the average, minimum and maximum convergence times, transient
loss, and steady state loss from 10 simulation runs.
The convergence time depends on several factors, such as when the slow start
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Figure 4.2: Session Throughput and Packet Loss of a Single Multicast Session (bottleneck link of capacity 3 Mbps with a drop-tail queue of 80 packets)
phase is terminated, what the estimates of the input parameters of the throughput
model are at the end of slow start, and the degree of congestion being introduced
in the network due to join attempts by the clients. Figure 4.3(a) shows that the
convergence time of VMRC, on average, is approximately a third of RMRC. For
the range of number of clients considered, the convergence times for the VMRC
session is between 1 and 20 seconds, while that of the RMRC session is between 1
and 45 seconds. Faster convergence is achieved by the VMRC session because after
slow start is terminated, the throughput model is applied with measured estimates
available at the client, which are similar for clients behind a common bottleneck link.
In contrast, on termination of slow start, RMRC needs an initial estimate of the loss
event rate whose value depends on which layer the slow start phase was terminated.
This initial estimate of the loss event rate may be different for different clients, and
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Figure 4.3: Scalability of a Single Multicast Session with Increase in the Number of
Clients (bottleneck link of capacity 3 Mbps with a drop-tail queue of 80 packets)
convergence time will depend on how quickly the loss event rate estimates of the
clients converge. The ability of the Vegas throughput model to quickly detect when
bandwidth is available and also detect when a recently subscribed multicast channel
is unsustainable by noting the changes in the queuing delay component, also helps
reduce convergence time.
In general, the convergence time is expected to increase with increase in the
number of clients in the session. The results show that the increase is linear for
small group size (e.g., 16 clients or less), and sublinear for larger groups. The
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Figure 4.4: Scaling the Bottleneck Link Resources (VMRC steady state loss = 0)
difference in converge time is small for larger multicast groups as the limit of one
multicast join per time slot is reached. This is because once a layer is subscribed to
by one client, the subscription to that layer by another client does not change the
dynamics at the bottleneck link.
From Figure 4.3(b), it can be observed that both VMRC and RMRC sessions
experience similar transient packet loss. The transient loss increases exhibits the
same linear/sublinear dependency on the group size as the convergence time. A
key observation is that in steady state, the VMRC session experiences no packet
losses, while the RMRC session experiences an average loss rate of 0.6%, reflecting
the losses incurred by the periodic join experiments.
Figure 4.4 illustrates the impact of scaling bottleneck link resources on protocol
performance. The initial configuration for this experiment is a bottleneck link of
capacity 1 Mbps with a queue of 30 packets. At each step, the bottleneck resources
are increased such that for every additional 1 Mbps of bandwidth, 30 additional
packets can be queued at the bottleneck buffer. The base rate of the multicast
session is also appropriately increased. The propagation delay of the bottleneck link
is fixed at 10 milliseconds. The round-trip propagation delay between the server
and clients is distributed between 40 and 100 milliseconds. The graphs show the
average, minimum, and maximum of the percentage of packets lost in steady state
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for the RMRC session. Note that the percentage of packets lost decreases with
increase in available bandwidth, as expected from the Reno throughput model. As
expected, the VMRC session operates without losses in the steady state. Both
multicast sessions reach the optimal subscription level in all the experiments.
4.3.4.2

Multiple Multicast Sessions

This section evaluates how competing multicast sessions share bandwith among
themselves. The initial configuration is two single client multicast sessions sharing
a bottleneck link of capacity 3 Mbps with a queue of 80 packets. At each step, the
number of competing sessions is increased by 2, and the bottleneck bandwidth and
buffer capacity is increased by 3 Mbps and 80 packets, respectively. The propagation delay of the bottleneck link is fixed at 10 milliseconds. In these experiments,
the multicast sessions starts at uniformly distributed random times within the first
5 seconds of the simulation.
Figure 4.5 shows the average throughput and steady state packet loss rate of
each of a number of competing multicast sessions, along with the mean throughput
and loss rate over all the sessions. Typically, a fair division of bandwidth is achieved
between the competing sessions, with the average throughput of a session being
within a factor of two of the average throughput of the other competing sessions.
Unlike experiments in the previous section, the VMRC sessions do experience some
packet loss, mainly due to the bursty data transmission policy. However, on average,
the VMRC sessions experience about a factor of two fewer packet losses than the
RMRC sessions.
4.3.4.3

UDP Background Traffic

The results presented in the previous sections demonstrate that the VMRC protocol
quickly converges clients behind a common bottleneck link to the sustainable subscription level and operates without inducing packet losses when there is no other
flow sharing the bottleneck link. This section evaluates how VMRC performs when
it competes with an uncontrolled UDP traffic.
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Figure 4.5: Fairness among Competing Multicast Sessions (bottleneck link of capacity 1.5n with a drop-tail queue of 80n shared by n multicast sessions)
To evaluate the reaction of VMRC to simple changes in background traffic intensity, experiments were conducted on a 3 Mbps bottleneck link with a 80 packet
buffer that is shared between a multicast session and a UDP flow. The multicast
session starts at time 0, and two clients join the session at times uniformly distributed between

a and

2 seconds. The round-trip propagation delays of the two

clients are 50 and 150 milliseconds, respectively. The competing UDP flow begins
200 seconds after the multicast session begins, and stops at time 300 seconds. The
round-trip propagation delay for the UDP flow is 100 milliseconds. Figure 4.6 shows
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Figure 4.6: Single Multicast Session Sharing Link with a Single Uncontrolled UDP
Flow (bottleneck link of capacity 3 Mbps with a drop-tail queue of 80 packets)
the throughput obtained by the multicast sessions as a function of time.
The results show the clients can quickly respond to sudden increases in congestion
and drop their throughput share. The VMRC session appears to be more sensitive
to changes in network conditions. For example, when a UDP flow of rate 2 Mbps
is introduced, the share of the VMRC session drops to 500 Kbps, while that of
the RMRC session drops to 1 Mbps. The VMRC session is more responsive to
sudden changes in the network conditions as it reacts to both packet losses and
increased queuing, while the RMRC session only responds to packet losses. After the
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2 Mbps UDP flow stops, the RMRC session takes 60 seconds to utilize the available
bandwidth, while the VMRC session ramps up its bandwidth in 30 seconds. The
VMRC session is more aggressive in seeking available bandwidth as a small decrease
in the queuing delay along the transmission path can translate into a substantial
increase in the computed throughput share. In contrast to VMRC, the RMRC
session needs to receive enough data packets after the UDP flow stops such that the
ALI loss event rate measure is low enough to result in a computed throughput share
that enables joining additional layers.
The next experiment considers the impact of varying the rate of the competing
UDP flow on the multicast session's performance. Both the multicast session and
the UDP flow start at uniformly distributed random times between 0 and 5 seconds, and share a bottleneck link of capacity 3 Mbps with a buffer of 80 packets.
The multicast session has 16 clients with round-trip propagation delays uniformly
distributed between 40 and 100 milliseconds. The clients join the multicast session
at random times that is within 2 seconds of the start of the multicast session. The
round-trip propagation delay of the UDP flow is 50 milliseconds. Figure 4.7(a) shows
the fraction of the link bandwidth obtained by a multicast session as a function of
the fraction of link bandwidth used by the UDP flow. As expected, both RMRC
and VMRC sessions obtain the amount of link bandwidth left unused by the UDP
flow.
Figure 4.7(b) graphs the steady state loss rates for the multicast session as a
function of the link bandwidth used by the UDP flow l . The steady state loss rate
experienced by a VMRC session is less than that of experienced by a RMRC session,
when the competing multicast session is using a significant fraction (e.g., ~ 50%) of
the link bandwidth. Also, note that if the fraction of link bandwidth used by the
UDP flow is less than 30%, the VMRC session operates without inducing packet
losses. When the VMRC session is utilizing a large fraction of the link bandwidth,
it can quickly detect any congestion it is introducing in the network because of its
1 The lines are not smooth owing to the coarse granularity of coarse-grained rate structure of
the layering scheme.
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Figure 4.7: Single Multicast Session Sharing Link with Uncontrolled UDP Flow of
Varying Rates (bottleneck link of capacity 3 Mbps with a drop-tail queue of 80
packets)
join experiments. This result demonstrates that a rate control protocol based on the
TCP Vegas model has the ability to operate without causing significant congestion
in the network.
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4.3.4.4

TCP Background Traffic

The previous section demonstrated that VMRC sessions are able to utilize the remaining bandwidth when competing with non-rate controlled flows. This section
explores the TCP fairness properties of VMRC when sharing the bottleneck link
with long duration FTP and ON/OFF HTTP background traffic.
The first experiment in this section is similar to that in Figure 4.7, but with
the UDP flow replaced by a FTP flow. The fraction of the link bandwidth that
may, at most, be used by the FTP flow is controlled by changing the maximum
congestion window parameter of FTP. The FTP flow has a round-trip propagation
delay of 100 milliseconds, and the multicast session has 16 clients, with round-trip
propagation delay uniformly distributed between 40 and 100 milliseconds. Figure 4.8
shows the throughput share and packet loss rates of the multicast flow, as a function
of the link bandwidth used by the FTP flow. Observe that both multicast sessions
obtain a greater share of the bottleneck bandwidth when the FTP flows are rate
limited. When the FTP flow is not rate limited, the FTP flow can get at most 60%
of the link bandwidth. Thus, both multicast sessions are able to share bandwidth
reasonably fairly with TCP. However, unlike the RMRC session, the VMRC session
experiences no packet losses in a majority of the simulations as it is able to quickly
detect unsustainable layer additions. The VMRC session experiences packet losses in
some experiments because of synchronization of the TCP and the multicast sources.
So far, the experiments have considered a low multiplexing environment, and
the results indicate that VMRC sessions can potentially operate without inducing
packet losses. For the remainder of the experiments in this section, the performance
of multicast sessions is assessed under a rich mix of background traffic. Background
traffic consists of long duration FTP sessions and/or ON/OFF HTTP sessions. Unless stated otherwise, the round-trip propagation delay of the background flows is
uniformly distributed between 20 and 460 milliseconds. The foreground flow can be
either a long duration FTP flow with round-trip propagation delay of 80

IDS

or a

multicast session with 16 clients with round-trip propagation delays to the server
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Figure 4.8: Single Multicast Session Sharing Link with a Single FTP Flow (bottleneck link of capacity 3 Mbps with a drop-tail queue of capacity 80 packets)
uniformly distributed between 20 and 460 milliseconds. For a selected background
traffic mix, the simulation is run 10 times with the foreground flow of interest, and
the average, minimum, and maximum of the metric of interest is graphed.
Figure 4.9 explores how a multicast session performs when competing with HTTP
background traffic on a slightly higher bandwidth link of capacity 6 Mbps with a
queue that can buffer 150 packets. When the bottleneck link is lightly loaded (less
than 20 HTTP flows in this simulation), note that although both RMRC and VMRC
sessions obtain similar throughputs, the packet loss experienced by the VMRC ses-
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Figure 4.9: Single Multicast Session Sharing a Low Bandwidth Bottleneck Link with
Background HTTP Traffic (bottleneck link of capacity 6 Mbps with drop-tail queue
of 150 packets)
sion is less than that experienced by the RMRC session. Under these lightly loaded
conditions, the background flows can utilize up to 60% of the link bandwidth, and
most of the congestion is introduced by the multicast session itself. The results also
show that the VMRC session achieves a higher share of the bottleneck link than
the RMRC session. Finally, it is worth noting that the acknowledgment clocked
nature of TCP transmissions results in much lower packet loss rates than those for
multicast sessions, which are transmitting packets in bursts.
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The results also show that the dynamic threshold estimation technique helps
maintain TCP-friendliness across a wide range of network loads, as demonstrated
by similar throughput shares of the VMRC session and the long duration foreground FTP flow under similar conditions. The results in Figure 4.9 show that
a static threshold parameter of 30 can very closely track the throughput obtained
by the VMRC session that utilizes dynamic threshold estimation, but with a static
threshold of 6, the VMRC session, on average, obtains less than half of the fair share
bandwidth. The experiments that follow will further investigate the difficulties in
statically setting the Vegas threshold parameters.
Figure 4.10 shows the throughput and packet loss rates of a foreground RMRC
session, a VMRC session, and a TCP session, as a function of the total number
of background flows for a bottleneck link of capacity 45 Mbps with a queue of
250 packets. The background flows consist of a mix of 90% HTTP and 10% FTP
sessions. The results show that for fewer than 50 background flows, there is very
little congestion in the network, and the foreground flows obtain the maximum
possible throughput (Both the FTP and multicast flows can obtain a maximum
throughput of approximately 6.5 Mbps). As the load in the network increases, the
throughput share of the foreground flows decreases. Note that for the same settings
of multicast protocol parameters, the VMRC session obtains higher throughput than
the equivalent RMRC session. The results also show that at high levels of statistical
multiplexing, both VMRC and RMRC protocol variants experience similar loss rates,
as the packet losses in the bottleneck are due to the background traffic and the
bursty transmission policy of the multicast server. As observed before, the FTP
flow experiences fewer packet losses than the multicast sessions since FTP transmits
packets in response to acknowledgments, and therefore, is more responsive to shortterm congestion.
The results further illustrate the difficulty associated with setting the threshold
parameters statically. With a static threshold of 30, the VMRC session achieves a
throughput share of approximately 6.5 Mbps for the full range of background loads
explored in the experiments (i.e., the multicast session obtains a factor of 6 more
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Figure 4.10: Single Multicast Session Sharing a High Bandwidth Bottleneck Link
with Background HTTP & FTP Traffic (bottleneck link of capacity 45 Mbps and a
drop-tail queue of 250 packets with background traffic consisting of 90% HTTP and
10% FTP sessions)
throughput than FTP). A static threshold of 6 is much less aggressive when the link
is lightly loaded (fewer than 70 background flows in this experiment).
Figure 4.11 shows the average throughput and loss rates of the foreground flows
for a range of bottleneck link resources. The initial configuration considered is a
10 Mbps bottleneck link with a buffer of 100 packets and with 30 background flows
traversing the bottleneck link. The background flows consists of 10% long duration
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Figure 4.11: Effect of Scaling Bottleneck Link Resources (Background traffic consists
of a mix of 90% HTTP and 10% FTP sessions)
FTP sessions and 90% ON/OFF HTTP sessions. For every new experiment, the
bottleneck link capacity is increased by 10 Mbps, buffer capacity is increased by 100
packets, and the number of background flows is increasedby 30 (keeping the same mix
of background traffic). The results show that the throughput share of multicast and
FTP sessions is approximately constant, with the VMRC session obtaining slightly
more throughput than the RMRC session. Furthermore, the results illustrate that
the dynamic threshold estimation technique works reasonably well over a wide range
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of bottleneck bandwidth capacities and background traffic mix.

4.3.5

Protocol Design Factors

This section evaluates the performance of the VMRC protocol along the following
four protocol design dimensions:
• Synchronization policy: Two alternatives are evaluated: 1) weak synchronization in which join experiments (to any layer) are performed only on receipt
of a sender positioned marker in the data stream; and 2) an unsynchronized
policy in which clients space their join experiments according to their own
local timings.
• RTT estimation policy: Three alternative techniques for RTT estimation are
considered: 1) a fixed value for all clients (chosen to be 100 milliseconds in the
experiments whose results are reported); 2) a variable estimate that is the sum
of the transmission path queuing delay and a fixed value (the fixed value is
chosen as 100 milliseconds); and 3) a variable estimate that is the sum of the
one-way packet delivery delay plus an estimate of the return path propagation
delay. These three techniques are referred to as RTT Fixed, RTT Fixed

+

Queuing, and RTT Measured, respectively, in the description of the results.
• Data Transmission Policy: The impact of the data transmission policy is studied by varying the interval 6 at which packet transmissions are scheduled.
Three values for 6 are considered: 25, 50, and 100 milliseconds.
• Protocol Reactivity: The influence of reaction speed on protocol performance
is studied by varying the slot duration

T.

Three values for

T

are considered:

100, 200, and 400 milliseconds.
To keep the number of experiments manageable, a simple experimental design is
used. That is, to determine how a particular factor affects performance, the experiments consider several choices for that factor while using the default configuration
for the remaining three factors.
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Two specific simulation setups are repeatedly considered in this section. To study
how a particular design affects VMRC session scalability, the simulation setup assumes a 3 Mbps bottleneck link with a 10 millisecond propagation delay and a
drop-tail queue of 80 packets. A single multicast session with a number of clients
with round-trip propagation delays to the server distributed between 40 and 100 milliseconds and no competing background traffic is assumed. The performance of the
VMRC protocol with HTTP background traffic is studied using a bottleneck link of
capacity 10 Mbps with a propagation delay of 5 milliseconds and a drop-tail queue
of 150 packets. The VMRC session has 16 clients with the round-trip propagation
delay of the multicast clients and the HTTP clients uniformly distributed between
20 and 460 milliseconds. The graphs show the average, minimum, and maximum
values of the performance metrics obtained from 10 simulation runs.
4.3.5.1

Synchronization Policy

Figure 4.12 shows the impact of the synchronization policy on the scalability of
a VMRC session. For small sessions (e.g., fewer than 8 clients), the convergence
times of the synchronized and the unsynchronized protocols are similar. For larger
sessions, the convergence time with unsynchronized protocol is longer than with
the synchronized protocol. Note that the synchronized protocol operates without
inducing packet losses in the steady state, while the steady state packet loss rate of
the unsynchronized protocol increases with increase in the number of clients in the
session. With the unsynchronized protocol, clients may join an unsustainable layer
at close together but slightly different times, which in turn increases the duration of
time the session is subscribed to the unsustainable layer. As the number of clients in
the session increases, the possibility of being subscribed to the unsustainable layer
also increases, resulting in more frequent buffer overflows. These longer periods of
congestion experienced by the unsynchronized protocol increases the convergence
time.
Figure 4.13 shows how the synchronization policy affects protocol performance
when sharing a bottleneck link with background HTTP sessions. The results show
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Figure 4.12: Impact of the Synchronization Policy on the Scalability of a VMRC
Session (bottleneck link of capacity 3 Mbps with a drop-tail queue of 80 packets)
that the throughput share and loss rates of the two multicast protocol variants are
very similar, with the unsynchronized protocol performing slightly worse than the
synchronized protocol when the number of background flows is small. As might be
expected, the results from these two experiments demonstrate that the synchronization policy is of importance in low multiplexing environments where the traffic from
the multicast session can dominate the bottleneck queue dynamics.
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Figure 4.13: Impact of the Synchronization Policy on VMRC Performance when
Sharing Bottleneck with Background HTTP Sessions (bottleneck link of capacity
10 Mbps and a drop-tail queue of 150 packets)
4.3.5.2

RTT Estimation Policy

Consider a VMRC session with three clients sharing a bottleneck link of capacity
10 Mbps with a varying number of HTTP background sessions. The three clients
have round-trip propagation delays of 20, 200, and 400 milliseconds to the source.
Figure 4.14 shows the throughput share of the clients when the multicast protocol is
actively tracking the RTT. The results illustrate that actively tracking RTT may be
undesirable as clients behind a common bottleneck link but with markedly different
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round-trip propagation delay, such as in this experiment, do not converge to a
common subscription level.
The next experiment explores the TCP fairness properties with the three RTT
estimation techniques. The simulation uses a 10 Mbps bottleneck link with a droptail buffer of 150 packets. The foreground flow can be a single client VMRC session
or a FTP flow utilizing Newreno TCP. Figure 4.15 graphs the throughput share of
the foreground flow for a range of selected foreground round-trip propagation delays.
The results show that the throughput achieved with TCP Newreno has a strong
dependence on the round-trip propagation delay. Although the throughput achieved
with a VMRC session that actively tracks RTT also exhibits some dependence on
round-trip propagation delay, the dependence is not as pronounced as that with
TCP Newreno. For example, observe from Figure 4.15(a) that the throughput of
the TCP Newreno varies between 1 and 6.5 Mbps, while that of a VMRC session
that actively measures RTT varies between 2.2 and 4.6 Mbps. This somewhat lesser
dependency on the RTT suggests that estimating RTT as a fixed value or as the sum
of a fixed value and a variable queuing delay term might achieve reasonably good
TCP fairness. For the configurations considered in this experiment, a VMRC session
that estimates RTT as the sum of a fixed component and a variable queuing delay
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Figure 4.15: Illustrating the TCP Fairness Properties of VMRC Sessions (bottleneck
link of capacity 10 Mbps with a drop-tail queue of 150 packets)
component can achieve throughput that is within a factor of two of that obtained
by tracking the actual RTT.
Figure 4.16 shows how the throughput share obtained by a VMRC session is
affected by the RTT estimation policy when competing with background ON/OFF
HTTP traffic. With an increase in the number of background HTTP sessions, the
bottleneck queuing increases and the fixed RTT approach becomes relatively more
aggressive.
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4.3.5.3

Transmission Scheme

Figure 4.17 shows the influence of the data transmission burst size on convergence
times and transient packet loss rates. The results show that although a smaller burst
duration of 25 milliseconds results in a factor of three to five times less transient loss
than with a burst duration of 100 milliseconds, there is some penalty involved in
terms of increased convergence times. Also observe the that reduction in transient
packet losses is much more substantial when the burst duration is reduced from
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100 milliseconds to 50 milliseconds, then when it is reduced from 50 milliseconds to
25 milliseconds. This behavior, along with the system overhead associated with increased scheduling frequency, should be considered when implementing the protocol
for production use.
Figure 4.18 evaluates the alternatives with background HTTP traffic. It is interesting to note that in this scenario, the transmission burst size has only a little
impact on the throughput share. However, smaller bursts can somewhat reduce the
packet loss experienced by the multicast session.
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4.3.5.4

Reactivity

The final design factor considered is the reactivity of the protocol. Note that although several parameters such as the weights used in the ALI and EWMA techniques, time slot duration, and placement of add markers affect protocol performance, reasonable insight concerning the impact of reactivity can be obtained by
simply changing the duration of the time slot. Note that all long-term measurements
occur at time slot boundaries, and, therefore, increasing/decreasing time slot dura-
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tion impacts how slowly/quickly the throughput equation input parameters change.
It should be noted, however, that the short-term measures are still being updated

on a per-packet basis.
Figure 4.19 illustrates the impact of reactivity on convergence and packet loss.
For the time slot durations considered, the protocol reactivity appears to have only
nominal impact on convergence time. However, the slower the protocol is in reacting to congestion, the more packet losses it will experience. Note that the plots for
the transient packet losses need to be interpreted with care, since transient loss is
computed over the start-up duration of clients. As the time slot duration is scaled,
the startup duration is also appropriately scaled up (i.e., with

7

== 100,200,400 mil-

liseconds, the startup durations are 5, 10,20 seconds, respectively).
For large numbers of clients, the transient packet loss rate with
onds is approximately 10%, and with

7

7

== 100 millisec-

== 400 milliseconds the transient loss rate

is approximately 4%. Since the multicast session receives four times as much more
data when

7

== 400 milliseconds, the actual number of packets lost in this case is

approximately a factor of 1.6 times more than that with

7

== 100 milliseconds. Also,

as expected with longer time slots, the multicast session is not able to operate in
"loss free" mode.
Figure 4.20 considers the impact of protocol reactivity when sharing a bottleneck
link with background HTTP sessions. It is interesting to note that decreasing the
reactivity of the protocol did not significantly degrade performance. One possible
explanation is that with a less reactive protocol, the multicast session makes fewer
attempts to join additional layers, but at the same time, can stay subscribed to a
already subscribed layers for longer durations as it cannot drop the layers as often.
It appears that the inability to add layers frequently is adequately compensated by

the ability to retain a layer for longer time periods.
The above results illustrate, although indirectly, the benefit of tracking both
short-term and long-term estimates of the parameters of the throughput model. For
example, when the slot duration of the protocol is long, the clients can still detect an
unsustainable layer subscription quickly as the short-term measures are updated on
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a per packet basis. The drawback of a longer time slot, as well as of slowly updating
the long-term estimates, is therefore restricted to slower reactivity to changes in the
congestion levels in the network.

4.4

Summary

This chapter developed a new equation-based multirate congestion control protocol,
Vegas Multicast Rate Control (VMRC), that uses a recently proposed TCP Vegas
throughput model. The VMRC protocol exhibits TCP Vegas-like behavior and
operates without inducing packet losses when the bottleneck link is lightly loaded.
The VMRC protocol incorporates a new technique for dynamically adjusting
the Vegas threshold parameters based on measured characteristics of the network.
This technique implements fair sharing of network resources with other types of
competing flows, including widely deployed versions of TCP such as TCP Reno,
which is not possible with the previously defined static Vegas threshold parameters.
An extensive performance evaluation study of VMRC is presented, and in order
to evaluate the benefits of Vegas-like congestion control, the performance of VMRC
is also compared to that of an analogous protocol that is based on a TCP Reno
throughput model. A key aspect of the performance study is the evaluation of the
design choices made in the VMRC protocol along each of the primary dimensions,
namely synchronization policy, RTT measurement, data transmission policy, and
protocol reactivity.
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Chapter 5
Quality Adaptation

Quality adaptation is the process of altering the media stream received by a client

in response to bandwidth available on the path from the server, so that the overall
perceived quality is as high as that permitted by the average available bandwidth.
The quality adaptation techniques identified in this chapter are classified as static or
dynamic. Dynamic quality adaptation attempts to maximize the playback quality

at the client without causing frequent changes in the media quality, given timevarying available bandwidth. Static quality adaptation aims at providing clients
with efficient tradeoffs between start-up delay and media quality.
Quality adaptation is particularly difficult when the available bandwidth is timevarying. A naive dynamic quality adaptation technique for such a context is to vary
the playback quality directly in response to changes in the available bandwidth.
This may result in highly variable playback quality, which is undesirable for users.
Alternatively, work-ahead buffering of data, that is receiving and buffering data prior
to when it is needed for playback, can be used to sustain a more uniform quality
of playback. One such scheme has been developed for unicast streaming of layered
media files [104]. In this scheme, the server adds or drops media layers in response to
long-term changes in the available bandwidth, while work-ahead is used to smooth
short-term variations in the available bandwidth. This work-ahead is achieved by
transmitting the data for certain layers (determined by the work-ahead algorithm)
at a rate higher than its consumption rate during periods of high bandwidth. During
periods of low bandwidth, the server can reduce the sending rate on layers that have
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sufficient work-ahead. Fundamental to the success of this mechanism is the manner
in which work-ahead is allocated among the layers. Maintaining the best possible
subscription level entails achieving work-ahead on various layers such that a high
subscription level can be maintained in the event of short-term changes in available
bandwidth. Allocating more work-ahead to lower layers reduces the risk of wasting
work-ahead in the event of layer drops, while distributing work-ahead among all the
layers allows the maximum short-term reception rate reductions.
The techniques described in [104] for dynamic quality adaptation using workahead are not applicable in the context of scalable on-demand multicast streaming
protocols. Changing the transmission rate of individual layers is not feasible in this
context, since transmissions are multicast, and changing the transmission rate on
a layer to accommodate the quality adaptation needs of one client, may adversely
impact other clients. Also, although it is possible in the context of scalable periodic broadcast protocols such as Skyscraper [62] and Optimized PB [84] to perform
work-ahead by starting to listen to a channel earlier than the protocol requires, the
available bandwidth may decrease and the channels may have to be dropped before
the associated segment is fully received. In this case, work-ahead may not prove
useful, since the received portion of segment may not be the initial portion, and
in any case, when the receiver again begins to listen to the channel, the portion of
the segment currently being received may substantially overlap with the portion already received. The main contribution of this chapter is an efficient dynamic quality
adaptation technique using work-ahead for scalable periodic broadcast protocols.
Instead of, or in addition to, work-ahead based dynamic quality adaptation,
scalable streaming can make use of static quality adaptation in which clients with
some a priori knowledge of their available bandwidth choose a number of media
layers to receive.

This choice can be made more efficient if there is a tradeoff

available between start-up delay and required client data rate. Of course, for nonlayered media, such a property is even more desirable. Previous scalable streaming
protocols described in Chapter 2, and the protocols developed in Chapter 3, assume
that all clients have the same achievable data rate. The segment size progress
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is tailored for this data rate, and thus a client with slightly lower data rate may
require a relatively large increase in the start-up delay to obtain enough work-ahead
so that all the media is received prior to its play point. Other contributions of this
chapter are the proposed new optimized Heterogeneous Periodic Broadcasts (HPB)
protocols that extend the Optimized PB protocols [84] presented in Chapter 3 to
efficiently support heterogeneous client data rates. The HPB protocols support
flexible static quality adaptation by providing efficient tradeoff's between start-up
delay and required client data rate, by allowing the client to efficiently receive more
media layers at the cost of increased start-up delay.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. The new HPB protocols and the associated static quality adaptation mechanisms are described in Section 5.1. Section 5.2 develops an efficient dynamic quality adaptation mechanism
using work-ahead applicable to HBP systems as well as other periodic broadcast systems. Quality adaptation issues relevant to scalable bandwidth skimming policies
are identified in Section 5.3. The chapter is summarized in Section 5.4.

5.1

Static Quality Adaptation

This section considers the problem of efficiently supporting heterogeneous clients in
a periodic broadcast system using a single set of periodic broadcast channels. The
discussion is applicable for the delivery of a single monolithic media file or a single
layer of a media file. New protocols are developed assuming that each client has a
fixed data rate for the entire reception of the media file. The new protocols allow
the clients to tradeoff start-up delay to receive a higher quality of streaming media.
The techniques developed in Section 5.2 may be used in conjunction with these new
(as well as other) protocols to accommodate client reception rates that dynamically
vary owing to changes in available bandwidth.
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5.1.1

Optimized HPB

Existing periodic broadcast protocols can support heterogeneous clients by adding
sufficient additional start-up delay for clients with aggregate transmission rates less
than that required by the protocol. The additional start-up delay is used to achieve
enough work-ahead such that jitter-free playback can occur. This approach is very
inefficient because previous periodic broadcast protocols are designed by assuming
a specific client data rate. Figure 5.1 illustrates this inefficiency for the Optimized
PB protocol with parameters K

= 40, b = 2, S = 8, and r = 0.25 1 , by plotting the

required start-up delay (in units of the media duration) as a function of the average
client data rate (in units of the media playback rate). The Optimized PB curve
shows that clients with achievable data rates between 1.5 and 2 require start-up
delay that is a factor of 50 or higher, than that of clients having a data rate equal
to 2, for which the protocol is optimized. Note that the line is a step function since
clients can use bandwidth only in increments of the channel transmission rate r.
From the discussion of Optimized PB in Chapter 3, it is known that the start-up
delay with the protocol approaches the lower bound as the segment transmission rate
becomes very small. For fixed K and s, a "tailored" progression can be designed for
a client with achievable data rate bi by setting the segment transmission rate r to
bi / s. Figure 5.2 shows the factor increase in start-up delay with respect to such a

tailored progression as a function of the client data rates. It can be seen that clients
with data rates less than 2 require start-up delays that are substantially higher than
that of the corresponding tailored progression. Figures 5.1 and 5.2 also illustrate
the performance improvements possible with the new protocols.
The new Optimized Heterogeneous Periodic Broadcast (Optimized HPB) protocols are optimized for a set of heterogeneous client data rates, rather than being
optimized for a single rate. The design of the Optimized HPB protocols is described
next.
First, the range of client data rates that the system will most efficiently support is
IThe notation for Optimized PB is given in Table 3.2 on page 61.
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determined. Heterogeneity in client data rates is supported by designing a segment
size progression that minimizes a chosen function of the start-up delay of clients
with rates in the selected range. Here, the geometric mean 2 (denoted below by G)
is selected as the optimization function. The geometric mean has the property that
equal weight is placed on the same factor of improvement in start-up delay, at any of
the client data rates of interest, regardless of the magnitude of that start-up delay.
However, this approach can accommodate alternative functions, such as a weighted
arithmetic mean with weights selected so as to provide specific quality of service to
particular classes of clients. Note that G is a type of "average" start-up delay for
the range of supported client data rates.
Deriving the exact segment size progression that minimizes G, however, appears
to be a hard problem. One approximate approach is to start with the segment size
progression for Optimized PB for a client data rate in the range of interest, and
modify that segment size progression, using classical techniques (such as simulated
annealing, greedy search, etc), until G is minimized. However, it was found that
such searches failed as the techniques became trapped in local minima.
An alternative, heuristic approach ("Heuristic HPB") that was found to yield
quite good results is as follows. First, the relative segment sizes are computed
assuming Optimized PB with the highest client data rate in the selected range.
Then, each computed relative segment size is reduced by a particular percentage
that is a function of the segment number. Specifically, the last 50% of the segments
are reduced in size by some percentage X, the preceding quarter by X/2, and the
preceding eighth by X/4. Using a simple search technique, the value of X that
minimizes G can be found. The actual segment sizes as a fraction of the total media
file can then be obtained by dividing each relative segment size by the sum of the
relative sizes.
A second method ("Optimized HPB") that was found to yield even better results
uses the functional form ak b + j3k b/ 2
2The geometric mean of dl

, ...

+ 'Y to compute the segment size progression,

dm is defined as
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where k is the segment number and a, (3, 'Y and 8 are constants that are chosen to
minimize G. In most cases, simple search techniques can be employed to determined
these constants.
For K = 40 and r = 0.25, Figure 5.3 shows the optimized segment size progression determined using this method for the range of client data rates in [0.25, 2.0].
Note that although segments are discrete, the figure shows continuous curves for
convenience. The functional form used above might appear to contradict the expected exponential growth of segment sizes observed in prior work (e.g., see [59, 84]),
and as shown, for example, in Figure 5.3 for the Optimized PB protocol with b = 2.
However, prior work has considered maximal segment size increases for fixed client
data rates, whereas HBP considers a range of client data rates. Accommodating
clients with lower data rate obviously requires a slower growth of segment sizes.
Segment sizes obtained using the heuristic method also have this polynomial growth
of segment sizes. From Figure 5.3, observe that the segment sizes obtained using
the heuristic method and the method based on specific functional form are nearly
identical.
The start-up delay for the highest client data rate is simply the time to download
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the first segment. For lower client data rates, the start-up delay is determined by
the minimum work-ahead required to ensure that all data is received in time for
playback. This can be simply computed in time linear in the number of segments.
Previous periodic broadcast protocols have the desirable property that linear
increases in server bandwidth yields exponential decrease in start-up delay, assuming
a segment size progression tuned to a homogeneous client data rate. A key question
is whether or not this attractive property holds for Optimized HPB systems designed
to efficiently support heterogeneous client data rates. Figure 5.4 explores this issue
by graphing the required start-up delay for a specific client data rate as a function
of server bandwidth, in an Optimized HPB system designed for a client data rate
range of [0.25, 2.0] and segment streaming rate r = 0.25. As in Chapter 3, server
bandwidth is expressed in units of the media playback rate, while start-up delays
are expressed as a fraction of the media file playback duration. The results indicate
that the above mentioned property largely holds for clients with data rates greater
than the media playback rate (i.e., b > 1) as well as for the overall geometric mean
of the start-up delays. The lines in the figure are not smooth mainly because of the
granularity of the search method used to determine the parameters of the polynomial
function. For clients with data rates less than the media playback rate, increasing
server bandwidth has negligible impact on start-up delay since the client must buffer
a large fraction of the media file before playback can begin.

5.1.2

Trading Off Start-up Delay and Quality

Higher quality can be achieved at the client at the cost of increased start-up delay
in an Optimized HPB system where each layer of a media file is delivered using a
separate instance of the HPB protocol. Each instance of the protocol uses the same
parameters K and r (measured in units of the layer bit rate), and has the same
segment size progression.
As an example, consider broadcasting a 100 minute video using a 5 layer HPB
system with equal bit rate per layer, and parameters K
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a server bandwidth of 10 per layer). Now consider a client with total available
bandwidth b

=

5. Such a client has bandwidth b

= 1, 1.25, 1.66,2.5 if only

5, 4,

3, or 2 layers are received, respectively. Thus, from Figure 5.4, it can be seen that
the client has a choice of receiving all 5 layers with a start-up delay of 21 minutes,
4 layers with a start-up delay of 3 minutes, 3 layers with a start-up delay of 45
seconds, or 2 layers with a start-up delay of 24 seconds. There is no advantage
to receiving just the base layer as it does not reduce the start-up delay beyond 24
seconds. Had the same file been broadcast using the Optimized PB protocol (with
b = 2), the choices available to the client would be receiving 5 layers with a start-up

delay of 45 minutes, 4 layers with a start-up delay of 28 minutes, 3 layers with a
start-up delay of 15 minutes, or 2 layers with a start-up delay of 4 seconds. Clearly,
Optimized HPB offers a much better range of tradeoffs between media quality and
start-up delays.
Figure 5.5 examines more closely the relationship between client data rate and
start-up delay with Optimized HPB, for fixed server bandwidth of 10 times the media
bit rate and various values of the segment transmission bit rate r. The results show
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that lower segment transmission rates better accommodate heterogeneity in client
data rates at the cost of using more multicast channels.

5.2

Dynamic Quality Adaptation

This section describes techniques for quality adaptation using work-ahead when
the available bandwidth is time-varying, assuming delivery of layered media. Section 5.2.1 describes an approach for achieving work-ahead in periodic broadcast
systems. Policies for performing work-ahead are considered in Section 5.2.2. Section 5.2.3 describes candidate rules for adding and dropping layers. A performance
study of the resulting policy is presented in Section 5.2.4.

5.2.1

Efficient Work-ahead

Note that in periodic broadcast systems, each segment transmission is at a fixed
rate, and is received by many clients. It is not feasible to temporarily increase the
transmission rate so that some particular client can achieve work-ahead. Thus, the
only efficient technique for performing work-ahead is to start listening to segment
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transmissions earlier than what would be dictated by the protocol.
Accomplishing work-ahead in this manner is complicated by the cyclic transmission of segments. As an illustration, consider a client that has partially received a
segment, and then stops listening to the channel broadcasting this segment owing
to a drop in the available bandwidth. If the client later resumes reception on the
channel in time to receive data equivalent in amount to the data it is missing, it will
be able to receive the remainder of the segment only if its reception period aligns
with the broadcast of the missing portion.
A remedy to the above problem is to apply erasure codes to each segment so that
a channel transmits a very long sequence of encoded packets instead of transmitting
the unencoded packets in a cyclic fashion. With erasure codes, essentially, all packets
are equivalent, and a segment can be reconstructed from any subset of packets equal
(or possibly slightly longer) in total size to the size of the segment. The RPB
protocols developed in Chapter 3 used erasure codes to enable efficient packet loss
recovery. The techniques developed here can be applied with these protocols, as
well as with other protocols such as the Optimized HPB protocols in which each
segment is received in its entirety before its playback commences, and thus can be
erasure-coded 3 •

5.2.2

Policy for Work-ahead Allocation

The work-ahead policy determines how the extra bandwidth available (in addition
to that needed for the current layer subscription) is allocated among the layers
to provide maximal protection against short-term bandwidth drops. Two main
considerations can be identified. First, as described in [104], work-ahead on lower
layers is "safer" since it reduces the chances of work-ahead data being wasted in the
event of a layer drop. To understand why it is "safer" to work-ahead on lower layers,
note that in the event of a layer drop, any work-ahead on that layer is lost. Second,
3Protocols that require clients to listen on all channels, such as Harmonic Broadcasting and
its variants, may not be able to perform work-ahead without using additional server channels to
read-ahead the required data.
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spreading work-ahead among many layers allows a greater short-term reception rate
reduction. This is because, regardless of the amount of work-ahead available on a
layer, the bandwidth consumption of that layer can only be reduced to zero.
Another important consideration is the granularity at which work-ahead should
be performed. Note that transmission of erasure-coded segments implies that an
entire segment must be received in order to begin segment playback. Therefore,
the client does not start reading segment i

+ 1 in layer j

unless it is reading or has

read all eligible earlier segments. This constraint avoids making frequent changes to
multicast group memberships.
In view of the above considerations, and following considerable experimentation,
the following rules are proposed:
• All subscribed layers except the topmost of the subscribed layers are eligible for
work-ahead. The topmost layer is eligible for work-ahead when the available
bandwidth cannot be fully used otherwise.
• Among the layers eligible for work-ahead, excess bandwidth is allocated to
early reception of segments in an order corresponding to their reception deadlines; in case of a tie, preference is given to the segments from the lowest
layer.

5.2.3

Policy for Adding/Dropping Layers

The decision to add a layer may depend on currently available bandwidth, currently
achieved work-ahead, the bandwidth requirements of the currently subscribed layers and the new layer, and an estimate of the bandwidth available in the future.
Obtaining a reasonable estimate of the future available bandwidth may, however,
be quite difficult. Thus, in previous work [104] and in this work, the decision to
add a new layer is taken when the instantaneous bandwidth exceeds the bandwidth
requirement of the subscribed layers in addition to the new layer, provided some
work-ahead condition is satisfied.
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The aim of the work-ahead condition is to ensure that all existing layers plus the
new layer can be maintained in the event of a short-term bandwidth drop immediately following a layer addition. Note that if the average available bandwidth over
some fairly long window of time W exceeds the bandwidth required to sustain the
currently subscribed layers and the new layer, and the client has been accumulating
work-ahead at the maximum rate, then enough work-ahead must already be available to sustain a single layer drop for the same-sized time window. Combining this
work-ahead condition with the instantaneous bandwidth requirement, the following
rule for adding a layer can be obtained:
• Add a layer if both the available average bandwidth over the last W seconds
and the instantaneous available bandwidth are greater than (1

+ E)

times the

sum of the bandwidth requirements of the currently subscribed layers and the
candidate new layer, where
(e.g.,

E

E

is a small constant used for removing hysteresis

= 0.05).

Determining the bandwidth required for the current subscription level needs
some special consideration. Note that unlike unicast streaming, the bandwidth
requirement in a periodic broadcast system does not equal the layer bit rate as the
clients are required to listen on multiple server channels at an aggregate rate greater
than the layer bit rate. In the context of an Optimized HPB system delivering
media layer l, the bandwidth

bj,l

required by a client that starts receiving a segment

j broadcast of that layer (i.e., segment j is the first segment from layer l that can
potentially be played back at the client) can be easily computed. Note that
depends on the reception deadlines for segments k

~

bj,l

j.

With Optimized HPB systems, a client can choose a higher start-up delay that
enables it to subscribe to more layers, using a lower total reception rate on each
layer. This lower reception rate is possible because of the previously accumulated
work-ahead. Let bt denote the required client bandwidth for layer l when the layer
is joined at the first segment, for a start-up delay d, as determined for a particular
Optimized HPB protocol setting (i.e., as described in Section 5.1.2).
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The quantities br and bj,l are used to determine the bandwidth requirement of a
layer, when determining whether or not to add a new layer, as follows:
• During the client start-up delay, the bandwidth requirement of a layer is taken
as br. This is the minimum bandwidth required to start playback on 1 layers
after start-up delay d.
• Following the start-up delay, for each layer that was subscribed during start-up,
the bandwidth requirement is taken as min (br, bj,l)' This constraint considers
the fact that with Optimized HPB bj,l starts to decrease well before the end
of the media file. For each other layer, the bandwidth requirement is taken as
bj,l'
The policy for dropping layers is very simple. A client drops the highest currently
subscribed layer if and only if there is insufficient available bandwidth to receive all
the segments that the periodic broadcast protocol requires at that point in time.

5.2.4

Performance Evaluation

Evaluation of the proposed dynamic quality adaptation mechanisms requires, as
input, a trace of time-varying available bandwidth. Note that the rate control protocols proposed in the literature and in the previous chapter could be used to track
available bandwidth, but this chapter focuses on the quality adaptation component
exclusively. An integrated study of rate and quality adaptation is a fruitful avenue
for future work.
The proposed dynamic quality adaptation mechanism is evaluated using a variety
of traces of available bandwidth as determined using TFRC [45], a recently proposed
unicast TCP-friendly congestion control scheme for streaming media applications,

as obtained using the ns-2 simulator. Representative results for two such traces
are shown here. In the first trace, illustrated in Figure 5.6(a), there are no longterm fluctuations in the available bandwidth. This trace reflects the bandwidth of
a TFRC flow when it is competing with 8 TCP/Sack flows and 7 other TFRC flows
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Figure 5.6: Sample TFRC Traces
on a 16 Mbps bottleneck link. To eliminate possible phase effects, 4 TCP/Sack
flows are used in the reverse direction. The round-trip propagation delay between
each source/destination pair is 40 milliseconds. The set-up assumes RED [48] queue
management with buffer capacity of 160 packets. 4 The second trace, illustrated in
Figure 5.6(b), is obtained using the same simulation set-up, except that a 4Mbps
CBR flow of duration 200 seconds is introduced at time 200. This trace is used
to illustrate the responsiveness of the proposed policies to longer-term changes in
available bandwidth.
The sample evaluations of the quality adaptation mechanisms using the above
traces assume that: 1) the media file being streamed is of duration 10 minutes; 2)
the media file consists of 10 layers, each with bit rate 128Kbps; and 3) each layer
uses Optimized HPB with r

= 0.25

and K

= 40.

The parameter

€

in the quality

adaptation policy is fixed at 0.05 (i.e., 5%).
Figure 5.7 shows how short-term variation in available bandwidth is effectively
absorbed by the adaptation policy for different delay/quality tradeoffs. Time is measured in this figure and Figure 5.9 from the beginning of playout, not the beginning
of reception which is chosen as the beginning of the respective trace in Figure 5.6.
4RED maintains a weighted average of the queue length, and uses this measure to probabilistically drop packets even before the queue is full. The drop probability increases from 0 to a
maximum drop probability as the average queue length increases from thresh to max_thresh. All
packets are of size 1 KB. Following guidelines in previous work, thresh and max_thresh are set to
32 and 128 packets, respectively. The simulations use the default ns-2 values for all other RED
parameters.
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With the trace in Figure 5.6(a), the client has, on average, an achievable data rate
of about 700Kbps. That is, the average client data rate (in units of media playback
rate) b is 5.5, and therefore, from the discussion in Section 5.1.2, it is expected that
start-up delays of 3 seconds, 20 seconds, and 120 seconds, will map to media qualities
of 2 layers, 4 layers, and 5 layers, respectively. The simulation results in Figure 5.7
show that the playout media quality is as expected or higher for almost the entire
playback duration. Playback quality increases towards the end of the media file as
the client bandwidth requirement with Optimized HPB protocols decreases for later
portions of the media file (see the discussion of the

bj,l

parameter in Section 5.2.3).

The increase in subscription for the playback of the end portion of the media file
is also enabled by the work-ahead that has been accumulated by this point on the
lower layers. The results also illustrate the impact of the averaging window W.
Generally, long windows result in more work-ahead, and therefore permits higher
quality in the later portion of the playback, at the possible cost of lower quality in
the initial portion.
Figure 5.8 illustrates how bandwidth fluctuations are absorbed by work-ahead.
The curve for a layer indicates the bandwidth allocated to that layer and all lower
layers at the indicated point in time. Note that the total bandwidth consumption
closely tracks the available bandwidth curve.
Figure 5.9 shows the results for the trace of Figure 7(b). Although some fluctuation in playback quality is unavoidable in this case, these fluctuations are relatively
modest, compared to the fluctuations in available bandwidth.

5.3

Bandwidth Skimming for Heterogeneous Clients

This section describes how bandwidth skimming can be extended to support heterogeneous clients, and then briefly discusses work-ahead and quality adaptation.
Unlike work-ahead for periodic broadcast discussed in the previous section, there
are server bandwidth costs for implementing work-ahead mechanisms.
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5.3.1

Supporting Heterogeneity

This section extends the bandwidth skimming protocols to support clients with
differing achievable client reception rates, for a single monolithic media object or a
single layer of a media file. The Latest Patch and Partition stream merging policies
are considered here. Tradeoffs between start-up delay and quality are possible in a
hybrid batching/bandwidth skimming [40] system; however, this study focuses on
pure bandwidth skimming systems.
In the case of Partition, clients merge with earlier groups by listening to successively larger numbers of substreams of the group being merged with, while listening
to fewer of their own group's substreams. An implementation may have substreams
being transmitted on different multicast addresses at fixed rates, with clients joining/leaving these multicast groups depending on the available bandwidth, possibly
determined using a TCP friendly multirate congestion control protocol, such as the
VMRC protocol proposed in the previous chapter.
The Latest Patch policy requires clients to receive a single media stream at a
higher rate than the media playback rate. Specifically, clients advance at the rate
of the slowest client in their group, attempting to merge with an earlier group. The
rate of the group can be chosen as the minimum achievable data rate among the
clients in the group, as might be available on using a single rate multicast rate
control policy such as PGMCC [109] or TFMCC [132].
In this subsection, only the case of clients with static (possibly heterogeneous)
available bandwidth is considered. Figure 5.10 shows the required server bandwidth
for the Latest Patch protocol and homogeneous system in which clients have available bandwidth 1.25 or 2 times the media playback bit rate, and for a heterogeneous
system with a mix of these two types of clients. These results were obtained using
simulation assuming Poisson request arrivals. As illustrated in the figure, at relatively low client request rates the required server bandwidth for delivery of a file is
influenced most by the most common client bandwidth, while at high client request
rates, the clients with the lowest available bandwidth have a relatively larger impact.
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5.3.2

Dynamic Quality Adaptation

Consider the delivery of a layered media file using bandwidth skimming, with each
layer of the media file being delivered by a separate instance of the protocol. Each
client can determine the number of layers it can receive based on its available bandwidth.

Dynamic quality adaptation would require mechanisms that define how

work-ahead should be allocated among the layers, and thus the rate of the corresponding streams, given the current available bandwidth. Note that the Latest
Patch, by design, is required to perform work-ahead by receiving data at a higher
rate than the layer bit rate to enable stream merging, and may be more suitable
than Partition which allows bandwidth changes only at the granularity of substream
transmission rates.
Dynamic quality adaptation is complicated by the fact that all clients in a group
share the same multicast stream, and therefore, must progress at the same rate.
Layer subscription and work-ahead allocation policies must base their decision on
the needs of the individual clients, and at the same time attempt to keep clients of
a group aggregated together. In addition, quality adaptation policies must consider
how the mechanisms of the rate control policy influence quality adaptation deci155

sions. In Chapter 6, possible dynamic quality adaptation approaches for bandwidth
skimming, that are currently being investigated, are outlined.

5.4

Summary

This chapter developed static and dynamic quality adaptation mechanisms for scalable on-demand streaming to heterogeneous clients. In static quality adaptation,
enough work-ahead is accumulated before playback to support streaming higher
quality media than would be otherwise possible. Previously proposed periodic broadcasts are designed for a single homogeneous client data rate. The new Optimized
HBP protocols developed here efficiently support clients within a specified range of
achievable data rates, and also allow better tradeoffs between start-up delay and media quality. A complementary dynamic quality adaptation mechanism is developed
and evaluated that performs work-ahead during playback to provide more uniform
playback quality, given time varying available bandwidth.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions

To conclude this work, this chapter summarizes the thesis, enumerates the main
contributions, and briefly outlines future work directions.

6.1

Thesis Summary

Chapters 1 and 2 described the goals of the thesis research and relevant prior work.
Chapter 3 developed and evaluated the new periodic broadcast and bandwidth
skimming protocols, namely Reliable Periodic Broadcast (RPB) and Reliable Bandwidth Skimming (RBS), that allow clients to recover from packet loss. New scalability bounds for both immediate service protocols and bounded delay protocols,
assuming alternative packet loss recovery techniques, were presented. The performance of these protocols was compared with that of the bounds, and the results
suggest that the new protocols can achieve close to the best possible server bandwidth scalability for a given set of client characteristics. An implementation of the
RBS protocol is presented as "proof of concept" of the proposed protocols.
Chapter 4 developed a new equation-based multirate congestion control protocol
called Vegas Multicast Rate Control (VMRC) that can be used in conjunction with
the scalable streaming protocols developed in this research. The VMRC protocol
uses a recently proposed throughput model for TCP Vegas. This protocol has the
key advantage of operating without inducing packet loss when the bottleneck link is
lightly loaded. The VMRC protocol incorporates a new technique for dynamically
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adjusting the TCP Vegas threshold parameters based on measured characteristics
of the network. This technique implements fair sharing of network resources with
other types of competing flows, including widely deployed versions of TCP such as
TCP Reno, which is not possible with the previously defined static Vegas threshold
parameters. This technique might be fruitfully incorporated in TCP Vegas itself to
aid in its incremental deployment.
Chapter 4 also presented a detailed performance evaluation study of VMRC.
The performance of VMRC is compared with that of an analogous protocol that
is based on a TCP Reno throughput model to highlight the benefits of Vegas-like
rate control. Furthermore, the design of VMRC is evaluated along the key dimensions of synchronization policy, round-trip time and propagation delay measurement
techniques, data transmission policy, and protocol reactivity.
Chapter 5 discussed quality adaptation techniques for maximizing playback quality given a certain available client reception bandwidth. Note that the RPB protocol
was designed assuming a single homogeneous client reception rate. The Optimized
Heterogeneous Periodic Broadcast (HPB) protocols developed in this chapter efficiently support clients within a specified range of data rates. Using this protocol,
static quality adaptation in the form of tradeoff's between start-up delay and media quality are possible. Chapter 5 also developed and evaluated a mechanism for
dynamic quality adaptation using work-ahead during playback that can provide
more uniform playback quality given time-varying available bandwidth due to rate
adaptation (using a protocol like VMRC).

6.2

Contributions

The following are the main contributions of this work:
• Development of the Reliable Periodic Broadcast (RPB) protocol family that
provides scalable on-demand streaming with packet loss recovery. Recall that
previous periodic broadcast protocols do not provide scalable loss recovery.
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• The RPB protocols also improve upon the previous periodic broadcast protocols by allowing the aggregate reception rate of each client to be only a small
fraction greater than the media playback rate. Previous periodic broadcast
protocols required transmission rate to the clients to be at least twice the
media playback rate. Therefore, the new protocols allow delivery of higher
quality media than would be possible with these prior protocols.
• New Reliable Bandwidth Skimming (RBS) protocols are developed that extend previous bandwidth skimming protocols to efficiently provide packet loss
recovery.
• Scalability bounds are developed, assuming alternative packet loss recovery
techniques, for both bandwidth skimming and periodic broadcast protocols.
Results from these bounds suggest that the RPB and RBS protocols achieve
nearly the best possible server bandwidth scalability for an assumed set of
client characteristics.
• The RBS protocol has been implemented in the SWORD prototype. This implementation is a "proof of concept" of the protocols presented in this work.
Preliminary experiments with the prototype have demonstrated the correctness of the implementation.
• A new equation-based multirate congestion control protocol called Vegas Multicast Rate Control (VMRC) has been developed and extensively evaluated.
The VMRC protocol utilizes a recently proposed TCP Vegas throughput model
to determine the appropriate reception rate at each client. The VMRC protocol has the advantage of providing a throughput share that is less oscillatory
than that possible with protocols that are based on TCP Reno. Furthermore,
the protocol operates without inducing packet losses when the bottleneck link
is lightly loaded.
• The VMRC protocol incorporates a new technique for dynamically adjusting
the TCP Vegas threshold parameters based on measured characteristics of the
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network. This technique implements fair sharing of network resources with
other types of competing flows, including widely deployed versions of TCP
such as TCP Reno, which is not possible with the previously defined static
Vegas threshold parameters.
• New Heterogeneous Periodic Broadcast (HPB) protocols are developed that
extend the RPB protocols to efficiently support heterogeneous clients. Efficient
static quality adaptation mechanisms are proposed, in the context of the HPB
protocols, that allow tradeoffs between start-up delay and media quality.
• Efficient dynamic quality adaptation techniques are also developed for HPB
and RPB systems that effectively provide more uniform playback quality given
time varying available bandwidth to clients (as would be obtained using a rate
control policy).

6.3

Future Work

This thesis has addressed several important issues pertaining to current and future video-on-demand systems. In this section, related open areas of research are
discussed that present fruitful avenues for future work:
• Supporting interactive client requests such as fast forward, rewind, and pause
appear to pose challenges in the context of RPB systems. If the client does not
discard segments it has already played back, the rewind operation is easy to
implement. The pause operation may be implemented by continuing to receive
segments and buffering this data while waiting for the client to resume playback. However, there might be client side storage limitations, in which case
special techniques are required to implement these two interactive functions.
Supporting fast forward operation presents further challenges. Note that a
limited form of fast forward may be possible owing to the "work-ahead" nature of the protocol. That is, if some segments are already available in the
client's buffer, fast forward operation requires playing selective frames from
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the available segments. When segments are not available in the client's buffer,
fast forward may entail the server sending an unicast stream with the required
data.
• Considerable insight can be gained by virtue of prototype implementation and
experimentation. Ongoing efforts include conducting local area and wide area
experiments with the prototype. These experiments are expected to provide a
better understanding of the impact of multicast join/leave latencies, quantify
the overhead of merging algorithms, identify characteristics of packet loss, and
evaluate packet loss recovery performance.
• An ongoing problem has been the lack of a dependable multicast service.
This has motivated development of application-level multicast support within
SWORD. An interesting future work direction will be to evaluate performance
of the on-demand streaming protocol in an application-level multicast setting.
• The VMRC performance study assumed a layered media encoding. The VMRC
protocol should also be applicable in the context of non-layered media encodings, where different clients dynamically select among different monolithically
encoded object versions.
• The performance study of VMRC suggests that dynamically setting the TCP
Vegas threshold can substantially improve fairness of a TCP Vegas flow when
it competes with more aggressive flows such as TCP Reno. As part of future
work, this dynamic threshold estimation technique will be implemented in the
TCP Vegas module of the ns-2 simulator, and a detailed performance study
will be conducted to determine the benefits of this approach.
• The dynamic quality adaptation mechanism developed in this work considered
the rate adaptation module to be independent from the quality adaptation
module. However, the rate and quality adaptation components could cooperate to allow for more efficient use of available bandwidth. An integrated study
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of rate and quality adaptation using RPB/HPB will be undertaken as future
work.
• A layered media file may be delivered using the bandwidth skimming protocol,
with each layer of the media file being delivered using a separate instance of
the protocol. Each client can determine the number of layers it can receive
based on its available bandwidth. Dynamic quality adaptation would require
mechanisms that define how work-ahead should be allocated given the current
available bandwidth. Dynamic quality adaptation is complicated by the fact
that all clients in a group share the same multicast stream, and therefore, must
progress at the same rate. Hence, work-ahead policies must consider both the
needs of the individual clients as well as the requirements of the group.
• The evaluation of the dynamic quality adaptation policy relied on a single
metric, namely the subscription level of the client. However, this metric may
not adequately reflect the perceived quality of playback at the client. Ascertaining the perceived quality will involve human subjects, thus indicating that
collaboration with researchers in the area of human computer interaction may
be necessary.
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Appendix A
TCP Reno Throughput Models

Models have been proposed that predict the steady state throughput of a long
duration TCP Reno flow as a function of the average RTT (R) and the loss event
rate (p) [87, 93, 57]. This section revisits a simple formulation of the throughput
function that can be derived under the assumption that all loss indications are
via triple duplicate acknowledgments, loss events have a fixed probability and are
mutually independent, and RTT and loss event rate are independent of the sending
rate [87]. Figure A.l illustrates the evolution of the congestion window through
several increase/decrease cycles when all loss indications are via triple duplicate
acknowledgments. The period between two packet loss events is called an "epoch",
and the throughput of an epoch can be calculated as the ratio of the expected
number of packets sent in an epoch (Pe ) to the expected duration of an epoch

(De).

The number of packets transmitted in an epoch is 3~2 , and the duration of an epoch
is ~ R, assuming the window size W increases by one every RTT in the congestion
avoidance phase. Using the fact that a loss event rate of p implies l/p packets are
transmitted in an epoch, a relationship between p and W can be obtained as follows:

W =

fli.

The estimated throughput, in packets per second, is given by [87]:

Areno
loss model

=

Pe
De

=

3W
4R

=

(3 1

Y2P R'

(A.l)

The model described above will be referred to as the "loss model" in the rest
of this section. An alternative expression for TCP Reno throughput can be derived
by considering the the time between congestion window reductions (or equivalently,
the duration of an epoch), instead of the probability of first packet loss. That is,
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Figure A.l: TCP Reno Window Evolution Assuming all Loss Indications are by
Triple Duplicate Acknowledgments
noting that De

= ~ R, the equivalent expression for throughput is:
ArenD
time model

=

3De

2R2'

(A.2)

This model will be referred to as the "time model" in the remainder of this discussion. It is interesting to note that the "loss model" indicates that throughput varies
linearly with the inverse of RTT, while the "time model" indicates that throughput
varies as the inverse of the square of the RTT. The next section explores this issue.

A.I

Impact of Different RTT on Throughput

The impact of RTT on the throughput observed by a TCP Reno flow has been
much debated. For example, under assumption of synchronized flows and droptail
queue management, the ratio of the TCP throughputs for two flows is proportional
to the inverse of the square of their RTTs [72, 14]. Others have reported that the
ratio of the TCP throughputs is proportional to the inverse of their RTTs [52].
Experiments reported in this section confirm both observations. That is, depending
on the topology and characteristics of background traffic, it is shown that either
observation can be obtained.
The first experiment uses a dumbbell topology with a single bottleneck link
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Table A.l: Impact of RTT on Throughput
RTT for
Group 1 (R I )
0.066
0.068
0.067
0.068

RTT for
Group 2 (R2)
0.124
0.166
0.218
0.336

Throughput
for Group 1 (Xl)
136.81
132.15
152.87
163.88

Throughput
for Group 2 (Xl)
48.48
50.00
37.21
19.72

R2/ R I
1.87
2.42
3.23
4.95

X I /X2
2.82
2.64
4.11
8.31

of capacity 2 Mbps with a droptail queue of 25 packets. Two FTP (using TCP
Newreno) flows, each having a different RTT, share the bottleneck link. To perturb
the bottleneck link, an exponential ON/OFF traffic at rate 500 Kbps is used. Results
from this simulation showed that the ratio of throughputs is proportional to the
square of the inverse of the ratio of RTTs.
The next experiment extends the above simulation scenario to consider a slightly
richer mix of traffic. The setup considers 20 FTP flows sharing a bottleneck link
with bandwidth 10 Mbps and a droptail queue of 50 packets. These 20 flows can
be divided into two groups, each with equal numbers of flows, such that one group
(Group 1) has a shorter propagation delay than the other (Group 2). To remove the
possibility of synchronization of the window evolutions, the following precautions
are taken: 1) 4 FTP flows are employed in the reverse path; 2) an exponential
ON/OFF UDP traffic at rate 500 Kb traverses the bottleneck link; and 3) all flows
start at slightly different times. The results shown in Table A.l indicate that the
ratio of the average throughput of each group is between the inverse of the ratio of
average RTT and the inverse of the ratio of square of average RTT of the groups.
The third experiment considers a dumbbell topology with a bottleneck link of
capacity 15 Mbps with a 100 packet droptail queue. Background traffic consists of
10 FTP Newreno flows and 10 HTTP ON/OFF flows. The round-trip propagation
delays of the background flows is uniformly distributed in [50,410] milliseconds. Two
foreground FTP Newreno flows are considered. The round trip propagation delay
of one flow is fixed at 50 milliseconds, while the round-trip propagation delay of the
other flow is varied. Results from 5 simulation runs are shown in Figure A.2. The
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Figure A.2: Illustrating the RTT Bias of TCP Reno
results confirm the observations made from the previous experiment.

A.2

Understanding the Control Equations

Ideally, a "TCP-friendly" UDP flow and a competing FTP flow (using TCP Reno)
should share the bottleneck resources equally. This section attempts to understand
how the throughput equations discussed above can guide a UDP flow towards its
"TCP-friendly" bandwidth share. The two main issues considered here are:
• Under what circumstances are the loss rates experienced by the UDP flow and
the FTP flow roughly similar? There is evidence in the literature that points
out that the loss rates seen by the two flows often differ, when droptail queuing
is employed [13] .
• Given a UDP flow at a certain rate, do the throughput equations considered
in the preceding section generate a signal that can be used to steer the UDP
flow to reach an equilibrium condition with a foreground FTP flow (i.e., both
the UDP and FTP flow have approximately similar throughput shares)?
The above questions are answered by conducting ns simulations. The simulations
consider a dumbbell topology with a bottleneck link of capacity 15 Mbps and a
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Figure A.3: Relative Aggressiveness of the TCP Reno Throughput Models
buffer of 100 packets. The queues employ the droptail queuing discipline. The
foreground traffic consists of a UDP flow and a FTP flow, both having the same
round trip delays. Background traffic consists of a fix of 15 FTP flows and 15
HTTP sessions. The background flows have round-trip propagation delays uniformly
distributed between [20,460] milliseconds.
A number of simulation runs are carried out using the above described setup.
Each run considers a UDP flow at a certain constant bit rate. For any simulation run,
the (ideal) "TCP-friendly" bandwidth share is deemed to be equal to the throughput
achieved by the competing foreground FTP traffic. Also, for each run, the number
of loss events witnessed by the UDP flow is recorded and used to determine its loss
event rate. Similarly, the average time between loss events can also be determined
for the UDP flow.! The fair share throughput estimate, as obtained by application
of the TCP throughput models, can then be determined.
Figure A.3 presents results from a simulation where the foreground flows have
a round-trip propagation delay of 150 milliseconds. In the figure, the x-axis corresponds to the current UDP flow rate, while the y-axis represents the estimate
1 All losses within two round trip times are considered part of the same loss episode. The average
round trip time experienced by the foreground FTP flow is used as the round trip time value for
the UDP flow.
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obtained by application of the throughput formula (both, normalized with respect
to the current "TCP-friendly" bandwidth share). In general, both models provide
increase/decrease signals that can be used to guide a UDP flow towards the equilibrium point (at which the UDP flow and the FTP flow have similar throughputs).
For example, when the UDP flow's rate is less than the rate of the FTP flow, the
models indicate that the rate of the UDP flow should be increased. In the figure,
this corresponds to all points that fall below the straight line. Also note that the
"time model" provides much more aggressive increase/decrease signals than the "loss
model", when the UDP flow rate is higher/lower than the "fair share" bandwidth.
This also indicates that the loss event rate (and also the time between loss events)
seen by the UDP flow can differ from that witnessed by the FTP flow.
A detailed study of these alternative models is beyond the scope of this research,
and is a fruitful direction for future work.
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